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FOREWORD 

This is the first DAO quarterly assessment of RVNAF. It is the 
combined efforts of RVNAF, DAO, and the Embassy - particularly 
the Consuls General. It is Intended to convey a panorama of the 
progress of the Ceasefire, the status of RVNAF, and the current 
military situation. 

This assessment of RVNAF is the first in many years without U. S. 
advisors on the scene at all levels to develop it. It is, in a 
sense, more objective, as the personnel reporting are not actors 
in the drama, but detached observers of it. The dash of cynicism 
is healthy. 

On the other hand much of the data is not validated, is almost 
entirely dependent upon RVNAF, and is not subject to the sharp 
U. S. advisor source scrutiny that was previously routine. There 
was no reluctance on the part of RVNAF to share and discuss the 
ingredients. 

It was a post-MACV shock to become dependent on the RVNAF JGS and 
its cha1n-of-command. The JGS is often as startled at our interest 
in the details of military activity as we are by their apparent 
lack of concern. Their command and control system, in the American 
sense, leaves much to be desired. The chief lack is urgency, time¬ 
liness and an inperviousness to irritation over wrong information. 
The Sunday-syndrome, the illusion that the war stops then and on 
holidays, prevails. 

It is well to put the text of this report in the context of the 
strategic setting. The position of the enemy as the result of his 
Easter '72 offensive, his blatant failure to adhere to the Cease¬ 
fire Agreement, and the imminent end of U. S. air power in Indo¬ 
china, make him stronger than he's ever been. His buildup of new 
roads, pipelines, airfields and land line communications, his 
input of tanks, long range artillery and anti-aircraft weaponry, 
his stock piling of logistic resources are ominous. The RVNAF, of 
course, has not been idle. Absorbing the Enhance equipment, 
assuming the entire TACAIR mission, improving training and readi¬ 
ness, streamlining logistics and sharpening technical competence. 
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îüï*iïerïlr cont1n!íes* At this writing the fighting west of 
Kontum Cljy congeals, and drags on; and the 5th ARVN Division 
suddenly has a major fracas on Its hands 25 miles from Saigon. 

1s tr*in9 to defend or enlarge Its sphere of Influence 
and clean up pockets of resistance. There appears no Intent on 
r*«l!Ü!ùS*d!î *sc*l*te to a major offensive. The spin-off of a 
Cambodian debdcle, the econonrfc-morale-depreclatlng crunch that 

1n th# U* s* withdrawal, compounds the 
ca^amity6^ P°ssi*>iiity of a minor episode expanding to a major 

JOHN E. MURRAY 
Major General, USA 
Defense Attache 
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CHAPTER 1 

THREAT ASSESSMENT 

1» (S) BACKGROUND : During the past month, there wer-; 
no indications that the enemy will soon renew the main 
force war. In fact, since the announcement of the "new" 
ceasefire on 15 June, the enemy has teen reemphasizin'* 
the political struggle. 

2. (S) NVN MIG ACTIVITY: 

a. In regard to North Vietnamese MIG activity, 
there have been developments which could affect South 
Vietnam. During the week of 17-23 June, over 150 MIG 
combat-related training flights were apparently conducted 
in NVN. This far exceeds the number of such flights for 
any similar period since the 28 January ceasefire. These 
training flights included MIG flights to the Bai Thuong 
area; however, no flights have been detected further south 
than 40 km south of Bai Thuong since the ceasefire. 

b. There is no evidence of an impending southward 
deployment, but recent developments could portend the bas¬ 
ing of fighters at southern airfields, a move which would 
significantly increase NVN's capability to conduct opera¬ 
tions against the south. 

3. (S) COMMUNIST AIRFIELDS IN SVN: 

a. Concerning Communist airfields in the south, North 
Vietnam presently has the capability to use at least the 
following 12: Khe Sanh, Ca Lu, Dong Ha, Kham Due, Ben Het, 
Dak To, Due Co, Bu Prang, Loc Ninh, Thien Ngon, Katum and 
Minh Thanh. No instances of actual airfield use have been 
noted, but there have been occasionally low level references 
to planned flight activity. 

b. The principal airfield renovation effort in SVN is 
at Khe Sanh in MR 1. This field has been rebuilt and the 
runway currently has a length of 4300 ft. It is considered 
sufficient for all NVA transports and some Jet fighter air¬ 
craft, axthough they might be limited to reduced armament 
and/or fuel loads. Some limited support capability has 
been noted. 

c. Additionally the airfields at Ca Lu and Dong Ha 
are being repaired, with present runway lengths sufficient 
to accommodate some transports. 

1-1 
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rebuilt but doe? have the capabiiitv of riceo"" r 
Romo light transport aircraft. 

e. In MR 2 and MR < the runways of all ‘■K* 
held fields are of sufficient length to hand • 
transport aircraft. The fields in MR 3 could he u.-oï • : 
oUppoi t Comnunist activ*ity throughout the po^tr.¾ 
tion of the MR. 

f. The overall effect of the renovation of ‘-h-?- 
airfields will be to provide NVA/PRG forces with ro-- 
logistical support and permit the movement of VIPs from 
one PRG controlled area to another. 

(S) COMMUNIST AIR DEFENSE IN SVN: 

a. There are continuing indications that NVN is ex¬ 
panding its SAM defense capabilities in SVN. 

b. In the Khe Sanh area, from 20 May to 20 June 
only four SAM sites were occupied while on 31 Ma" 3* 
possible SAM equipment was identified in the A Shau ’ 
valley. If the enemy has moved SAM equipment into the 
va ley, the North Vietnamese will have air defense misai’e 
capability that threatens the VNAF air operations west of 

c. In a related development, NVN forces may t 
acquiring new or improved air defense weapons. Th 
tenuous indications that enemy forces In northern 
now have a 23mm self-propelled artillery vehicle, 
self-propelled 23min vehicle is probably the Soviet 
nated ZSU-23-^ which has been previousïv reported 
at least July 1972 in the Hanoi area. The system 
highly mobile AA weapon which carries its own rada 
control. 

9^»0 

oesig- 

is a 
r fire 

d. In addition, reports from MR 3 reveal that NVA 

în thlS area may P°ssess an infrared homine missile 
eîn co^ep" to the SA-7, but different in dèsier 

and configurâtion. Called an "SA-2 rocket gun" bv NVÃ' 
units, the term may be a misnomer designed for internal 
NVA propaganda purposes because of the NVA reported 
success of the SA-2 guideline over NVN. rePorT:ea 

nr missile,s characteristics Include a range 0^ 
up to 2000 meters and a reload capability which the SA-7 
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does not have. In addition, the system described by the 
source may have an improved handling capability over the 
SA-7 in that the operator is not required to visually 
track the target. Instead the missile can be fired and 

^nviearch ^01, the tareet f°r the first 1500 meters of 
flight, continuing for an additional 500 meters to final 
intercept should the missile acquire the target. If the 
target acquisition fails, the missile will self destruct. 

nu The ro135116 is reported to have downed a VNAF 
:7,hfUí:0pter on ^ June 1973. This new weapon is re- 

ported to have been used at two locations in central Tay 
Ninh Province, two locations in the Tay Ninh/Hau Nghia 
border area and one area in west central Hau Nghia. If 
the weapon exists, it should significantly improve low 

vMAi? Uùe,K?ln alr def’ense» and consequently degrade 
VNAF capability to engage NVA ground forces and targets. 

g. Communist AAA defenses have also been improved 
in-country with the addition of three AAA regiments in 
recent months in MRs 2 and 3. It is possible that with 
a 4lUp in AAA unlts in southern SVN, a division level 
authority may be organized to assume control over AAA 
operations. 

5. (S) ENEMY INFILTRATION: 

a’^ In dnf^^trati°n activity. North Vietnam continues 
acements SOUth> but ln greatly reduced numbers since the January ceasefire. 

lnflltration is down 37¾ from ohat of 
^he current DA0 Infiltration estimate, com¬ 

pared with the corresponding period for 1972, is as 
follows: * 

Area 1972 1973 

DMZ/MRTTH 
B-3FR0NT 
MR 5 
COSVN 

10,000 
33,500 
15,600 
42,100 

19,000 
10,800 
8,000 

25,800 

c. The following is the current DAO estimate of 
Communist artillery destined for or deployld "n Rra! 
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Area In-country (10ct72) InfiItrated 

DMZ/MRTTH 50-60 
B-3FRONT 20-25 
MR 5 5-10 
COSVN 0-5 

Unk 50-60 
20-25 40-50 
65-70 70-80 
80-85 80-90 

d. No regular armor Infiltration groups were detected 
moving In the system in June; however, 14 tanks were photo¬ 
graphed entering Laos logistics corridor in early June. 
Ultimate destinations are unknown and they are not included 
in our current estimate of NVA armor in South Vietnam. 

Area In-country (10ct72) Infiltrated Totals 

DMZ/MRTTH 60-65 
B-3FR0NT 10-15 
MR 5 5-10 
COSVN 25-30 

Unk 
90-100 
90-100 

165-170 

60-65 
100-115 
95-110 

190-200 

Totals 100-120 345-370 445-490 

6. (S) LOGISTICAL ACTIVITY: Communist rear service units 
continued a high level of activity. 

a. Despite a "new" ceasefire the NVN initiated a 
"transportation offensive" in MRTTH and northern MR 5 in 
order to replenish depleted military stockpiles. The 
offensive has lasted through the end of June. At least 
three transportation regiments are currently providing 
transportation along the northern part of Rt 14. In addi¬ 
tion the Communists have moved three major storage facil¬ 
ities from Laos into MR 1 possibly to the Rt 14 area. 
Also, as many as 10,000 short tons of supplies have 
apparently moved into VC MR 5 and the B-3 FRONT during 
June. In contrast, an estimated 50,000 short tons are 
believed to have crossed the DMZ into RVN since the January 
ceasefire. Photography showed an increase in vehicular 
traffic during the campaign. The bulk of the material 
shipped remains unidentified. If most of the total tonage 
is food, the quantity would be sufficient to feed combat 
troops in VC MR 5 and the B-3 FRONT during June. In con¬ 
trast, an estimated 50,000 short tons are believed to 
have crossed the DMZ into RVN since the January ceasefire. 
Photography showed an increase in vehicular traffic dur¬ 
ing the campaign. The bulk of the material shipped re¬ 
mains unidentified. If most of the total tonnage Is food, 
the quantity would be sufficient to feed combat troops 
in VC MR 5 and the B-3 FRONT for 8 to 10 months. 
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b. Based upon estimated enemy shir-men*. * m' *:o :. 

and activity, DAO Sa iron concludes that , as of the r-r.i 
of the dry season (end of May 197 ' ), r.^ar seiviof u*,; -..- 
had moved supplies in sufficient quantities into south.' rn 
Laos and South Vietnam to support country-wide offensiv«, 
operations in South Vietnam at average 1972 ofrensiv.- 
(31 Mar 72 - Jan 73) levels for a period of 1> to 1c 
months. Further, sufficient supplies to execute this 
military option would be in place in or adjacent to 2cuti; 
Vietnam by the end of July 1973. 

c. To support infiltration of men and material 
through Laos, the enemy continues to expand his FOL rire- 
line system. NVA extension of its pipeline from NVN' 
into Laos was first detected in mid-1969. A major branch 
has been supplying the A Shau Valley since early 1572. 
Although the terminus is hidden by dense jungle canony, 
this branch is believed to serve traffic in the north¬ 
ern position of Route 1^. In support of the NV." offensive 
a truck line was completed through the DMZ in April 1972, 
and is the main source of POL serving traffic operating 
along Routes 1 and 9. 

d. The trunk line through Laos was later extended 
southwari and by February 1)73 had reached the Chavane 
area. A spur was build from the Chavane area toward 
the RVN border in early 1973. Although it disappears 
in dense vegetation, it is believed to cross the border, 
supplying traffic along Routes 966, and 53¾. 

e. The main line in Laos could easily be extended 
into Cambodia. All of the completed lines consist of 
four-inch diameter pipe having a daily capacity of 1,100 
metric tons (1210 short tons). 

7. (S) ORDER OF BATTLE : 

a. Within South Vietnam, the enemy combat threat 
has noc significantly changed over the oast month. Tne 
estimated enemy strength by division is as follows: 

DIVISION 30 MAR 72 iv- 73 30 JUNE 73 NET DIF? 

30¾ 9500 
325 8500 
32OB 6300 
32¾B 8000 

8500 8500 -1000 
5200 5600 -29OO 
¾900 6300 0 
8000 8000 0 
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30 MAR 72 30 MAY 73 sc vu:: 

711 6100 
2 5600 
3 5300 

10 6500 
* 320(-1) 6300 

7 5300 
9 3900 
6 ¿4200 
5 4400 
1 4300 

* Strengths adjusted 

4600 
4400 
4000 
3100 
4000 
2100 
2600 
2300 
2000 
3200 

to reflect only 

4bOO 
4500 
4000 
350C 
4000 
2500 
2800 
2300 
2200 
3200 

two regiments 

-1500 
-HOC 
-1500 
-3000 
-2300 
-2300 
-1100 
-1900 
-2200 
-1100 

b. The upward changes in strengths from 30 May to 
30 June of the 325th, 320B, 2d, 10th, 7th, 9th and 5th 
Divisions reflect adjustments made after a recent confer¬ 
ence with the J-2, JOS staff. 

c. The total threat within the republic is as 
follows : 

(1) MR-1: 

Divisions 
Regiments 
Combat Personnel 
Guerrilla 
Admin Services 
Total Personnel 

(2) MR-2: 

6 
22 
52-62,000 
5-10.000 
n-16,000 
71-90,000 

Divisions 
Regiments 
Combat Personnel 
Guerrilla 
Admin Services 
Total Personnel 

(3) MR-3: 

3 
10 
25-30,000 
5-10,000 
10-15,000 
40-55,000 

Divisions 
Regiments 
Combat Personnel 
Guerrilla 
Admin Services 
Total Personnel 

2 
15 
15-20,000 
2-4,000 
30-34,000 
47-58,000 
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(4) MR-iJ: 

Divisions 
Rogir.ents 
ComDat Personnel 
Guerrilla 
Admin Services 
Total Personnel 

13 
15-20,000 
8-10,000 
6-8,000 
29-38,000 

(5) Total In-Country Strength: 

Divisions 
Regiments 
Combat Personnel 
Guerrilla 
Admin Services 
Total In-Country 

8. (S) ARTILLERY THREAT; 

13 
60 
107-132,000 
20-3*1,000 
60-75,000 
187-241,000 

a. The appearance of 122mm and 130mm field guns in 
the Cam Lo and Hiep Due areas of MR 1 and Kontum Province 
in MR 2 and the detected deployment to MR 3 has led to some 
concern about the threat these guns pose populated areas 
within South Vietnam. Based upon aerial reconnaissance 
of road construction and infiltration routes, RVNAF has 
assessed the potential threat that these weaoons rose to 
Pleiku City in MR 2 and the Tay Ninh and Bien Hoa/Saigon 
areas of MR 3. 

b. Concerning the threat in the vicinity of Pleiku 
City, the enemy currently has or could gain access to 
three areas, all of which are within 25 km of the city. 
These areas can be reached and resupplied via several 
existing routes. Area 1 is in the vicinity of Plei Mrong 
on the Pleiku/Kontum border and is accessible to the 
enemy via Routes 110, 617, 511 and secondary Route 613 
from the tri-border area. Areas 2 and 3 northwest and 
southwest of Thanh An, respectively, are terminals for a 
second system, which includes Routes 515, 567. and 19 
from the Khmer and the tri-border areas. Most of these 
routes will support vehicular traffic year-round. 

c. In MR 3, potential 122/130 targets in the Tay 
Ninh and Saigon/Bien Hoa areas would be within range of 
field guns firing from five areas. Access to these areas 
could be gained via several known infiltration routes. 
In the vicinity of Tay Ninh, area 1 located east of base 
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area 35^ and area 2 located within bar*, ar-a iri av»: 
readilly accessible fro;* the Cnoul area of the hh.r.er 
Republic via Routes 2^, 22, 7, b and s-vera1 rvctndary 
roads. Most of these roads are paved or have beer, 
recently repaired. Traffic has intensified in these 
areas since February and March of this year. Area 3, 
located within base area 359 north of sien Hoa, and area •• 
northwest of Bien Hoa, are accessible over tv;o read net¬ 
works, consisting of routes l^A, 1A, and 322, also 
originating in the vicinity of Snoul and running through 
Loc Ninh. These roads have been repaired by the enemy 
during the past year. Area 5, in the iron triangle 
northwest of Phu Cuong, is reached via inter—provincial 
route 14, a potential extension of the system supportinr 
area 2 east of Tay Nirh. However, this segment is under 
GVN control, as are areas 4 and 5. 

9. (S) EFFECTS OF NEW CEASE-FIRE : 

a. Concerning communist activity since the Joint 
communique of 15 June, no overt communist land grab has 
occurred. Combat activity peaked on 15-16 June, but has 
gradually declined since then except in Kontum, Quang 
Nam, and Chuong Thien Provinces. 

b. Analysis of available intelligence suggests that 
no land grab was planned, since such an operation would 
have been counterproductive to current communist objec¬ 
tives. Additionally, if the communists had chosen to 
initiate a land grab similar to those of October and 
January, the GVN probably could have contained it, and 
might very well have taken advantage of the situation to 
further improve GVN control. Also, VNAF might have used 
this situation to bomb major communist logistics areas 
such as Dong Ha in MR-1 or northern Tav Ninh. The basic 
guidance provided by COSVN Directive ¿/73 »'hich signaled 
a change from heavy military emphasis to conducting a 
political campaign, still remains in effect. Furthermore, 
a new COSVN Directive 3/73, issued in early June, directed 
strict observance of the ceasefire and placed renewed 
emphasis on the political struggle. Rebuilding of the 
political infrastructure is to be accorded the highest 
priority, followed by proselyting and improving control 
of liberated areas. Operationally, "to strictly observe 
the ceasefire" only means that the enemy will not initiate 
large-scale offensives. The "political struggle", however 
includes propaganda supported by sapper attacks on CVN 
outposts, destruction of critical GVN supplies (e.g.. Long 
Binh Ammo Storage), terrorism and abductions. 
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o. The current comunist intentions in lirht of 

cease-fire II are: 

(1) Observe the cease-fire in terns of nain force- 
warfare. Intelligence fron all HR's indicates that 
communist forces have been ordered to react strongly tc 
any GVN "nibbling" operations. The PRG is intention 
projecting an image to the people that the ccmnunists 
intend to observe the cease-fire. Generally speaking, 
enemy actions in the past month have been defenisve, * 
designed to hold and improve PRG control in communist 
occupied area. Although the GVN's position since the 
end of January has eroded in several provinces, such as 
An Xuyen and Chuong Thien, it has been able to expand 
its control in several key areas, such as the lowlands 
of Quang Tin, Quang Ngai and Binh Dinh Provinces. 

(2) Rebuild, upgrade and strengthen the infrastructure. 

(3) Develop and improve control over "liberated areas". 

(*0 Promote freedom of trade and travel between PRG 
and GVN controlled areas. Trade with GVN controlled 
areas is necessary to supplement many essential items 
such as food, POL, medicines and machine works, needed 
to sustain an increased civilian population. Additionally 
by offering a better price for goods, the communists 
probably hope to induce more people to come into the PRG 
economic, and eventually, political sphere. 

(5) Improve access to the population in GVN controlled 
areas and attract people to liberated areas. Free move¬ 
ment of people is vital to PRG intentions of using "the 
pull of the land" to encourage the populace back to their 
former homes and to the encouragement of increased trade. 

(6) Proselyte GVN troops and officials. Increased 
proselyting is considered necessary to break down local 
GVN governmental control. 

d. Current activity in southern MR 1 is the result 
of RVNAF attempts to eliminate spheres of communist 
influence in the coastal lowlands. Activity by 711th 

forces in Duc D’JC District is designed to force 
ARVN units to contract their positions and eventually 
force the Rangers to withdraw from this area. By 
accomplishing this mission, the enemy would facilitate 
his access into the lowlands, block the southerly expansion 
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of GVN control, and deny friendly -rcnnd oL 
the important infiltration routed :c Nior 

O*. 

e. In MR-2, the activity west of Kontur. City is a 
continuation of communist efforts to protect a buffer ne¬ 
west of the provincial capital in crier to orerate ar. 
important north-south supply route and the fordir.r sit*, 
of the Yali Falls. Elements of the 2Ath and 66th'Rerts 
have been primarily responsible for occupying the areas 
west of the city. Despite ground assault and air and 
arty fire, enemy forces continue to hold their positions. 
Enemy forces place great importance on securing the ar^ao 
west of Kontum since they are probably the places most 
susceptible to GVN interference alonr the Route 1^ 
complex. 

f. In MR-4, aggressive ARVN operations against 
communist strongholds have continued following ceasefire 
II. The GVN's major area of emphasis has been Chuonr 
Thien Province. Both sides recognise the importance of 
nuong Thien Province and each is working to prevent the 

other from gaining dominance. Chuong Thien is the hub 
of the lower delta - or, as the Vietnamese describe it. 
the bottom of the rice bowl". The side that controls 
the lines of communication here - the canals and roads - 
substantiates a claim to effective control. The communists 
would like to make Chuong Thien the core of their "lit°r- 
ated" area in the lower delta; ARVN is just as intent on 
preventing this. 

10- (S) COMMUNIST POLITICAL DEVELOPMENT: 

a. Concerning political developments, in order to 
íhe ínt®rnati°nal stature of the PRG, it appears 

that diplomats from perhaps 10 countries visited the Dong 
Ha-cam Lo area in early June, ostensibly to establish 
diplomatic relations with the PRG in SVN. Numerous 
references to this meeting have appeared in liberation 
radio broadcasts. 

b. While the communists seem to be attempting to 
bolster the prestige of the PRG, analysis suggests Hanoi 
has apparently annexed communist controlled areas of 
Quang xri Province into NVN and that the eventual annex- 
ation of enemy-controlled areas of Thua Thien may be in 
the formative stages, 
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c. Hanoi is establishing a provincial level -overn- 

mental apparatus in Quang TrI Province with a structure 
similar to the provincial governments in IJVH. A recent 
ARVN returnee of early May reported that communist cadre 
in Dong Ha were referring to that city as the ^uang Tri 
Provincial Headquarters of NVN. There have teen several 
indications that there has been increased movements of 
civilians from NVN back to Quang Tri. Some of these 
people are former residents of the province who are 
being returned to their homes. 

d. Obviously, at least in this area, the communists 
are attempting to implement their policy goals of crcatinr 
a viable political community to compete with the GVN. 
The development of northern MR 1 would also facilitate the 
support of NVA military units in the area. 

11. (S) CONCLUSION: 

a. In conclusion, Hanoi continues to improve Its 
combat potential in the south. The increased training 
status of the NVN MIG force and the improvement of air¬ 
fields in occupied areas of SVN portend a possible de¬ 
ployment of NVN aircraft to SVN in the future. Communist 
forces continued to expand and improve their AAA capability 
with the probable goal of creating an air defense system 
throughout occupied areas similar to the high threat 
area in Quang Tri Province. The improved logistical 
status of the enemy, and has expansion of vital LOC's 
further enhances the communist's combat potential. De¬ 
spite this buildup in combat potential, however, communist 
forces seem intent for the present on solidifying their 
own position in order to create a viable alternative to 
the GVN. The communists apparently do not plan to initiate 
offensive action at this time, but generally plan, at least 
temporarily to adhere to the cease-fire in regards to 
main force warfare. But enemy forces can be expected to 
vigorously resist any GVN attempts to expand its control. 
Consequently combat activity will probably continue in 
areas where spheres of influence have not been clearly 
defined and opposing interests clash. 

b. The current DAO estimate of enemy intentions 
over the near term is as follows: 

(1) The enemy will continue to infiltrate men and 
material into RVN to support political objectives and 
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support future military operations. 

(2) Except for MRTTH in northern MR-1, the NVA has 
not yet infiltrated sufficient infantry replacements to 
raise maneuver units to the level of strength necessary 
to support and sustain a major military offensive. 

(3) The enemy is rapidly stockpiling sufficient 
supplies for a country-wide offensive and will probably 
continue to improve this logistics posture throughout 
RVN. 

(4) The communists v;ill not launch sustained country¬ 
wide offensive military operations. 

(5) The communists will continue to conduct "political 
warfare" while maintaining an aggressive defense. They 
will selectively use military force to support "political 
warfare" and Improve and facilitate area and population 
control. 
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CHAPTER 2 

FRIENDLY SITUATION 

I. (C) CEASEFIRE OVERVIEW: 

a. Ceasefire I (CF-I) was characterized tv ener- 
attempts to regain positions lost in Quang Tri'Province 
just prior to the ceasefire; seize populated areas and 
key terrain; interdict lines of comnunication (LOC) and 
conduct harassing attacks. Republic of Vietnam Armed 
Forces (RVNAF) artillery expenditures and tactical air 
support (TACAIR) sorties were higher than during the 1972 
spring offensive. After the RVNAF counter operations 
the situation began to stabilize. During the mid-CF-I 
period the incidents consisted primarily of attacks by 
ÎÎÎSï îBFLan? ininor Sround actions, around to air fire 
Iuaf; incidents against Vietnamese Air Force (VNAF) 
J. S. contractor operated International Commission of 
Contro! and Supervision (ICCS) and Four Party Joint 
Military Commission (FPJMC) aircraft increased during 
this period. Army of the Republic of Vietnam (ARVN) 
Initiated several operations designed to expand areas 
of control that resulted in rapid enemy reaction. The 
use of artillery and TACAIR declined. Late in the CF-I 
period, after the publication of specific ceasefire 
directives by Joint General Staff (JGS) and a reduction 
of major ground Initiatives by the enemy, combat activity 
and ceasefire incidents declined. However, the incident 
rate in Military (MR) 4 more than doubled and equaled 
the combined total of the other military regions. With 
the exception of major ABF at Tonle Cham, enemy activitv 
consisted of minor attacks by fire in reaction to ARVN 
security operations, propagandizing, assassinations, 
kidnapping, and GAP against aircraft. 

b. Initial period of ceasefire II (CF-II eff 15 Jun 73) 
the level of combat activity declined, with significant 

"!aJor and minor contacts, incoming artillery/ 
ro^ket/mortar f^re and casualties on both sides? There Y 
were 49¾ fewer violations reported during the initial 

-hour period of CF-II than for the same period of CF-I 
The combat actions reported during the initial phase of 
the second ceasefire resulted from RVNAF operations to 
preempt any North Vietnamese Army/Viet Cong (NV/VC land 
grab offensive. Available intelligence suggests that 
enemy intentions have been defensive in nature. Another 
indicator was the reduction of ARVN 105 milimeter (mm) 
howitzer artillery expenditures from 90,301 to 6 601 
during the initial 24 hours of each ceasefire. More 
minor incidents were reported to JGS in CF-II which 
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reported or considered significant during :--1. 
enemy seems determined to defend his sphere of’influence 
from ARVN incursion in order to protect and improve hi" 
logistics network and administrative authority'. 

(Figures 1, 2, 3, & 4) 

2. (C) MILITARY REGION I: 

a. Initial CF-I activity in MR 1 consisted of enemy 
attempts to expand his area of control into oooulation 
centers by seizing hamlets and isolating defending 
forces by interdicting lines of communication (LOC’s). 
Major activity was centered in two areas; northern 
Quang Tri Province and Sa Huynh in southern Quang Ngai 
Province. Just prior to CF-I Marine units had seized 
the south bank of the Cua Viet River; however, their 
positions were soon overrun by heavy enemy attacks. 
Vietnamese Marine Corps (VNMC) defensive positions vere 
subsequently reestablished at their original locations 
on the southern bank of the Thach Han River. Enemy 
units did infiltrate Marine rear areas but were cleared 
by friendly operations within a few weeks. No further 
combat activity has occurred in the VNMC area of ooera- 
tions (AO). In the Airborne AO, enemy units launched 
heavy ABF and ground contacts against the south bank of 

ftnuRí?er and successfully established a small 
foothold which they still maintain. Airborne units 
reacted with extensive artillery bombardment of enemy 
positions. In Quang Ngai, the enemy initiated a major 
attack and seized the Sa Huynh area Just before CF-I. 

InHSoaCtî^nK?al!}ed the enemy a maJor salt producing area 
and a suitable deep water port. Tt also effectively cut 
he only land LOC, QL1, into MR 1, from the rest of the 

country. ARVN forces subsequently recaptured the Sa Huvnh 
area consolidated their position and began returning the 
population to their homes. (The successful recapture of 
this area was considered the turning point in morale 
improvement within the 2nd Div.) In Thua Thien Province 
enemy efforts were concentrated south and southwest of ’ 
Phu 3ai, northwest of Hue near the An Lo Bridge where 
populated areas were attacked and infiltrated; and in an 
area 19 kilometers (km) southwest of Hue where an armored 

Oue Jarther south in the Dai Loc and 
K areas of QuanS Nam Province enemy units 

launched attacks against ARVN forces that had seized key 
terrain just prior to the ceasefire. Ceasefire violations 
and levels of combat activity steadily declined during 
the months of March, April and May. However, during the 
last two weeks of CF-I, a significant increase was noted. 
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Figure (1) 
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The Song Bo corridor in Thua Thien Provinco and the 
coastal lowlands of Quang Ngai Province rercrted the 
most ceasefire violations. The Districts of Binh Son 
and Son Tinh, within the 2d ARY” Division (Div) AO, 
reported a significant increase. This increased level 
of combat activity was generated by the enemy's efforts 
to continue to harass ARVN and Territorial Forces con¬ 
ducting the GVN "Return to Village Program". Of the 
32,000 refugees scheduled to return to their villages 
by 30 May 73, only 1^,200 were reported to have actually 
returned by the termination of CF-I. 

b. The first day of CF-II saw a 30¾ decrease in 
military activity in comparison to CF-I. The only 
statistical category that reflected an increase over 
CF-I was minor ABF. Casualties on both sides decreased 
significantly. In northern MR 1, above the Hai Van Pass, 
very little activity has been reported. During the early 
stages of CF-II, there was no attempt by the enemy to 
gain additional land or expand control over the popula¬ 
tion. The Song Bo Valley and Hue areas have been very 
quiet. In southern MR 1, enemy offensive operations 
accelerated immediately. Daily contacts have been 
reported southwest of Due Due in Quang Nam Province and 
in the Mo Due and Due Pho areas as enemy forces attempted 
to maintain a foothold in the lowlands. Toward the end 
of the second week of CF-II, MR 1 recorded an all-time 
low level of activity for the region. Only one or two 
incidents were reported; no major violations were reported. 
Overall, the intensity of reported activity and the con¬ 
sequent results have been greatly reduced in MR 1 during 
the first two weeks of CF-II. 

(Figure 5) 

3. (C) MILITARY REGION II: 

a. As CF-I drew near, the enemy launched widespread 
attacks on hamlets and LOC's. The enemy infiltrated 
hamlets west of Kontum, northeast of Ban Me Thuot, south¬ 
west of Degi, southwest of Tuy Hoa and near Phan Thiet. 
LOC's were interdicted south of Kontum, northeast of 
Ban Me Thuot, east of Pleiku and in Binh Dinh and Phu Yen 
Provinces (QL 19, Ik, and 7B). At Degi, a naval coastal 
radar station was overrun, creating a gap in the coastal 
radar system. The station was reoccupied several days 
later without opposition. These efforts were followed 
by a series of friendly operations designed to clear 
hamlets and reopen all LOC's. These ARVN security opera¬ 
tions generated enemy reaction to include ABF and ground 
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contacts. West of Thanh An, ARVN units attempted to 
retake a fire support base which thev\ had evacuated 
shortly after CF-I. The enemy reacted with heavy ABF 

attafks- Subsequently, ARVN units assumed 
haíof n^íVe po^ture> but enemy elements continued to 
harass them. During CF-I the major area of concern 

SjaceS Ä!;0VlnC" and ln — 

CieP°rted casualties for the initial period declined 
sharply. Enemy incidents were characterized by infiltra¬ 
tion of hamlets, interdicting of LOC's, ground attacks 

düringFCF6lînha ?üÍtS\ The maj01' area °f concei,n 
Poíí^v01^“11 ha been the vlllages of Trung Nghia and 
fh» L^°,?eí WeSt of Kontu,n "hlt:h «efe overrun by 
the NVA/VC forces on the evening of 7 June I973. There 
have been no other land grab attempts. The situation*in 

Ï^mr111?^0711106 ï!nds t0 overshadow the other provinces 
in MR 2 because the GVN forces are determined to retake 
the two villages. This increase in combat activity con¬ 
tinued through the first two weeks of CF-II and accounted 
for approximately 75% of the ceasefire violations within 
j * Overall, the intensity of reported combat activity 
decreased significantly during CF-I and began to increase 
sharply during CF-II. b increase 

(Figure 6) 

^ (0) MILITARY REGION III: 

atfJ^JTediaïe;Ly fonowing the ceasefire, enemy forces 
fno? t0 selze control of populated areas and inter- 

dict LOC s across the center of the MR in Tav Ninh Han 

Proifnn011111 Sü0”8’ Bien Hoa» Long Khar‘h and Binh Tuv 
Provinces. These efforts were relatively successful 

hamlPtelemdnÍSt-inítlai;Ly 0CCUPied °r infiltrated over 100 
hamlets and interdicted routes QL-20 in Long Khanh, 

Tav N-inh'^ar? Hra* in Binh Duong and QL-22 in 
ham-iüí h‘ Aftar the first 2¡i hours the number of contested 

WaS redüced to about 30 and within 10 days all 
hamlets were returned to GVN control and all interdicted 
Hna/Y re°Pened- The enemy began to interdict the Bien 

this initial h’^ír?ad ?ySíem °n a reSular basis. After tnis initiâl high level of combat activity, a oeriod of 
settled over the MR. Enemy activity was 

ARVMthf t0 ABF and rnlnor Probing actions^. At this time 
™ began C0.Q®cure Population centers, LOC’s and reacted 
the enemy ABF and minor ground contacts. The enemy 

confÍdentmi 
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began constructing hamlets in the Ho Bo Woods and centra' 

Trian6^e/reas of Hau Nghia Province, v;hich the ‘ “ 

ThINmnï?Ceî e?eî° destr°y wlth llttie enemy resistance. 
The most significant activity during the months of March 

îhe Was ïhe selse 0f the ^nle Ch“ ou?pos? ’ he significance of this ARVN garrison, occuoied by the 
92d Ranger Border Defense (RBD) Battalion, is its loca¬ 
tion on the Saigon River infiltration and logistics 

pnímldhr' Zt ?1S° rePresents a thorn in the side of the 
enemy because it is located in the midst of an area that 
is not considered contested, but actually under enemv 
control. During the last two weeks of CF-I the intensity 
and frequency of ABF against the beseiged Tonle Cham 
garrison declined. Aerial resupply efforts by C-123 
aircraft and VNAF TACAIR strikes have been a primly 

h sucfessfully defending the camp. Enemy 
tanks and captured 105mm howitzers were confirmed to be 
in the vicinity of An Loc. During the last two weeks of 

Biñh Sde^trS ftta^ed the SS^th Ammunition Dump at Long 

3,n9 of aL™n"™ltl0n PadS ,!0ntalnlne “ estfmated 

ac^lty decreased significantly during the 
first 24 hours of CF-II. A total of 20 incidents were 

as c°mpared t0 80 Por the same CF-I time frame 
Tonle Cham outpost did not receive any ABF or ground 
contacts during CF-II. The MR activity focSsefon ^he 
provinces of Tay Ninh, Hau Nghia and Phuoc Tuy, however 
he level and intensity have decreased. There were no ’ 
attempts at a land grab. The Route 13 road cLa^L 
operation in Binh Duong and Binh Long Provinces^as 

Th^hat^d by elements of the 5th ARVN Div in early June 
aíd concept tasked the 7th Regiment to sweep north 
and south from Chon Thanh along Route 13. The 8th 

Ranee^Baifaiî0 SWe8P n°rth frorn Lal Khe and three Ranger Battalions were to sweep south from An Loc As 

auackfbîunlts con?«ts and 
from thelí ínítlAl hWW15 advan;ed beyond seven kilometers iiom tneir initial base areas. Stiff resistance neeniJÏ 
in moderate casualties. The route was nlveí iîeaïed aíd 
the operation was subsequently cancelled The Joint 

o™eooítr^ff reported d11 ““s of communicatlon^under 
aer^? Ü , ^ 0?en’ wlth no Camlets contested. However 
aerial resupply is still required for Tonle Cham rvi^n * 
Thanh, An Loc, and Song Be.9 OveraU acunty wUhS 

Its se«ndnweek!0 steadlly decllne as terminated 

(Figure 7) 
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5- (C) MILITARY REGION IV: 

•Lnf-Mv enerny activity was characterized bv 

g ;? 3ää ää™ -- 
ïïi« Jr in0f?-, The R™sp reacted and after the first 
and aboutSísahJmíafd and water L0C'3 “are reoorted open 
^on,ofb^Ut hamlets remainted contested. Durinc: the 
^ °J early CP-1* activity fluctuatedin intensitv 
ThJ J? concentrated in the areas mentioned abo!! 
decreas¡SÍ!g!n!jyCí-ítía?ef““‘-J«^^aa1=ontlnuln¿ 

Durinf/he u!rr’ 

and consisted of minor luÜkJ TÎVrl'îlîït'Fl^ 
terrorist attacks a!a?S “opuU? 

mining incidents, assassinations, and abduction! ?!!’ 

¡"ocSfa?!!!!1'3 ln0lUded a moriai- atSS ¿ch^i 

? " -p-.rãngo? ät 
ProíÍÍÜ/e8!^“^«1^!^«“^^ -es of Kein ?hong 

5eT!f?e0S?e!Sc!hataCaUSed heaÎî^e^rÜÜaïîusT^r 

!!¿nt!f1e^?”~^?"™tÍh°-“a-aarer!!!hby 

ml? pÜv^ed UcSjÆ^^^'^toSarSï^r. 
Navy JvNNJ^deploye^rlver^craft0!! îïLtîï !/tnamese 

convoys in’vï«ÎL in !h! inoWents against 

dir^i1oï"fFfo“TadeSy“™^ilât1?“Iâ 

xî z Foli-rv™ 
c«!!«!! Bvî! aîïo° f - r-sth!s!aj!!ï!r!df-th!huong 
ceasefire vin-fïî ïinor contacts were the only ceaseiire violations catecrorv that reerio^e^a „ a. 

Th!ri!!t tw^üfek^of1??1* notentter perlods oP 

-"rc^n^tr^fc^g^h^r??""1^s?ra"d 
these two weeks exceeded the daily incidí!“!?! rfLJh'' 
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of the other military regions. At one point Chucng Thier 
reported 33 ceasefire violations which was the highest 
incident rate for a 2ii-hour period in any single province 
throughout the country. 

b. During the first two weeks of CF-II there was 
very little difference in the total number of ceasefire 
violations reported as compared to the equivalent CF-I 
period. Activity was characterized by stand-off ABF 
and minor and major ground attacks. The enemy activity 
continued to be concentrated in Chuong Thien and Dinh 
Tuong Provinces. There was a noted decrease in combat 
activity reported in the Seven Mountains area of Chau 
Doc Province. The reported combined totals of ceasefire 
violations and casualties within Chuong Thien and Dinh 
Tuong Provinces represented approximately 75¾ of the 
entire MR activity. Overall, the level and intensity 
of combat activity appeared to be decreasing within MR 4 
as the second week of CF II ended. 

(Figure 8) 

6. (S) SUMMARY/CONCLUSIONS : As of 30 June 1973 it 
is apparent that the level and intensity of combat activity 

-F-I has steadily declined. Daring the early stages 

Îf-Iï almost a11 categories of ceasefire incidents 
declined sharply from the latter period of CF-I 

(Figures 9, 10» H & 12) 

Casualties also have shown a steady decrease with the 
renegotiated ceasefire in effect. From the GVN point of 
view it was also evident that friendly initiated activities 
were beginning to decline as evidenced by fewer VNAF 
sorties flown and less friendly artillery rounds expended. 

aïïTÜ?îly<.î:herewarî only four reP°rted areas of concentratec 
the country- Within MR 1 the districts 

Binh Son ln Quang Ngal Province have become 
most critical because of GVN efforts to resettle the coasta] 
lowlands. Within MR 2 the continuing battle for Polei 
Krong and Trung Nghia Villages in Kontum Province remains 

area within South Vietnam. The enemy 
anH ï1? íhe yi;4ages slnce the initial offensive thrust 

mmA|trinined t0 contro1 his LOG from the north, 
he RVNAF have countered with a concerted effort utilizing 

extensive air and artillery support. Nothing decisive 

¡hho ?SUiïedifn? 1ittle Progress has been made by either 
fhde ln fl”ali^ing the outcome of the battle. Within MR 3 
the road clearing operation (nr k 4.1. r,,,., 

6 y ‘“-»•on (QL-13) by the RVNAF generated 
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Figure (8) 
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enemy reaction. Within MR 4 the continuing high level 
of ceasefire activity in Chuong Thien Province remains 
the focal point of enemy action in the Delta. The cur 
rent level of combat activity is likely to cont. un 
til areas of control are agreed upon by the opposing 

forces. 
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CHAPTER 3 . 

ASSESSMENT OF RVNAF INTELLIGENCE CAPABILITY 

1. (S) J-2/JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF: 

a. The operational effectiveness of the RVNAF 
intelligence services continues at a high level, 
despite withdrawal of major U.S. financial and 
personnel assets. A major contributing factor is 
the personal integrity and professional compéfcénce 
of the J-2. The effective organization ana manning 
of the services with experienced, competent personnel 
have resulted in quality intelligence production 
which attests to the success of Vietnamization in 
the Intelligence field. 

b. However, the overall effectiveness of the 
J-2/JGS is impaired by the following weaknesses: 

(1) The J-2/JGS has the following personnel 
strength: 

Authorized Actual 

175 Officers 
111 NCO’s 
34 EM's 

320 

135 Officers 
88 NCO's 
32 EM’s 

255 

The above manning represents a shortage of 65 
personnel. 

(2) In the past, information relayed from the 
Corps to MACV over secure U.S. communications 
networks was passed to J-2/JGS. These channels are 
no longer available, and the RVNAF G2/J2 does not 
have sufficient secure lines of communications. As 
a result, reporting from the field is often lateas much 
of it must be pouched to Saigon. The Intelligence 
Branch, Defense Attache Office, Saigon is helping 
the J-2 revise its TOE in an effort to resolve 
this problem. No firm implementation date is 
available. 

SECRET NOFÒRH RISSEM 
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fToiP^»,When U,Sj advlsory elements were in the 

th%y servf? as a cross-check on the reli- 
of reporting by local RVNAF units. In 

their absence, there has been no way to ascertain the 
degree of reliability in the ARVN reporting of 
casualties, initiation of incidents, units in 
contact, etc., but there is reason to believe 
that considerabie falsification is taking place. 

U*S* Re8l°nal Liaison Officers 
in the field should ameliorate this problem. 

(¡0 The U.S. funding of out-of-country 
was sharPly curtailed following MACV's 

withdrawal. u.S. funds continue to provide for 
activity in Laos and Cambodia. However 

the DAO Intelligence Branch is not aware of Iny* 
RVNAF operations being conducted In 

ÏK fr1* Al a result of these restrictions, the RVNAF does not have adequate intelligence 
neiShborlng countries which 

itally affect South Vietnam's internal situation. 

r ThÜ J”2,s^technical control over Corps 
^iS n0t effectlve as Corps Commanders have 

sometimes encouraged (or directed) the G-2's to 
ignore J-2 directives. 

th. ?eïUïï/‘2’ wh0 ls also the Chief of the MUitary Intelligence Center,» and the Chief 
of his Materiel Exploitation Division are ineffec- 

?0St effect of their inadequate 
leadership is reflected in the limited effort 
made to locate and exploit newly captured materiel. 

nn iTïe1M1î,ÎSfry Intelligence Center was established 
?n 1 Juiy 1973 and consists of five Divisions: 
T?gfnÜÍS^nCÍ D1V»?12n Íformerly the Combined Intel- 
ligence center, Vietnam); Document Exploitation 
Division (Combined Document ¿¡xploitation ¿enter): 
r-:L el.!Xpl0lt?tl0n DlvlalQn (Combined Materiel 

centefji interrogation Division (Combined 
íífn I!?terrogatlon centerT; support División 

(Military Intelligence Maintenance Center). The 
reorganization has not yet had any impact on 
operational effectiveness. 

SECRET MFORN RISSEM 
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(7) The drawdown of operations and hostile 

actions has resulted in fewer documents, r.v's and 
equipment being captured. This has reduced the 
data base available for evaluation and publication 
as finished intelligence. 

2. (S) MILITARY SECURITY SERVICn (MSS) 

a. While primarily a counterintelligence 
and security organization with direct access to the 
Office of the President, the MSS also has an intel¬ 
ligence collection capability. It is the most 
powerful of all RVN intelligence and security 
organizations and is highly efficient. 

b. Key officers are known to be pro-U.S. and 
capable, dedicated individuals. MSS has an 
a’¿t!10ÍÍ5ed stren6th of 4,825 and an actual strength 
of 4,386 personnel. The headquarters element in 
Saigon is staffed by approximately 660 officers 
and men. Each military Region and the Capital 
Military District has a contingent of 50 officers 
and men. Each District has a six-man office. 
Within the military structure, MSS representatives 
are attached to every ARVN unit down to platoon 
level. 

c. MSS is financed through RVNAF resources 
without any U.S. support. 

3- (S) UNIT 101 - CLANDESTINE HUMINT COLLECTION 

a. The Commander, Deputy Commander and Opera- 
tions Officer of Unit 101 are capable, dedicated 
individuals with long careers in intelligence. 
Unit 101 has an authorized strength of 918 and an 
actual strength of 799 personnel. The headquarters 
element in Saigon is staffed by approximately 
190 individuals and the six field detachments, 
which are further broken down into 27 teams, are 
composed of approximately 100 men each. 

101 has Proven its capability and has 
the flexibility to adjust and continue to collect 
j2?jmatdon under any given contingency, except 

withdrawal of United States support. Without 

SECRET NOFORN RISSEM 
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U.S. I'inancial and logistical assistance, the Unit 
would probably not be able to maintain operations 
at a sufficiently acceptable level to Justify its 
continued existence. 

4. (S) VIETNAMESE AIR FORCE 

a. HUMINT Collection 

(1) The VNAF Director of Intelligence and the 
Chief of the VNAF HUMINT contingent are strong, 
capable leaders and have shown a keen interest 
in the direction and development of their 
collection assets. The majority of the VNAF 
officers have developed skills to a point where 
they could successfully operate on a unilateral 
basis. 

(2) The Unit has an authorized strength of 15 
and an assigned strength of 9- 

(3) The Unit is completely funded by USAF. The 
scope of and/or number of collection projects would 
be reduced if it were forced to rely upon its own 
financial resources. 

b. PHOTINT 

(1) VNAF’s photo intelligence is limited by 
the number of aircraft and their susceptibility to 
ground fire. Six RF-5's and three of the 12 authorized RC- 
47*s are dedicated to photo collection. These aircraft 
provide minimum coverage of MR's 2, 3, and 4. 
The RF-5 operates under the major handicap of its 
70 mm camera; a system suited only for bomb 
damage assessment. There is little or no coverage 
of MR 1 due to the high threat posed by the NVN air 
defense systems deployed within the MR. The RVN 
continues to rely on U.S. reconnaissance resources 
for photo coverage of MR 1. 

(1) RVNAF has the capability to produce photo 
materials such as duplicate positives, select prints 
and photo mosaics. Although their capacity to 
produce paper prints -'s limited, the quality of 
laboratory work is excellent. 

SECRET HOta RISSEM 
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(S) Vu'X HUKINT CCM.F-CTIO!.': officers of 

Special Collection retachnent have concilierai, le ex¬ 
perience in both the counterintellirer.ee and per it v- 
intelligence fields. They have beer, traîne! at "r.it- 
States intelligence schools and are dedicated and 
capable officers. The SCD has an authorized strenrth 
of 168, but it is currently operating with an actual 
strength of 132 personnel. There are a total of 2c 
personnel at headquarters in Saigon. The remainder 
are assigned to six Collection Tears with an average 
strength of 17 personnel. 

6. (S) SIG1NT: 

a. The J-7, Directorate General of Technical 
Services (DGTS), is responsible for RVNAF SIGINT. 
This staff agency is capable of providing relatively 
timely tactical intelligence through the use of its 
11 direct support units assigned to the 11 ARVN 
Infantry Divisions. Direct support units for 
Ranger, Airborne, and Marine units are still in 
the process of being formed. The DGTS controls 33 
EC-^7 aircraft in its airborne radio direction 
finding (ARDF) program. Twenty-three aircraft 
are based in Saigon and are flying an average of 
eight missions per day against enemy units in RVK 
Military Region 3 and 4. The f-ll ootentlal of the 
remaining ten EC-dy's based in Da Nang has not yet 
been attained due to support problems for 90hrs/mo/acft. 
Maintenance difficulties due to the age of the air¬ 
craft will be a continuing problem. At present, 
Da Nang based aircraft are flying four missions per 

b. The RVNAF SIGINT capability is continuing to 
make progress. While the overall experience level 
is low, some success has been achieved in the area 
of collection. Progress is also being made in analysis 
and reporting. However, existing limitations Include 
a shortage of DGTS personnel, the need for additional 
secure communications systems, and major problems in 
the ARDF program, particularly in the northern part 
of RVN. ^ 

7. (S) SUMMARY : RVNAF intelligence services benefit 
from personnel who, on the whole, are highly competent 
dedicated professionals. However, RVNAF intelligence 
services are inhibited greatly because of insufficient, 
outdated communications, the inadequacy of the RF-5 
camera system, and the age of the EC-dV’n. 
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CHAPTER h 

RVNAF FORCE STRUCTURE 

1. (S) RVNAF approved force level of 1,100,000 was 
achieved by the 30 June 73 deadline. 

(Figure 1) 

A recapitulation of RVNAF force structure for FY 197¾ 
Is shown below: 

STRENGTH 

ARVN 448,953 

VNAF 64,507 

VNN 39,742 

VNMC 14,402 

RF 324,561 

PF 206,028 

AWAIT 1,807 
DISTRIBUTION_ 

TOTAL 1,100,000 

CHANGE 

+ 670 

+ 402 

+ 439 

+ 36 

0 

0 

-1547 

STRENGTH ASGD 30 MAY 73 

449,623 461,403 

64,909 60,679 

40,181 41,256 

14,438 15,484 

324,561 306,592 

206,028 211,887 

260* 

0 1,100,000 1,097,301 

*260 spaces for pending force structure actions. 

(Figure 1) 

The above FY 1974 RVNAF force structure changes were 
approved by JCS message 242257Z May 73 (S) with the ex¬ 
ception of the VNAF Maritime Air Patrol Squadron. The 
operational requirement for a maritime air patrol is 
currently under review by higher authority. In order to 
meet the FY 74 force level. Popular Forces were reduced 
by 600 platoons throughout RVN. Plan called for the de¬ 
activation of 17,390 Popular Force personnel. Many of 
these PF soldiers were transferred to understrength ARVN 
and RF units in their respective area, thereby not losing 
the training and experience of these soldiers. 
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(Figure 2) 

HR 

1 

2 

3 

4 

Reserve 

TOTALS 

PF PLAT 

29 

29 

29 

29 

29 

NO. PITS DEACTIVATED 

100 

129 

100 

248 

23 

600 

(Figure 2) 

TOTAL OTP 

2,900 

3,741 

2,900 

7,192 

667 

17,390 

2* RVNAF RESERVE: Both a regional and national 

înmerVÜ haS lonG been a seri°us problem to the 
GVN and RVNAF. An ad hoc committee was formed under the 
auspices of the Ministry of National Defense (MOND) to 
conduct a study of national reserve systems. This committ 
ee made trips to Korea and Taiwan to evaluate reserve 
Rv?T?pmS aS Possi!?le models to follow in establishing an 
R\NnF reserve. It is reported that several alternatives 
for developing an RVNAF reserve are under study. The oro- 
posal calls for the demobilization of 100,000 men per 
year for three years from RVNAF in order to develop a 
reserve. The basic question under consideration is the 
ínÍÍÍf of developing full unit or cadre only reserves. 
Additionally, it has been announced that 398,602 civil 
servants throughout the country will become uniformed 

w?neh2VateH ïha?uthe end of Dec 73. Its organization 
will be formed in the shape of a pyramid with the General 
Commissariat for Public Affairs as its highest command. 
It is reported that President Thieu wants to "centralize 
the command of government employees and shape them into 

a riv?i'ec;diSCif1ine. \ They wil1 be oblisated to attend 
It r?lnin6 Center like military personnel. 
Dec1?^^ Pîan be aPProved and implemented by- 
Dec 73 so that by Jan 74 civil servants will be able to 
serve as "military" if required. 

3- (C) RVNAF AIR DEFENSE: 

capabilities f°rce structure, the air defense 
capability is limited to counter the potential threat. 

4-2 
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b. The NVAF staging from forward bases in NVN, are 
capable of launching MIG-17/19/21's in large air attacks 
into the northern half of SVN. IL-28 twin-jet bombers 
(8 possessed) are capable of reaching Saigon. The MIG- 
17/19/21 force has limited bomb carrying capacity and is 
essentially limited to day and clear weather bombing. 
Nevertheless, with the element of surprise, substantial 
damage to military installations could result. 

AFLD 

Yen Bai 

Kep 

Phuc Yen 

Hoa Lac 

Dong Suong 

Kien An 

TOTAL 

(Figure 3) 

MIG-21 

0 

0 

65 

0 

7 

0 

72 

(Figure 3) 

MIG-19 

39 

0 

0 

0 

0 

MIG-15/17 

9 

77 

1 

2 

0 

_0 

39 

_2 

91 

c. Equally significant, enemy air employed in the 
air superiority role could deny friendly controlled 
areas the support of VNAF air operations and provide cover 
for routine enemy air resupply into areas of SVN controll¬ 
ed by the enemy. 

d. RVNAF air defense capability to counter this threat 
is limited in quantity, capability and proficiency. It 
consists of the ground radar control and warning system, 
F-5 fighters and M-1J2 twin 40mm and M-55 quad 50 caliber 
anti-aircraft weapons. 

e. The F-5A is a short range, supersonic fighter 
carrying a fixed gunsight, 560 rounds of 20mm and two 
AIM-9B Sidewinder IR missiles. It is limited to 
clear weather intercepts/attacks and is not capable of 
intercepting or firing in clouds. Its night capability 
is limited. In addition, F-5 pilots have received little 
air-to-air combat or intercept training, concentrating 
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rather on the ground attack role. Consequently, they 
lack proficiency against an enemy well trained in air- 
to-air combat against the U.S. The F-5 aircraft is 
capable of defeating the MIG-21, the major enemy aircraft 
of which 72 are possessed, but only in a narrow range of 
speed and altitude in a turning fight. The MIG-21 is 
faster and can run away, while the F-5 must skillfully 
force the enemy into his kill environment or face probable 
annihilation. This problem is further compounded in that 
F-5 armament (IR missiles and guns) has virtually no 
capability in the front hemisphere attack, forcing the 
F-5 to get into the stern quarter to be effective. 

f. Currently, VNAF maintains two F-5's on five minute 
alert at Da Nang AB, two on 15 minute and two on backup. 
An additional four aircraft are on alert at Bien Hoa AB. 
The total F-5 force at Da Nang AB is 10-12 aircraft and 
18 pilots. The number is limited due to non-availabity 
of air-ground equipment and the airplanes return to 
Bien Hoa AB for major logistics support. 

g. The VNAF aircraft control and warning system is 
limited in the northern part of the country due to signif¬ 
icant terrain maskings which hide low altitude intrusion 
and because of the geography of North and South Vietnam 
which allows little warning time of penetration within 
MR 1 from the north, from seaward or from Laos. Aircraft 
early warning and control in South Vietnam js provided by 
five radar sites. At Binh Thuy an FPS-8 and an FPS-6A; 
at Tan Son Nhut an FPS-20A and an FPS-89; at Ban Me Thout 
an FPS-8 and an FPS-90j at Pleiku an FPS-8 and an FPS-90 
and at Da Nang (Monkey Mountain) an FPS-20C and an FPS-6A. 
These radars, a combination of azimuth search and height 
finders, have capabilities of range on the order of 200 
NM and height above 60,000 feet. This full capability is 
not realized because of several problems with terrain 
masking in both MR 1 and MR 2 and the chronic maintenance 
problems associated with height finder radars similar to 
the experience in the U.S. All controllers received basic 
training in the U.S. This training included training in 
intercept techniques. There is a continuing training pro¬ 
gram in existence in the VNAF AC&W group, particularly in 
MR 1; however, the volume of training sorties available 
is not sufficient to make either ground controllers or 
pilots proficient in air defense tactics. With the except¬ 
ion of the above mentioned problems with height finders, 
the radar maintenance capability and incommission rate 
is quite good. This is, in spite of the fact that the 
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radars are tube type state of the art electronics which 
deteriorates rapidly in the climate of SVN. 

h. The ARVN presently has four battalions of Air 
Defense Artillery (ADA). Each battalion consists of 
two batteries of M-55, truck mounted Quad 50 caliber 
machine guns with 2k units authorized to a battery. 
Each battalion also has one battery (/) of M-^2 twin 
40mm guns. A normal battery is authorized 16 units; 
however, the battery (/) is authorized 24 units. Two 
battalions are deployed and dispersed throughout the 
Monkey Mountain/Da Nang area and the other two battalions 
are deployed, each to MR 2 (currently Phu Cat) and in MR 
3 (currently Long Binh). These units are not fully 
equipped to TO&E, generally running at Just over half of 
authorized. All units are operational including the 
battalion at Phu Cat which has Just completed training. 

i. In January 1974, VNAF will receive first 6 F-5Efs 
as replacement for F-5A's. Plans provide for eventual 
replacement of all six 24 units equipped (UE) F-5A 
squadrons with F-5E's. The firm production/delivery 
schedule of the first three squadrons, at 18 UE indicates 
activations in March, September of 1974 and January of 
1975 respectively, with full operational capability six 
to nine months later. 

(Figures 4 and 5) 

J. The VNAF have established a rapid and responsive 
air defense command and control net. The procedures for 
initiating active air scrambles is free of the confusion 
associated with the scheduling/fragging of other VNAF 
activities. VNAF and U.S. controllers have some ADIZ and 
SVN overflight coordination difficulties because of distance 
and limited unsecure VNAF telecommunictions between TACC's 
and DASC's. Conferences and message traffic have occurred 
on this problem and a monthly IFF code will be used when 
entering and leaving the SVN ADIZ. 

4. (C) MODERNIZATION OF EQUIPMENT: Replacement of all 
M41A3 tanks with M48A tanks is under consideration. This 
subject is discussed in Chapter 5, ARVN Assessment. 
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COMPARING THE F-5A AND F-5E 

1. Both aircraft are built by Northrup and from outward 
appearance are identical. 

2. The F-5E is faster and vastly more maneuverable than 
the F-5A because >f computer activated leading edge flaps. 

3. The F-5E has greater range or bomb load than the F-5A 
(a typical F-5A mission is 4 x 500 lb bomb with a 100- 
150 NM radius of action^. The F-5E can carry the same 
load over 300 MN radius or 7,000 lbs of ordnance in a 
100 NM radius of action. 

*1. a. The F-5A is restricted Lc clear air mass (engine 
ices up), utilizes "Kentucky windage" for air-to-air 
attack with guns and eyeball to determine when in range 
to launch the Infrared IAM-9B Missile. 

b. The F-5E has a lead computing sight, search and 
track radar and a missile in-range computer. 

c. Neither the F-5A or the F-5E is an all-weather 
interceptor since the AIM-9B/E is a clear air, infrared 
homing missile which can't be successfully launched in 
clouds. 

5. Because of thrust to weignt ratio, wing loading and 
extreme flight stability, the F-5E will, pilots being 
equal, more than match the MIG-21 in the standard maneuver¬ 
ing combat arena. Its area of potential superiority is 
much greater than the MIG-21 and gives the F-5E the 
upper hand whereas the F-5A is a match for the MIG-21 in 
a very restricted environment. 

Figure (4) 4-7 
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F-SA/F-5F. COMPARISON'S 

Max Speed 
Take Off Roll 
Ferry Range 
Max Thrust/Engine 
Mil Thrust/Engine 
Internal Fuel 
Max External 
Empty Weight 
Max Takeoff Weight 
Electronics 

Weapons 

Air Refuel 
Jettissonable Pylons 
Tailhook Arrestment 
Heated Windshield 
Engine Anti-ice 
Two Position Nose 
Gear f/Improved 
Angle of Attack 
150 gal External 
Tanks 

275 Gal External 
Tanks 
Fire suppressant 
Tanks 

F-SA F-5E 

1.4 Mach 
2,500 ft 
1,205 NM 
4,080 lbs 
2,270 lbs 
3,790 lbs 
3,549 lbs 
8,085 lbs 

20,575 lbs 
Tacan/UHF Radio 
IFF/SIF 
AIM-9B Missile 
Tone 
Optical Gunsight 

M-39 30 MM Cannon/ 
560 RDS 

Standard Rockets, 
Bombs, CBUs, and 

Napalm 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 

1.6 Mach 
1,900 ft 
1,745 NM 
5,000 lbs 
3,500 lbs 
4,360 lbs 
5,987 lbs 
9,588 lbs 
24,737 lbs 
Tacan/UHF w/UHF ADF 
IFF/SIF w/Seek Point 
AIM-9B or E Missile 
in range computer 
Lead Computing Sight 
Radar Search 6 Track 
Air Data Computer 
Maneuvering Leading 
Edge Flaps 

Same 

Same 
No 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

No 

Yes 

No 

No 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 
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CHAPTER 5 

VIETNAMESE ARMY 

1. (C) AUTHORIZED AND ASSIGNED STRENGTHS. The totals 
of the authorized and assigned strengths of combat units 
does not include the combat support and combat service 
support assets normally assigned under operational con¬ 
trol to the senior command. 

(Figure 1) 

2. (S) AREAS OF OPERATION AND UNIT LOCATIONS: 

a. Military Region 1 is subdivided into five Areas 
of Operation (AO). From north to south the AO's assigned 
are as follows: VNMC, ABN DIV, 1ST Div, 3d Div and 2d 
Div. 

b. Military Region 2 is subdivided into two Areas 
of Operation. From east to west the AO's assigned are as 
follows: 22d Div and 23d Div. The southern half of MR 
2 does not contain elements of either division. 

c. Military Region 3 is subdivided into four 
Areas of Operation and one Special Zone. The Capitol 
Special Zone is the immediate area surrounding Saigon 
and the remaining AO's are assigned as follows: Ranger 
Command, 5th Div, 18th Div and 25th Div. 

d. Military Region 4 is subdivided into three Areas 
of Operation and one Tactical Zone. The 44th Special 
Tactical Zone is occupied primarily by Ranger units and 
the remaining AO's are assigned as follows: 7th Div, 9th 
Div, and 21st Div. 

(Figure 2) 
$ 

e. Tactical unit locations down to and including 
regimental level are contained within each Military 
Region. 

(Figures 3, 4, 5 and 6) 
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A R V N 

AUTHORIZED S ASSIGNED STRENGTHS 

AS OF 31 MAY 73 

DIV. 
Total 
Author 

OFF NCO EM Total 

Assjin 
0/0 Assgn 

Vice Author 

1st 

2d 

3d 

5th 

7th 

9th 

18th 

21st 

2 2d 

23d 

25th 

ABN 

RGR 

17,182 

14,102 

14,222 

14,102 

14,118 

14,159 

14,102 

14,118 

17,167 

14,102 

14,163 

13,567 

34,955 

992 

841 

888 

870 

864 

789 

856 

836 

1,018 

882 

862 

872 

2,106 

3,516 

2,492 

2,715 

2,551 

2,706 

2,447 

2,616 

2,751 

3,039 

2,488 

2,531 

3,082 

6,410 

10,350 

8,577 

8,447 

8,385 

8,217 

7,383 

7,988 

8,612 

10,286 

8,263 

9,363 

10,401 

25,882 

14,858 

11,910 

12,050 

11,806 

11,787 

10,619 

11,460 

12,199 

14,343 

11,633 

12,756 

14,355 

34,378 

86 

84.4 

85 

84 

83 

75 

81.2 

86.4 

84 

82.4 

90 

106 

98.3 

TOTALS 210,059 12,676 39,344 132,154 184,154 87.6 

ure (1 ) 
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3. (C) COMBAT ARMS: 

a. Combat Divisions, 

(1) The Airborne Division is an '•U« all-volunteer 
unit, well trained and well led. Members fio-hters 
sion enjoy a reputation as aggressive «Pf ^ 
Mho are proud of their elite status. The airborne au 
was recently shifted to northern Thua f re. 
fresher^ralnlng^rogram^s^continuous as well as a ro- 

ronsïle”fto%arabriêSïrhoirthelf own aga£t°an enemy 
attack in their area of operation. Goner favorable 
sets are: 

(a) Above minimum operational strength level 

(b) Adequate arms and equipment 

(c) Relatively high quality of leadership 

(d) Morale and discipline good 

(e) Desertion rate low (below 200 per month) 

(f) Effective leadership 

(?) The Marine Division is an all volunteer unit, 

SinSitriSd^oSÄr^gÄ »3;ii m 
tlnU?LngfunSiïeiearv|lprSggX:8XînêabrecruItmentWS» 
been temporarily halted «cause all 

tierttStTrLfh! tllllTr VletAamese Marines, 
is an aole and respected commander. 

The 1st ARVN Division is fa! from the combat ef- 

^rttterîott^iaïtîest^ere^ln operation 

liLfînS^tSrarîe^Ws^Â 

tadfrs havtbeetreplacedttheretas not ' 

(3) 
feotive 
iecause 
Lam Son 
1^72. 
-!»:uie o 
Althou' 
ieon su 
vo iovt 
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battalions of the Division are being rotated through 
the Division Training Center for two weeks of refresher ■ 
training and refitting. By the end of July each infantry 
battalion will have a combat strength of over 600 men and 
the Division will reach 90¾ of authorized strength. The 
traditions and esprit de corps of the Division is good 
but more training is required before it will achieve the 
combat efficiency that it had before early 1971* The 
Division Commander, BG Le Van Than, is marginally effec¬ 
tive, but a hard-working commander. 

(4) The 3d Division was formed from a small cadre 
selected from ARVN units and filled with territorial 
forces and deserters in late 1971 and replaced the US 
5th Mechanized Brigade in blocking positions on the DMZ. 
Training was minimal. In the spring of 1972 this Divi¬ 
sion was faced with the NVA invasion and subsequently 
their position was overrun, leaving the Division in com¬ 
plete disarray. The 3d ARVN Division has improved greatly 
from its defeat in Quang Tri Province, but has yet to prove 
its combat capability. Field and company grade leadership 
is considered good and is presently performing well in 
clearing the NVA/VC from the lowlands in Quang Nam (P). 
Brigadier General Nguyen Duy Hinh, Division Commander, is 
an outstanding commander and is doing a creditable Job in 
rebuilding the Division. 

(5) The 2d ARVN Division has recovered from the 
defeat it suffered in and near Que Son district, Quang 
Nam (P) in 1972. The 2d Division is credited with the 
counter attack to retake Sa Huynh during the ceasefire. 
The morale of the 5th and 6th Regiments has improved. 
The Division is deployed entirely in Quang Ngai (P) and 
is making progress in clearing the lowlands in the Prov¬ 
ince. Brigadier General Tran Van Nhut, Division Commander, 
is competent and has responded to the difficult task of 
taking over a demoralized Division in August 1972 and 
being forced to fight without sufficient time to train and 
rehabilitate the infantry battalions of the Division. The 
2d Division is now considered one of the top ARVN Divis¬ 
ions. 

(6) The 22d Division never had a distinguished record 
and during the 1972 NVA spring offensive, the 47th and 
42nd Regiments were routed in Kontum (P) as was the 40th 
Regiment in northern Binh Dinh (P). Since the ceasefire. 
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the 22d Division has been committed continuously and per¬ 
formed marginally in clearing lowland areas in Einh Dinh 
Province for resettlement. The enemy has offered only 
token resistance to these incursions and the 22d Division 
units have suffered only light casualties. The regiments 
are rotated to the Division Headquarters at An Son for 
rest and training. Morale is fair, but discipline and 
middle leadership is poor. The Division has a poor repu¬ 
tation and relationship with the local populations. 

(7) The 23d Division has never been considered a 
strong Division. Since ceasefire 1, performance of the 
regiments has ranged from poor to slightly better than 
adequate. The 44th Regimental performance was poor in 
their drive to reopen QL-14 between Pleiku and Kontum. 
Likewise, the 44th, 45th and 53d lack initiative in their 
efforts to retake PoDei Krong and Trung Nghla. The Div¬ 
ision has not been tested in turning back a major attack; 
however, judging by present performance, it is doubtful 
that the Division would react quickly or forcefully enough 
to prevent the loss of large areas of GVN territory. 
Leadership, morale and discipline are the Division's 
greatest weaknesses. Being assigned to the "highlands" 
is tantamount to exile for most officers and men; conse¬ 
quently, large numbers of disgruntled officers and troops 
are reluctant to fight for a region that means so little 
to them. The Division Commander is not exerting effective 
leadership and does not enjoy a good reputation. 

(8) The 18th ARVN Division is a combat effective unit. 
The Division appears to be well organized and somewhat 
mobile. Tactical dispersion of the Division elements is 
constantly maintained and elements are continuously rota¬ 
ted through the training center. The Division keeps 
approximately 2,000 of its assigned strength in the train¬ 
ing center. The desertion rate is 2.5!t and through use of 
the draft it receives approximately 900 recruits each 
month. Since the ceasefire, the iSth's major achievement 
has been the opening of the LTL-2 between Due Thanh, Phuoc 
Tuy (P) and Xuan Loc, Long Khanh (P). BG Dao, the 18th 
Division Commander, is considered too cautious or con¬ 
servative but a dedicated man both to superiors and sub¬ 
ordinates. He continually visits his units and personally 
chats with his officers and men. 
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(9) The 5th ARVN Division is considered marginally 

combat effective. This Division failed completely in 
their June 73 attempt to reopen QL-13 between Lai Khe 
and An Loc. Assigned strength averages 11,806 but only 
7,745 are normally present for duty (FED). The differ¬ 
ence represents desertions, AWOL's, and other combat 
ineffectives, PFD strength is maintained by extensive 
use of the draft. The Division elements are not normally 
tactically deployed, but are grouped in base camps. As 
an example, Lai Khe, the Division base, presently quarters 
bhe Division Headquarters, one Regimental Headquarters, 
five infantry battalions, and one ACS squadron. The pres¬ 
ent commander, BG Lieh, is considered better than predeces¬ 
sors. The Division has been hampered by a succession of 
poor commanders, most of whom were staunch supporters of 
President Thieu and probably selected on the basis of 
political affiliation. 

(10) The 25th ARVN Division should be considered only 
partiaily combat effective. The 49th Regiment, located in 
Tay Ninh at the Tay Ninh west airfield, is considered by 
the sector as a negative factor in defense of the airfield 
because of the regiment's propensity to avoid combat 
actions and to loot areas. These troops are also notorious 
for their mistreatment of the civilian population and are 
reported to be trading with the enemy in Tay Ninh (P). 
ine *4bth and 50th Regiments are somewhat more effective 
than the 49th. 

Div^on has not held its own in Chuong 
TnienJP) or An Xuyen (P) even though recently reinforced 
with .en RF companies and two RBD battalions. Kost of the 
Division units are camped in or near the province capital 
and appear content to sit back and let territorial forces 
take the brunt of the enemy pressure. Morale is low and 
the Division suffers from unimaginative and indecisive 
leadership. Individual misdeeds coupled with the misuse of 
firepower, especially artillery, has made this Division's 
presence a pacification liability. The Division does not 
nave a good relationship with the population. Recently 
aos.gned BG Hung, Division, Commander, has a monumental 
tasK to improve the combat effectiveness of this unit. 

. _ ^he 7th ARVN Division has proven Itself as a com' 
ta“ e*active unit before and since the ceasefire. This 
unit is generally well led and enjoys a relatively good 
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level of training. The Division has shown an ability tr 
move rapidly throughout the AO to spoil enemy attacks and 
to aid other units. Combat effectiveness has been proven 
by the Division's invasion of the Tri Phap training and 
hospital area and the expansion of GVN controlled terri¬ 
tory in Dinh Tuong (P) and Kien Tuong (P). BO Mam, Div¬ 
ision Commander, is considered good and is blessed with 
two well thought of regimental commanders. The 7th Div¬ 
ision is considered the best in MR 

(13) The 9th Division is considered the second best 
division in MR *4. This unit has displayed a superb 
capacity to shift in and out of areas in repelling VC/NVA 
attacks. This is well documented by the repelling of the 
enemy attacks of Hong Ngu and the expulsion of the VC/NVA 
from their fortified positions along the Mekong River in 
northern Kien Phong (P). The training program of this 
Division calls for two companies from each regiment to 
conduct training daily. Each battalion has had one week's 
leave since the ceasefire went into effect. The Division 
is well led by MG Di; however, his staff has been ineffec¬ 
tive in resolving administrative and personnel problems 
which are detrimental to morale. 

(14) Ranger Units: 

(a) Rangers are organized under the Central Ranger 
Command into ranger groups, battalions, and ranger border 
battalions. Ranger commands are organized in MR I (Danang), 
MR II (Pleiku), and MR III (An Loc),while in MR IV the 7th 
Ranger Group is in the 44th STZ. Ranger battalions have 
661 personnel authorized while ranger border battalions 
have 461. 

(b) The rangers have been employed in various roles 
throughout RVN and often misused. In MR I, ranger units 
are employed in static roles primarily within the 3d 
Division area of responsibility (AO), while in MR II the 
ranger units have been used mainly to secure the national 
ra^lroad line in Phu Yen (P) while construction is under¬ 
way to make the railroad operational. Ranger units are 
also employed within the 23d Division AO in Kontum (P) 
and Pleiku (P). Primary ranger role in MR III is in the 
ranger command AO which is Binh Long Province. In MR IV, 
the 7th Ranger Group has responsibility for the 44th STZ. 
However, ranger units are frequently relocated by region 
commanders to meet the changing tactical situation. 

(c) The rangers are considered well equipped 
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and trained, but are reported to have low morale due to 
misuse. During the period of the ceasefire the rangers 
have not been involved in major conflicts except in two 
notable cases. Members of the 92d RED Battalion at Tonle 
Cham have become national heroes for their stubborn de¬ 
fense of the base camp from 12 March to l1! June 1973. 
While suffering numerous casualties from over 10,000 rounds 
of mixed type indirect fire, only 26 of 56 wounded rangers 
chose to be medevaced. Conversely, tie complacency caused 
by their relative inactivity in Chuo..g Thien Province re¬ 
sulted in the 66th Ranger Battalion receiving a surprise 
ground attack anc suffering high casualties and loss of 
small arms and radios. The 67th Ranger Battalion came to 
the rescue and inflicted moderate losses on the enemy 
while suffering only light friendly casualties. The ran¬ 
gers normally can be depended upon for above average per¬ 
formance when required. Middle level leadership is con¬ 
sidered better than that of the average ARVN division. 
The rangers are also victims of the inflation which has 
caused greater incidence of thievery. In many areas ran¬ 
ger units have been known to have aliented the population. 
Some evidence has been seen that during the ceasefire 
period, ranger units, like some ARVN units, have not 
exercised pre-ceasefire aggressiveness in performing 
assigned missions. Whether this is a result of local 
accommodation, lack of motivation, or chance of being 
killed during a ceasefire cannot be accurately reported. 
The rangers must be considered a viable fighting force and, 
which properly motivated and employed, are able to defend 
or counter enemy incursions satisfactorily. Discipline in 
the rangers leaves much to be desired and relationship 
with the population in many areas is not good. 

b. Artillery. 

(1) ARVN 175nun Artillery Battalions were first acti¬ 
vated in 1971 and by early 1973 totalled five bataillons, 
each possessing 12 weapons. Additional weapons are on 
hand for utilization as maintenance float and for instruc¬ 
tional use at the ordnance and artillery schools. ARVN 
assets are: 

5 Arty Bn W/12 Wpns each 60 
Float Wpns at 3d ALC 3 
Float Wpn at 8llth direct support unit 1 
1st collection & classification annex 2 
Off-shore repair program 7 
Arty if Ordnance School 3 
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Accountable assets öl 
Combat losses not recovered ^ 
Total assets accountable 85 

(2) A recent end Item review concluded that ARVN 
"'counting records do not accurately reflect the assets 
crevided under the U.S. Military Assistance/Grant air 
•'r::gram. On-hand assets and weapons off-shore ..'or repair 
and return proviue an excess maintenance float and will 
require a large repair parts Inventory. When weapons gun 
tubes were replaced, the breech blocks were not die 
stamped so as to control the number of retubings. Weapons 
log books do not always accompany the weapons when they 
are issued or transferred. Mission effectiveness is 
impaired by a shortage of TOE equipment. The artillery 
battalions were not reviewing/adjusting their authorized 
repair parts load list to reflect current demand history, 
nor was organizational maintenance emphasized. 

(3) Shortfalls. 

(a) Organizational maintenance could be improved on 
track pads, road wheels, and cleanliness of gun tubes. 
The 102d Artillery Battalion in MR I has been emplaced 
ithout significant activity for over six weeks. This 
’•-.cat Inactivity should have resulted in improved organ¬ 
izational maintenance. However, this battalion is cur- 
’e :tiy efficient in the above mentioned maintenance areas. 

(b) All 175mm battalions have TOE shortages, most 
rf which detract from the battalion operational capability. 

(c) All battalions have repair parts on order. Ran¬ 
cor. sampling of filled requisitions ranges from one day 
to nine months. More training is needed for requisition¬ 
ing procedures. 

(d) The prescribed load lists (PLL) is the repair 
.arts authorized at unit level. After the initial twelve 
months, PLL’s should be reviewed every three months and 
stock levels adjusted based on demands over the past 180 
days. Problem areas exist in all battalions in procedures 
used to apply the correct demand data. 

(e) Neither the CLC nor the artillery CMD have sched- 
ul?d the field maintenance inspections planned for artil¬ 
lery battalions. There appears to be no field maintenance 
Inspection agency within ARVN. 

(4) Summary/Conclusion. 
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(a) By ertablirhin- field r.ainronance '■crietTne- 

teams that will periodically inspect artiP^r- 
equipment, the ARVN will be better a¡ io to i-ie-tif- 
resolve operational problems. ~ * “ *'J 

(b) Maintenance assistance visits to t.-nuld 
more appropriately be conducted er the dire- -ion o- 
the OLC or the Arty CUD. Ir th visite ere iiîSïed* 
with increased command emphasis cr maintenance the Ac?,r' 
Arty would realize increased combat readiness! 

(c) Redistribution and utilization of maintenance 
float assets within Vietnam would improve unit readiness 
and preclude unauthorized cannibalization. 

(d) ARVN 105mm and 155mm howitzer assets will be 
.surveyed during the 1st Qtr of FY 7k. 

.. (el Current ARVN artillery assets are deployed 
throughout each military region. 

(FIGURE 7) 

c. ARVN Armor. 

with^hTvJÎ1^1? ïhè ARVN there are three tank squadrons 
with three tank troops organic to the armor command 
Each squadron is authorized 56 MÜ8A3 tanks, the" arm¿r 

ÍSHa!¡lth0rÍZlíd 10’ and the ordnance rchool is authorized 1, totalling I79. 

(2) Personnel assigned to the materiel surveillance 

o?a?S’2o?ien=ta^J%^fiCe; condu<:ted a Physical auSu 
».I fUth 21st and 22d tanlc squadrons. Their inventory 
th^víafi-3 total of 267 tankG C/H. An added purpose of" 
resuUs were! vandate «"»at l»««• Some of the 

were'win 2quadron- The 2°th tank Sq tanks 
11 maintalned and operationally ready. There were 

hv ïh!rr0H number control records maintained 
accountsafí?nthem?tfríel manaßerTient agency which probably 

. total number discrepancy above Snuarîrrm 

îrÎlî}6? rep?rts °' h“1'5 IP« at the battuaild conSñed 
12 seria! numbers of tanks lost since the ceasefire 
auditors located 2 tanks of these at the squJdroí ine 
oerviceabie and the other was awaiting transportation to 
the oaigon collection & classification center Crew 
training and efficiency was not evaluated during^his visit. 
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UNIT 

HOW 105MM 1 HOW 155MM HOW 175MM 

|AUT1 OH UN- 
SERV 

AUTH OH UN- 
SERV 

AUTH OH UN- 
SERV 

I ALC. (MR 1) 
10th How. ISSnun Bn 

20th How. ISSiran Bn 

30th How. 155mm Bn 

44th How. 155mm Bn 

20 Arty Pits How 105mm 

8 Arty Pits Bor. Def Ranger 

3 Arty Bns/lst Inf. Div 

3 Arty Bns/2nd Inf. Div 

3 Arty Bns/3rd Inf. Div 

101st How. 175mm Bn 

102nd How. 175mm Bn 

105th How. 175mm Bn 

40 

10 

54 

54 

54 

40 

13 

54 

54 

54 

1 

0 
4 

8 

9 

18 

18 

18 

18 

18 

18 

18 

18 

2 

1 

1 

1 

12 

12 

12 

12 

12 

12 

0 

0 

0 

SUB. TOTAL 212 215 22 72 72 5 36 36 0 

2 ALC - 5 ALC (MR 2) 

103rd How. 175mm Bn 

37th How. 155mm Bn 

220th How. 155mm Bn 

3 Arty Bns/22nd Inf. Div 

63rd How. 105mm Bn 

69th How. 105mm Bn 

20 Arty Pits How. 105mm 

230th How. 155mm Bn 

\rty. School 

National Military Academy 

3 Arty Bns/23rd Inf. Div 

29 Arty Pits How. 105mm 
12 Arty Pits Bor.Def Ranger 

54 

18 

18 

40 

14 

2 
54 

58 
18 

54 

18 

18 

40 

14 

2 

54 

58 

18 

5 

0 
2 

2 

0 

0 

0 
2 

1 

18 

18 

18 

6 

18 

18 

18 

6 

0 

0 

0 

0 

12 

2 

12 

2 

2 

SUB. TOTAL 276 276 12 60 60 0 14 14 
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UNIT 
HOW 1 05MM HOW 155MM HOW 175MM 

AUTI 1 OH 
UN¬ 
SER! 

UJTH OH 
UN- 
SERV AUTH OH UN- 

SERV 
3 ALC (MR 3) 

130th How. 155mm Bn 

50th How. 155mm Bn 

250th How. 155mm Bn 

Í6th How. 155mm Bn 

Drdnance School 

3 Arty Bns/Sth Inf. Div 

3 Arty Bns/18th Inf Div 

3 Arty Bns/25th Inf. Div 

3 Arty Bns/Airborne Div. 

3 Arty Bns/Marine Div. 
>lst How. 105mm Bn 

»4 Arty Pits How. lOSuim 

1 Pits Arty Bor.Def Ranger 
104th How. 175mm Bn 

2 

54 

54 

54 

54 

54 

18 

88 

14 

3 

54 

54 

54 

54 

54 

19 

88 

14 

9 
1 

1 

1 

9 

7 

9 
7 

9 

18 

18 

18 

18 

1 

18 

18 

17 

18 

1 

1 

0 
2 

0 

0 9 

12 

1 

12 

1 

SUB. TOTAL 392 394 26 73 73 3 12 13 

* ALC (MR 4) 

Wth How. 155mm Bn 

)0th How. 155mm Bn 

■10th How. 155mm Bn 

17th How. 155mm Bn 

>7th How. 105mm Bn 

>8th How. 105mm Bn 

3 Arty Bns/7th Inf. Div 

3 Arty Bns/9th Inf. Div 

3 Arty Bns/21st Inf. Div 

34 Arty Pits How. 105mm 

3 Arty Pits Bor.Def Ranger 

18 

18 

54 

54 

54 

128 

8 

18 

18 

r 
12Í 

£ 

1 

2 

1 

5 

7 

3 

0 

18 

18 

18 

18 

18 

18 

18 

18 

0 
9 
9 
1 

i 
! 

i 
SUB. TOTAL 334 334 19 72 72 1 ¡ 

1 

GRAND TOTAL t 214 2l\ 79 277 277 9 62 63 

i 
1 

1 
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(b) 21st Tank Squadron. The auditors found that 

9 of the 11 M^8A3 tanks reported as combat losses v/ere 
on hand and In various stages of repair or technical 
inspection. The tanks reported as combat losses were 
identified by ARVN serial number on the certified combat 
loss report. Squadron records show that tanks having 
the remaining two serial numbers never had been assigned 
to the 21st Tank Squadron. The Squadron Commander states 
that he had left two tanks on the‘battlefield which have 
not been recovered. The audit of this restricted item 
revealed the need to strengthen combat loss recording. 
The DATT informed the Commander of the CLC that a call 
forward for M^8A3 tanks would be deferred until the proper 
validation of combat losses. 

(3) Modernization of Equipment. Replacement of all 
M|41A3 tanks by M48A3 tanks is under consideration. The 
M41A3 is obsolete in the U.S. system and repair parts will 
be a problem in the future. 

(4) Conclusion. With the completion of an audit of 
two of the three tank squadrons, it is evident that ARVN 
M8A3 tank assets on hand exceed those authorized. One 
of the squadrons is maintaining its tanks in an opera¬ 
tionally ready status. There is a requirement to review 
and validate the method of reporting combat losses of 
restricted items. It appears probable that the M41A3 
will be considered for replacement by the M48A3. The 
Defense Attache has recommended that a specified number 
of M41A3 be replaced with the M48A3. Unfortunately 
nrmor personnel do not enjoy a good reputation with the 
population in many areas due to thievery, pilferage, and 
tank movement and weäpon firing practices. 

(5) ARVN M41A3 and the remaining M48A3 assets will 
be surveyed during the 1st Qtr of FY-74. 

(6) Current ARVN armor assets are deployed within 
each military region. 

(FIGURE 8) 
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STATUS OF ARV^ ARMOR AS OF JUNE 1973 

REPORTED BY JGS 

Auth 

APC. M113 

O/H 
Un¬ 
ser 

vie 

TANK M41A3 

Auth O/H 
Un¬ 
ser 

vie 

TANK M48A3 

Auth O/H 
Un¬ 
ser 

vie 

I Armor Brigade 
Armor Cav. 

Armor Cav. 

II Armor Cav. 

17 Armor Cav. 

18 Armor Cav. 

20th Tank Sqd 

(MR 1)Sub. Total 

11 Armor Brigade 
Armor Cav. 

14 Armor Cav. 

19 Armor Cav. 

8 Armor Cav. 

21st Tank Sqd 

MR 2)Sub. Total 

III Armor Brigade 

1 Armor Cav. 

5 Armor Cav. 

10 Armor Cav. 

15 Armor Cav. 

Armor/Ord School 
22nd Tank Sqd 

(MR 3)Sub. Total 

IV Armor Brigade 

Armor Cav. 

Armor Cav. 

Armor Cav. 

12 Armor Cav. 

16 Armor Cav. 
(No Tank Sqd) 

(MR 4)Sub. Total 

Total 

6 
42 

42 

42 

42 

42 

12 

228 

6 
42 

42 

42 

42 

12 

186 

6 

42 
42 

58 

42 

20 
U 

222 

6 

58 

58 
58 

58 

58 

296 

)32 

6 
40 

40 

40 

40 

38 

12 

216 

6 
35 

38 

36 

41 

12 

168 

6 

41 

38 

53 

44 

19 

12 

213 

6 

51 

48 

42 

53 
52 

252 

849 

17 

17 

17 

17 

17 

85 

17 

17 

17 

17 

18 i 68 

1 
6 

11 
4 
4 

17 

17 

17 

10 

67 

26 

61 1214 

16 
14 

15 

13 

15 

73 

15 

16 

16 

10 

1 
3 
1 

2 
3 

10 

57 

17 
17 

15 

10 

59 

139 14 

56 

56 

53 

56 

56 

11 
56 

67 

179 

53 

47 

47 

11 
54 

65 

165 

7 

T 

_2_ 

2 

10 
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H. (U) TRAINING. 

a. Individual Recruit Training. 

(1) The 1973 training program called for a change 
in responsibility for individual training. All recruit 
training will now be done at the National Training Cen¬ 
ters (NTC's). The training facilities and ranges at the 
NTC's appear to be excellent and are comparable to US 
training centers. It is apparent that the US advisory 
effort had imbued the US training concepts and range re¬ 
quirements into the ARVN training program. All training 
is guided by the standard US approach somewhat modified 
by local conditions and needs. 

(2) With the concepts, range facilities, and Pro¬ 
gram of Instruction (POI’s) in working order, it is con¬ 
sidered that the individual recruit training program is at 
an acceptable quality level and should be able to main¬ 
tain itself and correct minor deficiencies that exist. 
A great deal of the progress made in the second quarter 
is attributable to the Chief of Central Training Command 
(CTC), who is personally inspecting the training centers, 
overseeing the management of their training and progress, 
and providing on-the-spot guidance and corrective action. 

(3) The following figures indicate the projected 
1973 recruit training for ARVN/RF and the totals for the 
first half year: 

NTC’s 

DTC 

1973 

Projected 

198,000 

10,000 

208,000 

Actual (Jan-Jun) 

85,100 

15,87^ 
100,974 

b. Service Schools, Specialist, and MOS Training. 

(1) Input during CY 1973 for the service schools is 
programmed at 73,000. Actual input from January to June 
1973 was 24,639. The low level of input so far is attrib¬ 
utable to the Political Warfare (POLWAR) Program connected 
with the ceasefire during the first three months of 1973. 
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Input totals dipped from 4,650 in January to 1,715 and 

we?e°4f578Fe^rq6fiy Apri1’ May and Ju"e totals 
® 5»566Æ 5*120 respectively. A steady input 

?Ver m’000 per 1,10,11:11 was needed to meet pro¬ 
grammed levels. Now, however, in view of the slippage 

l0a? ?f SOme 7,700 w111 be required per Sonth’ 
or the remaining months to meet programmed figure. 

ÎAAr1) (rtinaXlHraKni0nthS before the Army Advisory Group 
UAÜ departed, it was suggested to CTC that all POI's 
should be completely reviewed, revised and updated. Re- 
view of about 300 of the total of 500 was completed at 

¡Ífrí dep^rt?re °f the AAG’ and an additional 100 have been 
reviewed since. With the completion of this program, 
nfa?vLCtnîif0r a continuous cycle of review and updating 
of the POI s so as to incorporate lessons learned and re¬ 
visions necessitated by organizational and situation 
changes. 

. the movement of two 175MM artillery pieces 
to the Artillery School during February 1973, training 
o!?Ttb*s weaP°n can now be given on a formal basis. The 
POI for this training is to be completed within the next 
two months and training should start in September. The 
POI calls for a one-week course to be given at each re¬ 
quired level, from basic gunner to fire direction con¬ 
troller. Training for the 175 crews will be conducted 

ingOWlnß completlon by the crews of basic artillery train- 

(4) Several school relocations took place over the 
last quarter. The Command and General Staff College (CGSC) 
moved from Dalat to Long Binh and the POLWAR College as¬ 
sumed the vacated facilities. The Armor School moved 
from Thu Due to Bear Cat and the Intelligence School moved 
from Saigon to Thu Due. 

(5) Plans have been proposed to combine the three 
combat branch schools (Armor, Infantry, Artillery) into 
one school at Bear Cat. This proposal is still being 
studied and as yet no approval has been received. An ob¬ 
vious benefit of this proposal will be to offer combined 
training and cross-fertilization of staff proposals and 
Ideas in the development of combined combat arms doctrine 
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c. NCO Training. In late 1972 it was determined 
that the output of officers would have to be expanded 
in 1973. It was also decided that the NCO Academy at 
Nha Trang would be utilized to train the extra officer 
candidates that the Infantry School could not handle. 
Therefore, NCO training is now being conducted at Lam 
Son NTC and Quang Trung NTC. Programmed input for NCO 
training was 3,000 for the 1st quarter with actual input 
of 3,617. Programmed input for the second quarter is 
4,500 with an actual input of 3,784. 

d. Officer Programs. 

(1) The Junior officer training program was set 
back due to the POLWAR effort immediately before and 
after the ceasefire. Before the signing of the peace 
agreement, officer training was halted and the students 
and cadre were sent to the provinces to explain the RVN 
government position and to insure a formidable government 
presence. Classes resumed in March, but scheduled train¬ 
ing had been set back almost three months. While 4,200 
students were programmed to enter the 2d phase of officer 
training in the 1st quarter, only 551 actually entered 
training. Second quarter, second phase training pro¬ 
grammed input is 4,850 but actual output will far exceed 
this figure due to the backload of officer candidates 
who finished Phase I training but who could not enter 
Phase II training during January - March. Junior offi¬ 
cers output should realign itself with the programmed 
figure some time in the 3d quarter and progress more 
evenly thereafter. 

(2) In late March, the C&GSC completed its move 
from Dalat to Long Binh where it now occupies the old 
United States Army Vietnam (USARV) headquarters complex, 
the C&GSC is designed to train field grade officers for 
regimental command and staff positions at division level 
or higher, ’uring the 2d quarter, plans have been de¬ 
veloped to upgrade the status and quality of the College. 
At present, all colonels and lieutenant colonels must at¬ 
tend the college. This lessens the prestige of the course 
and quality of instruction is compromised to accommodate 
some of the lesser gifted officers. Steps have been 
planned to currect these deficiencies. The next class 
of CONUS C&GSC returnees will be assigned to the C&GSC 
for instructor preparation and on-the-job training and 
then serve as instructors for two years. In July or August 
the name of the school will be changed to the Joint C&GSC and 
., ^"-er portion of Air Force and Navy officers will attend. 

UNCLASSIFIED 
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In August, revised criteria will be published for the 
selection of future attendees. Higher qualifications 
will be demanded along with greater emphasis placed on 
previous combat command. The maximum age may be reduced 
from to 42 and majors who have been in permanent 
grade for two years may be admitted. Emphasis will be 
EuaCM^ °n attenc*ance at the C&GSC as a stepping stone to 
the National Defense College. Four hundred officers are 
programmed to attend the C&GSC in 1973. One hundred ninety- 
one are presently attending the first session. In 1974 
plans call for a single course of 43 weeks with a student 
load of 300. 

(3) The Polwar College is currently training 209 
cadets who will graduate from the two-year course in 
October. Graduation is three months late due to the time 
the cadets spent in the field during the Polwar Program 
initiated before the ceasefire. Two hundred new cadets 
are scheduled to begin school following the October gradua¬ 
tion. In addition, a total of 649 attended the College's 
two and four month student officer courses during the 
first six months. Another 800 are programmed to attend 
during the second half of the year. 

(4) The Vietnam Military Academy enrolled 312 new 
cadets in January 1973 as opposed to a target of 340. 
However, total student enrollment of 96l is close to the 
1,000 capacity figure and next year about 260 new cadets 
will be admitted in line with the College's training 
capacity and the needs of the Armed Forces. 

(5) In summary, officer training is progressing and 
recovering from the disruptions of the ceasefire. This 
training should meet the programmed 1973 level. POI 
revisions and improvements of instruction are adding to 
an increase in quality. Planned improvements at the 
C&GSC will upgrade field grade commanders and division 
level staff personnel. 

e. Unit Training. 

(1) The major development of the 1973 training 
program has been the promulgation of the new unit train¬ 
ing concept which, after much staffing, emerged in early 
April and has provided the basis for greatly improved and 
revitalized unit training. The concept, based on US 
practice, shifts unit training responsibility from the 
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National Training Centers to the divisions, thereby 
iarcing development of better qualified cadre within the 

?a^rftl0n?í ïniï*4 It.also engenders the emergence of 
trJ^lnS Regiment and division) which was 

Shen thp me;ACrltiCa11^ needed durlng the 1972 offensive 
when the NVA armor and infantry divisions initially 
swept across the northern and western borders. ^ 

1973 unit training program is modified 
fr0m f?ture obJective program due to late 

îî0n !nd lmPlementation, time limitations in 1973 
and continued operational requirements, especially in 

tioí U ?i?i7?difiCatl0n entaHed further concentra- 
tlii Ífdi-ÍÍeÍibllíty40f Sna11 Unlt tralnlng and elimina- 
anS battaîloi y lne T'St (ATr) f0r s!,uad’ platoon* 

lnrHv?á„.í>erí0d Tuls a 315 hour Pro6ram of Instruction, 
individual through company, conducted in the unit area 
of operation by unit cadre. No set time period is 

f0Í Period 1 because of probable operational 
requirements of units. However, units may not start 
Period II until satisfactory completion of Period I. 

T ^ Period II is a five-week program conducted bv 
Infantry battalions at the Division Training Center, 
uring this period battalions review key areas covered 

in Period I, fire organic weapons, conduct company ATTs 
and conduct a battalion Field Training Exercise (FTX) 
controlled and supported-by regiment. 

(c) Period III Training, Regiment/Division Command 
Post Exercises (CPXs), will be conducted if the opera¬ 
tional situation permits. The following chart shows the 
present status of unit training by Corps as of June: 

*1 Corps 

1st Div 
2d Div 
3d Div 

II Corps 

22d Div 
23d Div 

Period 
fens 
T 
3 
2 

4 
2 

Period II 
fens 
IP 
1 
1 

1 
1 
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III Corps 

5th Div 
l8th Div 
25th Div 

IV Corps 

7th Div 
9th Div 
21st Div 

*1 Corps. Because of operational requirements, at the 
first part of Period I training all units in I Corps 
will undergo a two-week refresher course conducted by 
Mobile Training Teams (MTTs) at the units' respective 
Division Training Centers (DTCs). This will be followed 
by five weeks of on-site training by the battalion cadre 
to complete Period I and will, in total, exceed the 315 
hours programmed for Period I. 

(3) Airborne and Marine. Because of operational 
requirements, there units did not conduct programmed 
unit training initially but were to undergo a two-week 
refresher course at Dong Da NTC. Three battalions of 
each division completed the refresher training. More 
units started training after Armed Forces Day, 19 -June 1973. 

(4) Ranger. Five battalions completed two-week 
on-site refresher training conducted by MTTs. Two bat¬ 
talions completed a five-week refresher course at the Van 
Kiep NTC. One battalion is presently in training at 
Van Kiep. 

(5) Armor. Three troops are currently undergoing 
Period I training. Two others have already completed 
Period I. 

(6) Artillery. A total of 20 artillery battalions 
are presently undergoing Period I training. 

(7) The unit training program is well founded In 
principle, is a most significant program, but will re¬ 
quire time for full implementation. The divisions must 
now prepare for and accept the new training requirements 
and continue meeting ongoing operational requirements. 
This commitment will, however, release the divisions 
from recruit training so they can concentrate on upgrading 
their fighting capability through better teamwork and by 
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““f surpasses the 26,778 trial programed far all of 
ytl. This training consists mostly of specialized 

weapons retraining, squad and platoon leader refresher 
and platQon sergeant refresher courses. Such training 

ãí LÄTW?6 DTC5 mature a‘,d as tha unlt= derefop an internal training cadre capability. P 

g. ^th Quarter FY 73 ARVN Offshore Training Program. 

(1) Objectives of Army of Republic of Vietnam ÍARVi\n 
Fiscal Year 1973 (FY 73) Training Program are: 

(a) Upgrade the Vietnamese Military Academy Faculty 
by improving the quality of instruction in furtherance * 
oi attaining the announced goal of s^lf-sufficiency. 

Strengthen the training base by improving the 
qualifications of instructor personnel, particularly in 
tratni'ncf Î cornblned a™s training. Improved motivational 

program2 1S 36611 aS 3 m°St important by-product of this 

(c) Improve the management capabilities of ARVN. 

(d) Continue the drJ-e for ARVN self-sufficiency in 
the training base. 

arvtj(pv rol}°win6 is a brief summary of the entire 
ARVN FY 73 Security Assistance Training Program (SATP): 

FY 73 Spaces 

Beginning Program ^28 
Additions ijj 
Deletions 67 
Ending Program 

Cost 

$2,266,911 

(3) ARVN operational requirements necessitated 
making 43 additions to the program as follows: 

Additional Training Required Additional Spaces 

TOW Missile 
Naval Gunfire 
Special Observer 
Korean Log Seminar 
Calibration Tech 

30 
6 
3 
o 
1 
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The spaces originally programed and the addi¬ 

tions made to the program produced a total figure of ¿171. 
67 of these spaces were deleted from the program as 
follows : 

Reason Deleted Spaces 

Univ training cancelled by DA 38 
Course discontinued 11 
Univ student transfer 1 
Unqualified ECL students 17 

(5) The final number of spaces programmed in ARVN 
FY 73 SATP was 40¿¿. 385 have been completed or are in 
progress and the remaining I9 are university students 
awaiting a call forward date. 

(6) The following offshore training courses were 
attended by ARVN personnel during 4th Quarter FY 73: 

Type of Training Course Spaces/Student 
"Coïïe- 

Operations 
Operations 

Operations 

Operations 
Comm/Electronics 

Administrative 
ProfessionalSpecial 

Professional/Special 
Professional/Special 

Professional/Special 

Professional/Special 
Professional/Special 

Professional/Special 
Professional/Special 

Artillery Survey Off 2/0 
Naval Gunfire Liaison 5/0 
Off 
Naval Gunfire Air 5/0 
Spotter 

Special Observer Tng 3/0 
Tactical Microwave 1/E 
Sys 

Personnel Management 10/0 
Language Instructor 3/0 
Refresher 

0JT Artillery Survey 2/0 
Field Artillery Off 2/0 
Advanced 
English Language 2/0 
Instructor 

Infantry Off Advanced 5/0 
Senior Off Defense 1/0, 1/C 
Mgt 
Civilian University 4/0 
Transportation Off 2/0 
Advanced 

(7) The number of students sent to CONUS for train¬ 
ing in 4th Quarter is as follows: 
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Month Quantity Cost 

Aprii 16 33,295 
May 18 47,425 
June 6 31,940 

(8) Statistical summary of FY 73 ARVN Offshore 
Training for 4th Quarter is as follows: 

Courses Completed Courses in Progress Total 

10 37 H7 

(9) The fact that only 17 spaces in the FY 73 pro¬ 
gram were cancelled due to inability of candidates to 
attain the required English Comprehension Level (ECL) 
demonstrates the concentrated effort ARVN is making to 
provide a sufficient number of ECL qualified students. 
The progress achieved towards this end is further empha¬ 
sized by the number of spaces cancelled in the 4th Qtr: 
only 2, or 1.5¾ of total attrition rate for FY 73. 

(10) Training progress made during past FY: 

(a) A smooth transfer of U.S. support and logistics 
facilities to ARVN was facilitated. 

(b) Professional qualification of operational staffs 
was improved and quality of instructor personnel in the 
training base was upgraded. 

(c) Significant progress toward self-sufficiency 
in training base was made as is evident by the reduced 
size of the FY 74 Offshore Training Program. 

(d) Management capabilities of ARVN were improved, 
particularly in the upper and middle management field. 

(11) Type of training to receive priority for FY 74: 

(a) Civil Education. Support of Vietnamese Military 
Academy, training research branch, signal and engineer 
departments. 

(b) Management Training. Command and Staff skills, 
1 -giotics management areas at upper and middle management 
level. 
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•,^'eclin^ca^ ^rainin8* Resource management skills, 
new skills requirea to support introduction of new items 
of equipment, skills required to operate Logistics/ 
Support facilities transferred to ARVN. 

(12) The FY 73 program continued to a very success¬ 
ful conclusion during FY 73. Meaningful programs were 
developed and adjusted to meet changing needs as ARVN took 
near maximum advantage of courses offered by filling them 
with qualified personnel. Continued success is antici¬ 
pated and no major problems are expected. 

h. Training Centers. 

(1) National Training Centers (NTCs) are well opera¬ 
ted and managed. They all have standardized training 
facilities and ranges with training aids at the ranges 
well designed to facilitate the learning process. Most 
ranges and training facilities are on par with the major 
US training centers insofar as training and, in some 
cases, have innovations that add more to effective train¬ 
ing. The NTCs are scheduled to train over 200,000 ARVN 

recrults in 1973 and for the first six months about 
05,000 have been trained. A heavier recruit training 
load will be assumed by the NTCs now that the Division 
Training Centers (DTCs) address themselves to their own 
division unit training and specialized training require¬ 
ments. This should strengthen overall recruit training 
because the NTCs can focus their trained instructor cadre 
largely on recruit training and provide a better staff 
and better training facilities for this training. 

(a) Problems that are detracting from training 
quality are, in general, a lessening levsl of necessary 
items of support; fuel, ammo, and adequate maintenance 
budgets. Areas that are being focused on to improve 
training quality are the upgrading of assistant instruc¬ 
tors and the development of the drill sergeant concept. 
POIs are being readied for the first drill sergeant 
course. It is planned to incorporate the necessary in¬ 
struction for assistant instructors which is scheduled 
to begin early next year. 

(b) The NTCs have reached maturity and, if given 
the necessary support, should have no problem in handling 
the recruit training needs for ARVN. Secondary improve¬ 
ments in Assistant Instructors und the development of the 
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Drill Instructor concept will enhance the quality of 

the diïïsiSÎs? and Sh0Uld lnSUre 6°0Ci quallty lnFut into 

. ¿eneral, the individual training at the NTCs 
ívnh?0ntlni¿ed achieve satisfactory results. The 

support have detracted somewhat from 
nrm^f11^^es!ílts, but more tilne wlli be necessary for the 
continuing impact and the ability of the NTCs to cope 

analyzed1* airjnunition and budget constraints to be fully 

(2) Division Training Centers (DTCs), a fairly recent 
deveiopment have evolved at a time when heavy operational 

of piaced on the Parent divisions. Because 
of this "beir development has been somewhat stunted and 
uneven. The CTC monitors and advises the DTCs but has 
no afreet authority to force changes upon the DTC com¬ 
manders. CTC recommendations are passed to the JGS down 

?0SS t0 the divlslons- Division commanders may 
place weight on these reports if JGS and Corps strongly 
®pd°rfe ÇTC recommendation. During the past quarter 
official visits have been made to most of the DTCs and 
several unsatisfactory reports have resulted. While the 
Dit commanders have been fairly responsive to in-house 
problems and recommendations generated from CTC visits 
there is some upgrading which requires direct JGS action 
to pressure division commanders into diverting sufficient 
time, attention, and priority from operational matters 
to the DTCs to allow full upgrading of the facilities 
and training. The DTCs are now responsible to help con¬ 
duct Period II unit training. While this will be the 
main responsibility of the battalions themselves, the 
battalions will lean heavily on the DTCs for assisting 
in lesson plan development, support and in many cases 
formal instruction. In turn, the DTCs will receive 
assistance from the NTCs who in the past have conducted 
the bulk of the unit training. As experience is gained 
at the DTCs and by the unit cadre, the divisions should 
be fully capable of carrying out a totally responsive 
unit training program tailored to their needs and foster¬ 
ing the unit integrity and cohesiveness the divisions 
lacked in the past. 

i. Evaluation exercises are a key part of the unit 
pr‘0Gran as outlined ln JGS/CTC Directive 380-1. 

1be 1974 program calls for unit exercises and tests at 
every level from the squad through division. However, 
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the 1973 program was somewhat modified because of the 
short time frame remaining after introduction of the 
directive and because of on-going operational commitments. 
The Directive does not call for any exercises to be con¬ 
ducted during Period I, (on-site training up through 
the company level) but provides for squad and platoon 
exercises and tests and battalion tests and FTXs during 
Period II and regimental and division CPXs for Period 
III. Testing will normally be conducted by the command 
two echelons above the unit being tested. A testing 
package, adopted from US directives and manuals, will 
be implemented throughout the remainder of the year. An 
experience factor will be needed for the units to fully 
develop and maximize the returns from the program. 

J. Inspection Program. 

(1) The training inspection program is carried on 
at three different echelons to provide in-depth coverage 
of the major ARVN training programs. The Commander of 
CTC makes weekly inspection tours usually inspecting 
2-3 training locations a week. During these inspections, 
he concentrates largely on visits to the training ranges, 
making recommendations where necessary, and receives 
briefings by the TC commander and staff on the follow¬ 
up to previous recommendations and improvements that the 
TCs have implemented by their own initiative. Commander 
CTC feels that the TCs gain a certain amount of pride 
in briefing about their own accomplishments. By con¬ 
tinual visits to the different ARVN training facilities, 
the CTC Commander has fostered a greater responsiveness 
in the TC Commanders to CTC goals and has brought about 
improvements in quality and greater uniformity. 

(2) Within CTC itself there is an inspection staff 
that is broken down into two sections. One section is 
for the evaluation of the service schools while the other 
inspects the NTCs and DTCs. Teams are sent to the vari¬ 
ous TCs and spend several days making an In-depth in¬ 
spection and evaluation of each TC. These reports are 
forwarded to Chief, CTC who takes necessary action, 
directs the TCs to take necessary action and forwards 
unresolved issues to JCIS for decision. 

(3) The third echelon of Inspection Is located at 
the TCs themselves. Each TC has its own in-house inspec¬ 
tion capability ranging from the commander to a special 
staff. At Quang Trung TC, for instance, each training 
area that is conducting training is inspected daily by 
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an inspection team. A checklist Is utilized and t-h* 

uhl?hlnatn,?t0r 15 apPrlseli oi the Inspection results 

sectio^at^he t0 the CMef the ^-^ctLn 

with^^ft?adSe5í"t^°ÂSiía 
However greater attention to the DTCs, which are stiil 
lacking in many training areas and are about to shoulder 

large part of the unit training program, is required? 

k. Assistant Instructors/Drill Sergeant Program. 

th* ininf pr°E^m now under development to improve 
the quality of Als throughout the training program and 
to implement an interrelated drill sergeant nr-oo-na™ r 

o^the^T1^ retard hlSh quality training. The importance 
ïhK AI haS Prevl°usly been emphasized, but training 

to imbue necessary qualities into the AI ranks has not 
been adequate. The program is undergoing development 

uiiinhpeSSaHy and;based on the US approach, 
Vn1«*15? f°m imPleiTientation as a combined course 
in early 197¾. The NCO Academy and the Infantry School 
have been tasked to develop the necessary POI for the 

thP M-na?d prepare for training classes for cadre at 
the NoO Academy in early 197^. This should have a major 

ico îeaâerchlp?VlnS qUaUty 0f reCrult tral«»S 

i-ho a^)T1InClUded i!^ the Pr°ßram Is the development of 
SerpuntJfor recruit training which will develop 

bettei recruit handling and lend itself to more struc- P 
tured and formalized recruit training. The use of Dis 
wil^ extend training and recruit control beyond the formal 
program and will give the recruits a greater sense of 
unity during their training phase. 

1. Sister School Program. To insure continued 
liaison, the updating of instructional matter and support 
oi the various service schools, a Sister School Program 
wao developed by the Army Advisory Group (AAG) prior to 

Pbaseoub. The approach was that counterpart schools 
in the U5 and the RVN would assist each other and pass 
on lessons learned. With withdrawal of the AAG. the 
commander CTC, wrote letters to each of the participating 

t^e US requesting their continued support. g 
/•'. .,ost all of the CONUS sister schools responded and the 
!'rearar, appears to be functioning quite well. A large 
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0f POIs4an5 lesson plans and special studies 

bv by íhe ARVN SCh00ls wh0 have responded 
learned and information on combat 

of thi^íuLaí vardous weapons systems. A good example 
of tbls mutual exchange was the TOW missile. When thé 
?^.was introduced to ARVN during last year's offensive 
^HaiiiQn? manuais and guidance were provided by * 

antry Sch001- Later, as this was the first 
time this weapon system had been subject to actual combat 
?hÜ*RVM JnsP®ftdon team was dlsjatched from the US to 
the RVN to obtain ARVN's knowleoge and experience with 
the weapon. This team departed RVN with a wealth of 
information from lessons learned, combat use, and some 
fííí aspects for training. This information re¬ 
sulted in a new US POI and some different employment 

ini’ormati°n was, in turn, dispatched 
to tne ARVN Infantry School for modification and update 
lor their training program and operational use. This 
iHustrates the benefits both the US and ARVN can derive 
iro.n this continuing program even though it is now 
dependent upon the written word rather than direct contact, 

m. Problem Areas. 

(1) Fuel for vehicles, generators and bulldozers 
is being received by the TCs at about 50% of the levels 
o^. last year. This is having a drag effect on all the 
±>,s and in some cases causing security problems where 
generators cannot operate to produce the necessary peri¬ 
meter lighting. Until all allocated fuel is utilized 
for mission essential operations, rather than dissipated 
through theft and misappropriation, this problem and the 
related training impact will persist. 

(2) Maintenance budgets are insufficient to meet 
minimum needs of the TCs. While the results of this 
insufficiency are not yet critical, a gradual deteriora¬ 
tion of facilities, especially former US facilities, is 
anticipated. Problems such as deterioration of the range 
facilities, roads, offices and barracks, sanitary facili¬ 
ties and security defense works will develop over the 
next several months that will undoubtedly adversely 
u.i.-ct training and morale. Resolute self-help projects 
by the RVNAF could save much deterioration; however, 
as yet no strong across-the-board drive is evident to 
stop deterioration. 
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Traínl-*s aiI,n}0» «ccoraing to the former A4G 

íhat is nee2^»l ?rlzatl0n re<lues^s» ** about half of 
î î? îfy for Pr°Per individual recruit train- 

onf¿**-?íStí¡lbUtl?n Problem5 and pre-emption of ammo for 
oï1 ? 1 requírem*nts are the major reasons for train- 

eva’’ uation^tMin Tïere h?Ve been recent instances where 
haïe not ftated that marksmanship results 
?nILünLb Î satisfactory or that grenade training is 
inadequate due to a lack of ammo. Central Traininc 

re?ieSingntheepYr7Í Í??1Stí?S Coimnand of JQS are nft 
of the df.îïîhnï« allocations and, assuming solution 

dJ8tfiJuti°n problem, should be able to meet 
trJlninS requirements if combat operations 

requirements do not surge. a 
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5. (C) STJPPLY/LOGISTICS : 

a. Data Processing and Logistics Management. 

(1) RVNAF has 38 progranuner/analyst personnel 
assigned to Republic of Vietnam Automated Materiel 
Management System (RAMMS) at the Logistics Data 
Processing Center (LDPC), who generally understand 
basic ADP logic and programming of subsystems; 
however, even though there has been contract support 
for some three years, they have not mastered supply 
logic. Without this understanding of the overall 
system, personnel cannot effectively determine 
where or why a program has failed to provide adequate 
support. If in-country support in data systems analysis 
is discontinued, offshore training would be essential. 

(2) Review of National Materiel Management Agency 
(NMMA) logistic management capabilities reveal a heavy 
reliance on U.S. contracted logistic management 
expertise, particularly in financial management, in¬ 
tensive item management, and major items management. 
The time required to build NMMA personnel into effec¬ 
tive item managers is relative to what demands the U.S. 
commodity commands require to intelligently interface 
with NMMA through RAMMS. As a conservative estimate, 
l8 months to 2 years is required for ARVN item managers 
to become proficient by U.S. standards. Vietnamese 
item managers have been actively used for a limited 
period. To compound the problem, the LDPC and NMMA 
are two separate and equal commands. This relation¬ 
ship will not allow the Commander of NMMA to control 
any situation involving Data Processing or select 
logistic priorities requiring ADP facilities utiliza¬ 
tion. By experience gained in the 1st Logistical 
Command, we have concluded that present overseas 
logistics supply systrms are built around automated 
data processing capabilities and eure unable to function 
apart from them. The logistics commander who is unable 
to direct and control the primary tools upon which he 
relies for management is severly handicapped in making 
appropriate responses to changing situations. Scheduling 
and priority of computer usage must be in the hands of 
that individual who is most severely affected by manage¬ 
ment, or there is mismanagement of that usage. By 
making the automated data processing functions an in¬ 
tegral part of the Inventory control team, a better 
exchange of information and ideas is made possible for 
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both the logistician, data processor, the planner, and 
the doer. 

'3) In the area of financial management there has 
been little accomplished, mainly because RVNAF has only 
recently been able to identify competent personnel to 
staff this function. Personnel now assigned have been 
exposed for the first time to format work sheets which 
are required to justify future year expenditures. Again, 
we face a situation of determining how much expertise 
must ARVN actually develop. In our judgment the U.S. 
must accept something less from ARVN than we expect from 
U.S. experienced sources. 

b. Depot Operations. 

(1) In August 197ARVN assumed responsibility 
for 1st ARVN Associated Depot (AAD), Long Binh, with U.S. 
contractor assistance in consolidating various storage 
facilities v.'ithin RVN at 1st AAD and for operating the 
depot complex. On-the-job training was also furnished 
by the contractor with Vietnamization of the operation 
as a specific goal. On 30 June 1973, the contract 
expired and ARVII now has full responsibility for the 
1st AAD. Technical assistance is furnished by DAO for 
continued training in depot operation and to assist in 
the integration of the remaining technical service type 
depots into the Associated Depot. 

(2) ARVN may become self-sufficient with additional 
personnel for document control, care, preservation, and 
"for the integration effort with continued technical 
assistance for another year. 

(3) Training is required to interface the depot 
operation with the stock control function at the National 
'■'.ateriel Management Agency (NMMA) to insure accurate 
and timely input from the depot. 

c. Status of Ammo: (April to June 73): 

(1) Available beginning of Qtr 

Tonnage: 10^,^5^ T 

Dollars : $225,677,51^ 

(2; Expenditure during Qtr 

Tonnage: 39,110 T 
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Dollars: $70,^70,020 

(3) On Hand End of Qtr 

Tonnage: 141,816 T 

Dollars: $267,109,180 

(4) Requisitions 

Tonnage: 61,650 T 

Dollars: $80,283,737 

(5) Stockage Levels 

Tonnage: 175,530 T 

Dollars: $284,661,071 

d. Shortfall 

(1) Logistics/Management. Middle management In 
both LDPC and logistics operation at NMMA are sorely 
deficient. Their experience has been limited to a six- 
week CPX and the maximum of 16 months OJT. Tra¬ 
dition, culture and class differences do not allow 
maximum communications from top management through the 
working level to the operator who must keep RAMMS 
operational. Additionally, there is no motivation 
for self improvement based on financial gain potential. 
There are numerous supply type individuals who have 
been trained at U.S. supply activities, as well as at 
the Central Training Institute, who choose to be un¬ 
employed rather than work for the low wages offered by 
Vietnamese Government employment. 

(2) Logistics/Supply. The following are identified 
deficiencies : 

a. Training item managers in the areas of require¬ 
ments and distribution. 

b. Complete absence of adequate middle-management 
personnel. 

c. Training in the use of advanced computer systems 
from the standpoint of programmers and systems analysts. 

d. Training both management and item managers in 
the use of computer output. 
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C. DODIC B627 

BOH 

STOCKAGE 

% STOCKAGE 

d. DODIC 

BOH 

STOCKAGE 

% STOCKAGE 

e. DODIC 

BOH 

STOCKAGE 

% STOCKAGE 

f. DODIC 

BOH 

STOCKAGE 

% STOCKAGE 

78.6 THOUSAND • 

199.4 THOUSAND 

39% 

C256 

396.9 THOUSAND 

677-1 THOUSAND 

58$ 

G911 

371.7 THOUSAND 

6OO.0 THOUSAND 

61$ 

N335 

2.867.4 THOUSAND 

3,461.0 THOUSAND 

82$ 

•None are below safe level 

(5) Critical Shortages. Shortages ln MIß Barrel 
and sight assemblies; 105mm Howitzer tube and cannon 
assembly; 155mm Howitzer Recoil Mechanism; and 175mm 
Self-Propelled Gun engine are highly critical items 
of command interest. Follow-up actions to CONUS on 
these items on 14 June 1973 has resulted in a response 
that the 155mm recoil mechanism was available and would 
be shipped. No replies have been received on the other 
items and additional follow—up messages are being pre¬ 
pared . 

6. (C) MAINTENANCE: 

a. Field Maintenance. 
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Quarterly ARTO progress report, 3d Qtr PY 73 

for S?h St5; ïs^t iviîubîei3- ARW readlness data 

that ^enuin^nf tf0nal :’eadiness rate represents only 
2ÜÍP? ?ï in suPP°rt maintenance as ooposed to 

sïdIrablffta°V^^t^^^tye^^^SA™e^eWcon-COra" 

enicie^, &5% for tracked wheeled vehicle for’ 
material handling equipment and 85^ for small arms. 

b. Depot Maintenance. 

pfr^tiler Ke m / to 9b/» of the total requirements in FY 78 To 

Kohnf r^6?510" this achievement, ?ontinu¿d 
source^1 fl53^311?6 Wl11 be necr;ssary from outside 
the „Î l* ÎI is Presently in progress to determine 
the best cost-effective method of assisting ARYN in 
achieving self-sufficiency. The primary problem ÍS 

ftî 0f ^if-^fflclency Is. ttettL major- 
ity of the ARVN personnel have only a limited Tevel of 
education and are not fully able to interpret technical 
publications nor do they have the capability to develop 
sophisticated training programs necessary for modern P 
equipment To achieve the FY 74 Rebuild Program there 
is a requirement for ARVN personnel to receive trainine 
on new materiel that has been added to the piogrlm g 

(2) Arsenal Equipment 

a- Vietnamese Army Arsenal (VAA). Self-sufficiencv 
ípnbfrmsK0f ®klïls and equipment required to perform y 
depot rebuild of ordnance major items has increased from 
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r1/0 in ^an increase in production 
from 1392^ to 2399 items), October 197^ is the target 
date for complete self-sufficiency for rebuild of 

in^eïfH^ffMri20 ;Lt®ms• Soine slippage may be expected 
in self-sufficiency for combat vehicles due to delays 
in upgrading of facilities. 

b. Through intensive efforts in rewarehousing 
locating, and inveutoring shop supply stocks at VAA 
im?16? f ^etailed and comprehensive review of* 
Biil of Ina.eriel requirements data, and dollar value 

w PaKtS re^irei»ents in support of projected 

foï !0ï?en re^e? from t0 million dollars 
for a net sayings- of 2.1 million dollars. Requisitions 

h66” adJuîî?d accordingly. Additional savings 
E0!slbl®by gaining visibility of meta? 

stock^which has reduceä a potential U.S. investment 
y 1,. million dollars. Net savings, therefore, 

equates to 3.3 million dollars. 

u<5Pd¡íainbenaJc® Facilities. The present facilities 
used for depot maintenance are adequate for a bay tvoe 
repair mothod. Plans are to expand them during PY7Í 
to permit establishing production lines, adding new 
test equipment and accommodating items new to the 
Depot Maintenance Program. 

7. Petroleum, Oil & Lubricants fpnr^ 

a. The baseline for the program was established 
to support peacetime operations on ARVN densities and 
consumption factors extracted from U.S. service manuals. 
Procurement for the first half of the CY73 
program was met with no short-falls. There was a 38? 
Quantitative reduction from Jan-Jun 73; however, because 
of an average increase of 36? in product cost, the 
dollar value decreased only 23?. 

b. ARVN is currently developing requirements, that 
when completed and validated by DAO, may increase the 
ground fuel quantities. 

c. DAO proposed to JCS that ARVN personnel accept 
petroleum product direct from commercial oil companies 
to allow withdrawal of U.S. Petroleum Quality Assurance 
personnel. No decision from JCS has been receivecf. 
Other alternatives for supply of petroleum to ARVN that 
would not require U.S. participation have been rejected 
because of inadequate GVN budget, drain on foreign 
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^os dL^ÜÏ“'' .aKnBVN trad,. 
that six U.S. personnel ¿eSainAinPRVM0?al Wil1 recîulre POL Program. remain in RVN to support the 

complicatedhbyathe rompiex POL ordS°?nel iS further 

dod -"-^ïountlns 

8‘ (°) PORT OPERATTOM.<;» 

for Sin?? 29 Mar 73» RVNAF assumed responsibilitv 

noeskare DMvlded Co,nPany>- Stevedore ser- 

^e^ii3e^Ä"» »“‘S % ÎT’ 
b. Shortfall. 

(iIoä"r“™“°aF ^^"«"‘he^sfííânnínríactÕr5618 
lö^hours pPeeí d^l^íd^^ad^Le^lfe^I 

l^y í!U¡é perrgäÄr?d 

(2) Unsatisfactory conditions include laos- «*» 

mentrutil*izedRVe improPer tyPes of equip- 

suffi:eher: a1i--fcapacïtP"r8^r?a^ ^lfta 

to Work’to beS™MmPHsherean5eifïS%n0t ln ProP°rtl°P 
operations of«ce? (¡™nable ít an ?fm* ?e;l0f P°rt 
efficient utilization cf e^lp^nfand'p^Lnneî?8"6 

(3) Port operations throughout the countrv mneí- 

Sí."" •••••"Ä’.SK- 
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9- (S) CONCLUSIONS/SUMMARY ; 

a. This overview is based on reDort«? fr»nm 

General^taff^Onlr^M "Uh AR™ staff officers. Joint 
statistics aíd dIS fîêïd rtli7ll^Ti0Ur DA° dlvlsl°'’ 
previous MACV reports It shoSld bf^intid t0 

---atiene ^ 

nii^V^^P^^^^^^r^ea^Æcter 
fLtïh c°Inîinued upgrading and standardizing of 

shifting îïit Tralnlng Centers (NTCs) and by 
Training CeíteíÍ S resP°nsibility from the National 
vear 1Q7? ^ Parent divisions. The calendar 
ín íi-«9h= frogram ls designed to make ARVN self-suffient 
the ?1C traini“g and to develop and upgrade 

fJ-vlsions. ^iP training capability so that each 
ivision can train its units according to its needs 

tH°eqtqhiC?Mar?a¿ methods of operation and principie 
cîitfîaii This.1"teraal training should alsodevelop 
uSií and ?hped?v? ?oheslYaness and teamwork within each 
traîn?nd th dlviaion* The major development of the 1Q73 
trsaínín5 pr,ogra^ has been tht promulgation of the unit97 
at the NTCsnCenrfM A11.reJralt training is now accomplished 

°fficer training is progressing and recover- 
ln0 from the disruption of the ceasefire. An adeauate 
inspection program is established and functioning effec- 
tively. The FY73 ARVN offshore training program continl 
ued to a very successful conclusion during FY73. 

between 8^^0^°1, duty. st^eneth throughout ARVN averages 
05 d 90 P6rc6nt of assigned strength, but combat 

effectiveness varies with time on line, size of area of 
operations, leadership and morale. It is generally belipvpri 

;;aTtriSi0nV“ h0li thelr P?ef"rceaLf^e ved positions if the enemy does not reinforce or does not 

?vfcKtal °ffenslve- ARVN divisions in MR I, MR II 
and MR IV have been engaged for lengthy periods of time 
over e^6nd®d areas, particularly in the area of MR II 
where the ARVN was not reinforced after two ROK Divisions 
were withdrawn. Joint General Staff is attempting to 

u!?fts who have had extended front line duty by a 
within-unit rotational policy that provides training and 
leave time for the troops. k ^ es training and 
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DivisionsCinhMR ï?enOve?alïeîeadi»f0h/lrb0rne and Marine 
as good to marginal and in TnanvdershlPvquallty is rePorted 
reporting periods in ihaî som^o??^8 b6tîer than Pilous 
able during enemy pre-ceasefir* Tfí Wh° Proved incap- 
removed and reolaced wifhSef^re * engagements have been 
leaders, on the other î»nrUôKeLan^or more «fflelent 
and a possibility of over-age dem£hilli»M°rpS “as dePleted 
some senior commanders exnrfoc emoblllzatlon gets closer, 
leadership. Instances ?oncern over ">ldaie unit 
and bribes for good duty locatïons%?ïnhaSe °f Promoti°ns 
throughout ARVN Retniiavs ations stiil are prevalent 
civilian popularon ? 06 relati°nships with the 
of inflation caStlïg tSldietflTt: p"tJcularly because 
drastic corrupt praftîwf oï oî?rî^trîkï0 eVen more 
their families in r-ino n i ouPrlS^t thievery to keep 
reported of civil action nrofframVeryHffW instances are 
reports on regular troona^niT^f and in at least three 

Sand- 

Sr «t^lxToZlk reasons:^0 

«"^-‘ïhHotsr&rir 

salaryt^The^éliminâtlon^f ^ í^l^írTÍl^ 

die during*1« »Sfîre-^HtTîL!:?3 "í dSSlre t0 
relieved of mllltary^Irvlce at'soon iîÆwe*0 belne 
However, some observers have renorted that- mnrsai v, 
risen where ARVN was successful^« morale has GVN territory. successful in holding or regaining 

d« Although no attempt will be made to establish a 

rpt1rÍn^f0Sr,p0efc?íuVÜ8c1^Sb,1^lfyÍ2f.ddlíí8l0nS 
Derformance01* a11,tha/"dlcators which încludrcombat 

Airborne andÂ dîvî^S rt'and^ít^' 

whiíe51^8tS“8:tS:rc:„nildn2.^fbíii; iir-r- 
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23d divisions stand out as three weaker divisions. As 
has been pointed out in the specific comments and review 
of the divisions, there is some good and bad in all. 
For example, the 9th Division Commander is considered a 
good commander but is plagued with poor administration to 
include troop, pay and personnel administration problems. 
Between the two extremes can be found the remaining half 
of the ARVN Divisions. The degree of combat effectiveness 
and potential within the ARVN Divisions has varied during 
this quarter. 

c. Supply and maintenance are areas where improve¬ 
ment is essential. Operational ready rates for ARVN 
equipment is less than acceptable. Field commanders 
complain of lack of POL and reduced allocation of certain 
types of ammunition. Most areas will improve with train¬ 
ing and experience but pilferage and mismanagement are 
the main causes of POL shortages. 
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CHAPTER 6 

VIETNAMESE AIR FORCE (VNAF) 

chaPt®r will present a picture of the VNAF 
as io is today and describe its continuing efforts to 

training Alr P°rCe' Strengths» weaknesses, 
ïu iogistics* equipment status, OR rates and 
the DAO assessment are included. 

2* KEADINESS0 STRENGTH AND ASSIGNED PERSONNE!. 

a, -. current vnaf manning is shown in Figure 1. 
OYeral! miHtary manning is 95%; officer manning 70*: 
enlisted manning 100*; and civilian manning is 44*. 
The low manning ratio in the civilian area is caused 
by fund constraints. 

(Figure 1) 

b. VNAF pilot manning, which largely reflects 
manning of other crew positions, is quite sufficient to 
fly an available VNAF aircraft on a sustained““Se 
basis. The 2,541 squadron pilots (66 percent authorized 
manning) supplemented by staff pilots could perform at 
a rate exceeding VNAF maintenance capability. Figure 2 
refiects tho current manning by type of aircraft/mission. 
The special air mission unit figures have been omitted. 

c. Personnel readiness of the rated force can be 
roughiy determined by reference to Figure 2 column 
labeled Assigned OR/TNG. This figure, however, refers 
to aircrews which are in continuation/upgrade training. 
The majority of them are capable of performing basic 
combat missions. 

(Figure 2) 

d. The readiness of the enlisted force is inferred 
bj the percentage distribution of assigned vs authori¬ 
sations by skill level. 
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LEVEL 

1 

3 

5 

7 

9 

(Figure 3) 

NCO * s AIRMEN 

47* 21* 

.5* 51* 

1.5* 28* 

50* 

1.0* 

(Figure 3) 

TOTAL 

27* 

38* 

21* 

13* 

71* 

3. (S) AREAS OF RESPONSIBILITY: The authorized air 
order of battle (AOB) is shown by military region. The 
AOBs closely represent the areas of operation with the 
exception of the support aircraft in the 5th Air Division 
which operate throughout the country. 

(Figures 4, 5, 6, 7) 

4. (S) EQUIPMENT STATUS: Current aircraft status 
rates are depicted in Figures 8 through 11. Since their 
receipt, the C-130A fleet has had an excessive out-of- 
commission rate. The OR rate averaged around 35* in 
April and May. Primary causes have been wing cracks, 
fuel leaks, engine problems, parts shortages, ground 
equipment deficiencies, limited repair capability and 
lack of sufficient maintenance. 

(Figures 8, 9, 10, 11) 

a. During June, DAO personnel and representatives 
from VNAF Headquarters and VNAF-ALC participated in 
FY74 contract negotiations for VNAF programs at Air 
Vietnam. Contracts were negotiated as follows: 

Aircraft 

(Figure 12) 

Program 

Wing Mod 

AC I 

Qty 

86 

4 
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VNAF PIL3T/C0PIL0T MANNING 

TYPE A/C AUTH 
Assigned . 
Or/Trig 

Total 
Assigned 

1- 

A 37 
A-l 

F-S 

350 

123 
217 

117/79 

84/0 

97/14 

196 

84 

111 

56 

68 

51 

Total Fighter/Attack 690 298/93 391 57 

C-7 

C-130 

C-123 

135 

118 
54/55 

58/64 
13/15 

109 

122 
28 

81 

103 

Total Cargo 253 125/134 259 102 

UH-1 

CH-47 
1983 

180 
887/276 

57/69 
1163 

126 

58 

70 

Total Helo 2163 944/345 1289 59 

Liaison 

CU-17, 0-1, 0-2 324 234/0 234 72 

AC 119 K 

AC 119 G 

AC 47 

sn 
59 
53 

19/19 

3S/23 
30/19 

38 

62 

49 

64 

105 

92 

Total Gunship 171 88/61 149 87 

RC 119 L 

EC 47 

RC 47 

U 6 

43 
95 
44 

10 

5/0 

79/5 
33/0 

9/0 

5 
84 

33 

9 

12 

88 

75 
90 

Total Recce 192 126/5 131 68 

T-37 

T-41/0-1 
UH-1 

31 

27 

16 

21/0 

33/0 

8/0 

21 

33 
8 

68 

122 
50 

Total Training 74 62/0 62 84 
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LEVEL 

1 

3 

5 

7 

9 

(Figure 3) 

NCO1s AIRMEN 

H7% 21% 

.5% 51% 

1.5% 28% 

50% 

1.0% 

(Figure 3) 

TOTAL 

27% 

38* 

21% 

13% 

71% 

3. (S) AREAS OF RESPONSIBILITY : The authorized air 
order of battle (AOB) is shown" by rnilitary region. The 
AOBs closely represent the areas of operation with the 
exception of the support aircraft in the 5th Air Division 
which operate throughout the country. 

(Figures 5, 6, 7) 

ll. (s) EQUIPMENT STATUS: Current aircraft status 
rates are depicted in Figures 8 through 11. Since their 
receipt, the C-130A fleet has had an excessive out-of- 
commission rate. The OR rate averaged around 35? in 
April and May. Primary causes have been wing cracks, 
fuel leaks, engine problems, parts shortages, ground 
equiprent deficiencies, limited repair capability and 
lack of sufficient maintenance. 

(Figures 8, 9, 10, 11) 

a. During June, DAO personnel and representatives 
from VNAF Headquarters and VNAF-ALC participated in 
FY74 contract negotiations for VNAF programs at Air 
Vietnam. Contracts were negotiated as follows: 

(Figure 12) 

Aircraft Program 

Wing Mod 86 

AC I 
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VNAF 

MR 1 
DA NANO 

1st AINDIV 
41 WING 51 WING 

NORTH VIETNAM 
o** i *• 

110 20 02 
5 01 
7 U-17 

120 25 0-1 
7 U-17 

427 16 C-7 
718 DET 10 EC-47 
821 DET 8 AC-119K 

213 38 lih-1 
233 38 UH-1 
239 38 UH-1 
257 24 UH-1 
253 38 UH-1 
247 16 CH 47 

516 24 A-37 
528 24 A-37 
550 24 A 37 
538 17 F-5 

CHINA 

C« 

SO KiI**H'*1 
MR 2 

SECRET Figure (4) 
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MR 2 VNAP 

PLBIKU 
72 WING 
118 15 0-2 

10 0-1 
7 Ü-17 

530 24 A-1 
229 38 UH-1 
235 38 UH-1 
2590 10 UH-1 

PHU CAT 
82 WING 

532 24 A-37 
429 DET-3 C-7 
241 16 CH-47 
24338 UH-1 
259A 10 UH-1 

^ r«.e O. 

Figure (5) SECRET 
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MR 3 

CAMBODIA 

MR 2 

3rd JUW PIVISIOW 

23 WING 
112 25 (M 

7 Ü-17 
124 25 01 

7 Ü17 
514 24 A-1 
518 24 A-1 
63 WING 

522 11 F-5A/I 
6 RF-5 

538 17- F-5 
540 17- F-5 
542 17- F-5 
544 17- F-5 

43 WING 
221 38 UH-1 
223 38 UH-1 
231 38 UH-1 
245 38 UH-1 
251 38 UH-1 
237 16 CH-47 
259E 12 UH-1 

SOI Til HUM sh l 

TAN SON NHUT 
CAPITAI SPECIA1 

ZONE 
33 WING 
314 4 VC-47 

4 UH-1 
2 U-17 

716 12 AC-47 
2 EC-47 
2 C-47 
8 U-6 

718 20 EC-47 
431 16 C-7 
2596 12 UH-1 

53 WING 
819 18 AC 1196 
821 10 AC 119K 
435 16 C-130 

Figure (6) SECRET 
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Aircraft 

SECIET 

UH-1H 

CH-47 

CH-47 

C-119 

Program 

2200PE 39 

Life Extension 18 

ACI 2 

ACI 5 

This is the first time the VNAF participated in contract 
negotiations. VNAF personnel were very helpful during 
negotiations, but require greater exposure to contract 
negotiations before self-sufficiency in this area can be 
attained. 

b. (C) F-5 Corrosion. An inspection of F-5 
aircraft in storage at 3d Air Division, Bien Hoa, 
revealed H7 aircraft with extensive corrosion problems. 
Due to workload at VNAF-ALC and the large number of 
contractor personnel required, the decision was made to 
send the aircraft off-shore. 

c. During the quarter all UH-1H for 2200PE, A-37 
for wing modification, C-47 for RC-47 modification 
program, and C-130 aircraft were input to contractor 
programs, completing total FY73 programmed inputs. 
Two programs at Air Vietnam were partially terminated. 
These included the following: 

(1) Four CH-47 Life Extension aircraft, due to 
aircraft not generating flying hours that were programmed. 

(2) Five C-119 IRAN aircraft, due to contractor 
workload, quantity of aircraft in work, parts support 
problems, and aircraft being deleted from TO 00-25-4 
for cyclic PDM. 

(3) Recap of FY 73 aircraft repair contracts is 
as follows: 

Aircraft 

C - 4 7 

C-4 7 

(Figure 13) 

Program Qty 

IRAN/ACI 17 

RC Mod 8 

Contractor 

CAF 

SECRET 
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Aircraft Program Qty 

C-7 IRAN 7 

C-119 IRAN 10 

A-37 Wing Mod 70 

UH-1H 2200PE 72 

CH_i<7 Life Extension 11 

CH-iJ? CBD 8 

CH-47 ACI 2 

C-130 IRAN 4 

C-130 Wing Repair 3 

(Figure 13) 

Contractor 

THIAM 

AVN 

AVN 

AVN 

AVN 

AVN 

AVN 

LASS 

LASS 

d. (U) Engines. The ALC engine overhaul program 
for J85-17/17A and T—53—L13B has b^en established and 
engines are being produced, however, difficulty in 
obtaining spare parts for the T-53-L13B engine has been 
experienced. Many items formerly provided to support the 
program at ALC depot were rerouted to Air Asia, Taiwan 
to support overhaul of RVN engines at that facility. 
Improvement in production of both types of engines will 
depend upon additional trained personnel and support of 
spare parts. The engine managers are well trained and 
capable of managing, reporting, and controlling all 
engines assigned to the /NAF. 

e. NORS Analysis. In-depth NORS analysis was 
started during the fourth quarter FY 73 on C-130, C-7, 
CH-47, 0-2, and F-5 aircraft. Presentations are made* 
twice weekly at ALC and once a week at VNAF Headquarters. 
The NORS briefings are beginning to show results. VNAF 
Headquarters is directing air divisions to: comply 
with lateral support requests from ALC; properly place 
aircraft in NORM status versus NORS; and use cannibali¬ 
zation on aircraft in NORM or NORS in order co release 
aircraft NORS for one item. For the first time VNAF- 
ALC weapons systems managers are making NORS analysis 
and briefings. Training being provided by DAO personnel 
will enable VNAF weapons systems managers to become 
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self-sufficient. 

f. Prior to ceasefire 32 C-130 aircraft were 
transferred to VNAF. Thirty were not flyable due to 
maintenance problems which may be attributed to 
•'fatigue". After an intensive C-130 NORS program was 
initiated, the number of OR aircraft rose to seven. 
This occurred within the first days following "X" 
+ 60. VNAF are presently experiencing a 50% O.R. level. 
This level fluctuates between 14 and 18 operational 
aircraft. With these C-130's available, along with all 
other VNAF assets, the cargo movement capabilities are 
greatly improved. Cargo not in the specific category of 
Air Force support such as munitions, clothing, and 
rations is considered by the JGS/Central logistics 
command as special mission cargo, moved only when 
missions are fragged by the JGS as special mission air¬ 
lift requests (SMAR). When aircraft are available, the 
Vietnamese Air Force operates daily LOGAIR flights 
through all major MATTS. 

g. AGE Repairs. VNAF capability to repair total 
AGE requirements is presently inadequate due to the lack 
of skilled repairmen, facilities, tools, and training. 
A representative from SAAMA, working in coordination 
with ALC DAO/VNAF personnel, has identified the major 
powered AGE for proposed off-shore repair by a service- 
type contract. 

5. (C) LOGISTIC STATUS: 

a. In order to expedite the Material Management 
training of VNAF personnel, a complete rewrite of 
VNAFM 67-1 was accomplished at PACAF. That portion of 
AFM 67-1/VNAFM 67-1 relating to VNAF logistics support 
was rewritten in terms which would be understandable by 
the Vietnamese personnel and applicable to the 1050-11 
computer operations. The rewrite team consisted of five 
US and two VNAF officers and senior NCO's, working from 
23 March through 25 April 1973. One hundred twenty of 
the new manuals were published and distributed by VNAF 
Headquarters in June 1973. Amendments and changes will 
be coordinated, approved, published, and distributed 
by VNAF Headquarters. 

b. NORS Reconciliation. A one-time reconciliation 
of all VNAF-ALC outstanding NORS requirements was 
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irUtiâtcd 26 June 1973. Separate messages requesting 
up-to-date status by weapons system were forwarded to 

CINCPaSÍ6 ^P/MSUPPÍy sources> wlth information to 
AF5;c/mm and AFLC weapons systems managers. 

actlín^ fat6 bfen1carefully reviewed. Subsequent 
actions taken include: search of receiving and warehouse 
locations for items with old shipping status; phone 

"ith AFLC/MMI on NORS requisitions coded “’No 
f0r relnsta^ei"ent action; follow-ups on items 

ackordered with distant EDO's; and revalidation of 

^ h"6 aír dlYlsion NORS requisitions. Emphasis 
is placed on insuring that NORS items are expeditiously 
repaired at ALC or NRTS'd to CONUS/SRAS. -^us-ty 

Th* v‘rn?eVÍeW uf-,n^"day Re<ïulsitioning Objectives. 
The V-LOG, March 1973, directed that all 365-dav 
requisitioning objectives for secondary items be reviewed 
and adjusted based on demand experience. This action was 
also identified in CSAF/LG message 171700Z Mar 73. a 

ífr?M«!dfaei^0f fl° Ju!?f ^1^73 was establlshed for completion 
?h0tïrir task-,* An audlt listing of all special levels in 
the ALC supply account has been prepared, is being 
reviewed by ALC inventory managers, and is scheduled for 
completion not later than 30 July 1973. Actual adjust¬ 
ment of requisitioning objective*, on ALC computer 
records will be accomplished not later than 5 August 1Q7^ 
The initial audit listing indicates this action 5m 3* 
reduce the WAFdoilar value of the ALC requisitioning 

^rom million, as of 25 June, to $35 3 
million. * 

d. AFSD's. Projects ENHANCE and ENHANCE PLUS 
caused many Air Force Supply Directives (AFSD) shipments 

°f Vletnam‘ In most cases, neither DAO or 
VNAF-ALC personnel were aware of what the shipments 
constituted, the dollar value, quantity, ultimate des¬ 
tination, and/or application. The problem has been 
compounded by the fact that personnel at VNAF bases 
have not been reporting receipt of the equipment and 
spares shipped. CONUS AFLC AMA's have been requested 
to provide ALC with card decks of current AFSD's 
planned shipments in order to establish valid due-in 

nAn/vn?pan?T?Udiï trails of items shipped and received. 
DAO/VNAF will not accept AFSD's or push-type packages 
subsequent to 15 June 1973. Currently ALC is receiving 
some card decks from AMA's. Status of AFSD's from all 
A™ 2 is not known at this time. Many outshipment 
reports (RCS Log S ^52) have been received for material 
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believed to have already been delivered; however 
these reports are of limited value since the complete 
package is not available at ALC. A DAO/VNAF equipment 
team is being formed to visit each air division in RVN 
to inventory, search, identify equipment assets, and 
establish proper accountability, thereby solving part 
of the problem for equipment shipped. 

e. Stock Replenishment Requisitioning. CSAF/LG 
message 171700Z March 1973 directed suspension of stock 
replenishment requisitioning to preclude compounding 
existing materiel backlogs caused by push shipment 
under Project Enhance Plus. This action was implemented 
21 March 1973 and will remain in effect until approxi¬ 
mately 25 July 1973. In conjunction with suspension of 
stock replenishment requisitioning, actions have also 
been taken to cancel ANORS requirements over 30 days 
old, excessive stock replenishment requirements, and 
adjustment of 365-day requisitioning objectives. All 
of these actions have been completed with final update 
of computer records to be completed by 15 July 1973. 
Normal requirements computations and stock replenishment 
requisitioning, utilizing past consumption data and 
current flying hour program, will be implemented on or 
about 1 August 1973. 

f. Common Service Item Support. VNAF common 
service item support is now handled exclusively through 
ALC. Bases no longer requisition these items directly 
from other RVNAF supply sources. ALC, in turn, is 
supported by the National Materiel Management Agency 
(MMA) which maintains an authorized stockage list (ASL) 
of 90,000 common service items. From the ASL, a total 
of 13,762 items are in use by VNAF. Since 16 March 
1973, 4,813 items have been requisitioned from NMMA, 
and to date ALC has received positive supply action on 
1,178 (25$). A total of 3,437 (71$) have been back¬ 
ordered and 198 (4$) have been canceled. The high 
percentage of backorders is due to assets being located 
at ARVN storage sites, and issue priorities are given 
to ARVN requirements. This is a JGS support problem 
that is being watched; however, the problem must be 
solved by the RVNAF. 

g. Reparable Generations to CONUS. VNAF-ALC 
Production Management Branch, in conjunction with ALC 
Production Control, completed a one-time purge of 
reparable assets during June 1973. This resulted in 
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=MpmantatoWC0rNurfor?eapaÍÍ? 

Î5g°wfth'ílíl7o3 ' ?e “J-^rweS'emÄShläueR^ ÍT^ 

ÉÍ1Í|SF%Í:= be a erlMoai ^ cnanneis. This will continue to 
-re =°Lni:?í,^a/^g^f^0--ena„ce to Insure 

pareh ^ 
Munltlons to the VNAF» «hlch established a responsive 

oeasefl?! L^ÍÍÍVSont^^o?0?^??!^^ Sins 

|f ^r^Vr^V ^^raV^^eÄVÄSp- 
will noteaîtpîZfhi0n 0f the system* The mechanization win not alter the current resupply procedure but win 
provide mechanized stock balance ^pSm^ inï^tôÎÎ 
parpo«" statlstl<:al date for control and reporting 

i. Technical Order and Publication Distribution. 

are« TCT? Procedures. The present TCTO/PDO procedures 
are too complex and require simplification. A simolifleri 
tTraAF1,6 Sfabeen ^»"-Itted bu? has not been"approved^e^ 
this area. anagement attention Is being maintained In 

to 2i2junf “n 11 Îs'?oïïoV«er fr0m COmS 1 JanUary 

(Figure 1^) 

Qty TO’s ordered 

Qty TO's backordered 

Qty TO’s cancelled 

Qty TO’s received 

Qty TO’s w/no status 

(Figure 14) 

6-27 

6,509 

1,825 

299 

1,800 

2,858 
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3 seriously hampering the programmed 
VNAF training, maintenance, and production program. 
Follow-up actions are continuing. 

J. Computer Downtime. The VNAF have two IO5O-II 
computer systems located at the Air Logistics Command 
at Bien Hoa. One system, consisting of a single 
computer with remote devices, supports all VNAF base 
supply and equipment management operations. This system 
has experienced few outages. The second system, consist¬ 
ing of two IO5O-II computers, supports depot operation 
at the ALC. The depot computer system has been inopera¬ 
tive for an excessive amount of time caused by hardware 
malfunctions. Errors have also been detected in 
internally stored records during direct support process¬ 
ing. Parallel processing on an identical computer at 
Clark mB in the Philippines identified this problem. 
The problem will be further compounded by the change in 
contractors for computer maintenance effective 1 July 
1973. To insure logistics support is not degraded, 
arrangements have been made to utilize the USAF mobile 
computer at Clark AB to perform off-line or indirect 
support operations. Special airlift will be arranged, 
if required. 

k. VNAF AIM-9 Missile Status: 

(1) There are currently 302 AIM-9 Missiles 
authorized and in-country. One hundred eighty (I80) 
are fully serviceable and 122 are short components such 
as contact fuzes and serviceable guidance and control 
units. Action is being taken to replace the reparable 
units with serviceable units in accordance with the one- 
for-one replacement criteria for controlled/restricted 
material. The reparable guidance and control units are 
being prepared for shipment at this time. It is 
estimated that shipping will be accomplished prior to 
1 Aug 73. AFLC has advised serviceable components are 
available for airlift to VNAF upon certification that 
reparables have been evacuated from country. 

(2) The current AIM-9 inventory is made up of 
B model missiles. Forty each F-5 aircraft are now 
being modified to provide AIM-9E capability. Estimated 
completion date 17 Aug 73. We have 48 each E Missiles 
authorized. However, only 24 each will be called forward 
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at this time to satisfy an immediate requirement to 
equip 12 each aircraft for use in an air defense role. 
The remaining 2¾ will be provided as assets and 
priorities permit. It is anticipated that 9E ouera- 
ional capability will be attaineu on or about 17 Aug 73. 

rn* piair Llquid 0xysen Capability. The Tan Son Nhut 
LOX Plant was down for parts and the Bien Hoa plant was 

I'll 0P®rati0"al Piant in RVN, as the Da Nang plant 
?hîLn°hn ?nd required a complete overhaul. We were able, 
through close monitoring, to secure the necessary instru- 
?*;taand materials for the Tan Son Nhut plant. The TSN 
LOX Plant is now in operation and "run" samples have 
een dispatched to the testing laboratory for purity checks 

Arrangements were also made to get a contractor team 

ïnï Di4.0f mïf re<ïulred parts in to overhaul the Da Nang 
LOa Plant. This team will be dispatched from CONUS as 
soon as all parts can be accumulated. All three plants 
have assigned personnel trained in the operation and 
maintenance of the equipment, but with only limited 
knowledge of major repair and overhaul. 

SUPPLY SERVICES: The Supply Section of the Air 

T£rC?m?íV4SÍ0?J Lo8lstlcs Branch, was organized to assist 
the VNAP in all phases of supply operations including 
training of personnel. Since 29 March 1973, the VNAF/ 
DAO team has been striving to organize th¿ supply system 
while concurrently arranging for the supplies needed to 
keep the VNAF operational. The VNAF supply system 
covers nine air bases and the depot (ALC) located at 
Bien Hoa. 

a. Training. 

(1) Concept of Operation. Air Force Div,‘DAO entered 
into a contract with PA&E to train the VNAF personnel in 
warehousing techniques, materials, handling, inventory 
management, fuels management, requisitioning processing, 
and packaging and preservation. 

(2) Current Assessment. No VNAF personnel were 
design^ted by VNAF headquarters to participate in the 
FY-73 program. In their place 800 local nationals (LNs) 
were entered into the training program. These personnel 
learned very quickly and are performing at an acceptable 
level. However, the contractors training efforts were 
all oriented toward USAF U-1050UU base supply concepts 
instead of VNAF supply procedures. These people are now 
being integrated. The current contract is due to expire 
on 31 December 1973. The VNAF will not have enough 
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t0 raalnt5jn their own system on this 

Iv/?? f2 ; every eff'ort roust be made to retain 
i-._e existing trained local nationals within the VNAF 

aJeS^H,n°£C? ailocatlon- The 800 LNs now employed 
^ î° ïe phased oufc by 31 December 1973. 

thP^n !hould be taI<en to either contract or absorb 
The Jr? flnrtnn!n int° Vletnaroese Civil Service. 
The JGS and DAO currently has these matters under con- 

aifa^f1?1, A,Uth°rlzad versus assigned manning in the 
area of Base Supply is approximately 505? at all VNAF 

whirh T“ÎJÏ0epïion 2Lthe Alr Geistlos Ooimnand 
which is better than 95* manned. The most critical 
shortages in these skills rest in the area of middle 
management (NCOs and Officers). Formal training 
courses combined with contractor OJT will provide 

vím?nlí!S f°Vorae 50* of deflcit during Fiscal Year 74, 
VNAF should be self-sufficient by last quarter of CY 73, 

7. (C) CIVIL ENGINEERING. 

a. There are three contracts covering the Civil 
Engineering Training of VNAF personnel at Bien Hoa, 

ïw! D\NanS’ Phu Cafc and Phan Ranß Air Bases. 
Two of these contracts are with Kentron Limited of 
Hawaii and cover both formal and On-Job-Training (OJT) 
One contract is for training in the operation and 
maintenance of facilities and the other in power pro- 
Quction. The third contract is with PA&E for "O&M" 
Training Facility Maintenance only. Extension of these 
baadc contracts from 30 June through 31 December 1973 
with a stepped up training program of VNAF personnel,* 
will enable the VNAF BCE capability to assume all O&M 
responsibility by 31 December 1973. Cost estimates for 
extending these contracts is $2,340,000. 

b. On 22 June 1973, meetings were held with both 
cf these contractors to discuss the integration of 
VNAF OJT personnel Into the contractor work force. 
Representatives of the contractor, VNAF-DE staff 
personnel and AOSAF-E were present. A decision was 
made and agreed upon by all parties that the integration 
would be accomplished on a shop by shop basis during 

AuSust 1973. It was further agreed that when 
the VNAF personnel became sufficiently proficient to 
operate any shop that the contractor would withdraw his 
personnel and turn the complete shop and operations over 
to the VNAF Base Civil Engineers. 
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would however, continue through the period of 

Tan So^Nhuï’Ai^Î8 la P?fsently beins accomplished and 
Ta^Son Nhut Air base will be 100* Integrated by 16 July 

oÜh î?e M1Jltary Construction (MILCON) and Major 
? í?1!?01* Constructl°n (MRMC) projects, six have 

been compieted representing a total cost of $681,000. 
PY73. îhere were ninety eight active 

an estllnated total construction cost of 

DrómrM°0fch# vwâ?dîlti0n t0 the current on-golng MHMC program, the VNAP have proposed 155 new nroleet«* fn-r 

r^.‘í2,ratí°; Th' «ttaHeS «Âctíoí/r 
repair cost for these projects is $4,152,500. '»’he VNAP 
have also identified 19 new MILCON programs, with an 
estimated construction cost of $5,684,000 for PY74 

™dïng,C0n8ïderatl0n* A11 of these pY74 MRMC and MILCON 
proposed projects are presently being evaluated by 

CiVi1 Engineering representatives as to their 
validity and Justification of requirement at the nine 
respective VNAP Air Bases. 

.„„.¡J; T5e CY71 Dependent Shelter Program was initially 
envisioned as a VîvAP self-help construction program and 
consists of 2,400 units at a programmed cost of $1,440,000. 
as of 30 June 1973, construction had commenced on 2.100 
units of which 1,020 have been completed, reflecting an 
overall completion status of 72*. There were 751 of these 

o?«fîîîîed under beneficial occupancy. Many con¬ 
struction delays were incurred in this VNAP self-heln 
program due to the shortage and erratic delivery of 

m?íurials*and suPPlies. Deliveries were not consistent 
with requirements or sequenced to need. Added to this 
was the limited knowledge and capability of the VNAP to 
perform in the construction crafts. To overcome these 
deficiencies and to expedite completion, 490 units at 
Soc Trang, Nha Trang and Pleiku Air Bases have been 
placed under contract. Present program planning provides 
for a target completion by December 1974. 

O nnn* TÏ® CY72 DePendent Shelter Program consists of 
2,000 units at a programmed cost of $600,000. Procurement 
and construction is being accomplished by the ARVN Civil 
Engineering Battalions or the MPCO. As of 30 June I973 
construction had commenced on 1,700 units, of which 2,3êo 
hüVo^Been °omPleted reflecting an overall completion status 
of Ö2*. Of the units completed, 934 were under beneficial 
occupancy. Initially, 33 Community Facilities were 
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authorized by USAP; however, none of these were funded 
for construction. The JQS then directed that 60 
Shelter Units be converted to Community Facilities. 
As of 30 June 1973, work on three Community Facilities 
had commenced. The program completion date of 30 Decem¬ 
ber 1973 continues firm. 

f. A technical survey of fire protection apparatus 
at each of the 9 VNAF Air Bases was recently conducted 
by the Air Force Fire Consultant. It was found that, 
in many instances, vehicles were out of commission for 
clutches, front end assemblies, tires and fuel. All 
apparatus is 19-20 years old and has reached an age 
where it is most difficult to maintain in an in-service 
condition. It is essential that a bench stock of high 
mortality parts be maintained and readily available for 
the immediate repair and maintenance of these emergency 
vehicles. To assist the VNAF Fire Department organiza¬ 
tion, standard operational procedures have been formu¬ 
lated and translated for dissemination to each of the 
Base Fire Department organizations. These SOPs cover 
all critical aspects of the overall operations and 
should prove of valuable assistance to Base Fire Depart¬ 
ment personnel. A VNAF fire crash rescue proficiency 
training regulation was also formulated by the Air Force 
Civil Engineering Fire Consultant and is being trans¬ 
lated to assist the VNAF Fire Departments in their 
proficiency training. This regulation covers all 
techniques and procedures as related to egress training, 
rescue teams and overall fire fighting organizations. 

8. (C) TRAINING. 

a. VNAF formal in-country training. From 1 Jan 
thru 30 Jun 73, 5,264 VNAF personnel entered formal 
in-country training. During this same period, 3,574 
graduated from training, including some personnel 
entered during CY72. 

(Figure 15) 

(1) Status of formal in-country training is 
indicated by Quarter. 
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Entries 

School 3dQ 4thQ 

Pilot Trng School 44 51 

Technical School, 
Nha Trang 196 536 

Communication & 
Electronic Sch 95 191 

General Service 
School (Admin 
AFSCs ) 249 207 

Mil Tng Sch 
(Basic Off/NCO 
Course) 127? 219 

Sub Tech Sch 
TSN 205 940 

Air Command & 
Staff School 
TSN 0 72 

Air Divisions 
(Crew, Tng, 
Gunners) 5?8 89 

“2775 2781 

(FIGURE 15) 

Graduates 
3dQ 4thQ 

37 12 

179 103 

110 115 

12 214 

1938 51 

148 99 

48 0 

47 232 

7PT JTT 

In Tng 
30 Jun 

140 

1260 

372 

127 

862 

1226 

72 

248 

75Ü2“ 

(2) In addition to this training, each Air Division 
and training location conducted Basic Military Training 
for VNAF recruits from 1 Jan thru 30 Jun 

(FIGURE 16) 

Location Entries 
3dQ 4thQ 

1st Air Division 236 0 

2nd Air Division 447 0 

3rd Air Division 1165 8 

4th Air Division 921 0 

Graduates 
3dQ 4thQ 

] 90 0 

327 0 

769 0 

921 0 

In Tng 
30 Jun 

96 

120 

404 

0 
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Location 

5th Air Division 

6th Air Division 

Air Trng Center 

Sub Tech School 
TSN 

Entries 
3dQ HhQ 

756 1052 

200 0 

1783 535 

487 200 

6045 1795 

(FIGURE 16) 

Graduates 
3dQ 4thQ 

351 905 

200 0 

1422 880 

491 0 

4671 1785 

In Tng 
30 Jun 

346 

0 

862 

200 

2028 

b. 
each Air 

On the Job Training (0JT) is being conducted by 
Division and Operational VNAF organization. 

VI^AF 0JT office reports that a total of 714 
VLAF personnel are enrolled in VNAF conducted OJT pro¬ 
grams and more than 1200 personnel are engaged in US 
contractor supervised programs. In addition, VNAF 
graduatea approximately 600 OJT trainees during the first 
two quarters of 0173; 579 were in the last quarter. 
The US contractors were not required to develop a re¬ 
porting procedure prior to 1 Jun 73, so it is not known 
how many OJT trainees completed US contractor sponsored 
programs during this period. 

(¿) factive 1 Jul 73, there are 40 US contractor 
firms itr. VNAF OJT contracts who will be reporting monthly, 
.ast experience in the VNAF OJT programs, as well as US 
contractor programs, has shown that VNAF operational and 
duty requirements often take priority over OJT. This 
problem will require additional command emphasis to up¬ 
grade the quality of VNAFmid-level skills and assume 
maximum, participation in the OJT programs. 

c. As a result of ENHANCE PLUS, twenty Squadrons 
were scheduled for either accelerated activation, trans- 
iei to a new aircraft system or added to the force structure, 
hew aircraft added to the inventory included C-130s, 

an:i AJ-119KS. Key projects associated with ENHANCE 
.-UJ are addressed below. 

(1) A "SAF Nobile Training Team (HTT) to train flight 
• wn an; maintenance personnel for 32 C-130s completed 

:-c r-o/ ct in February 1973. The objective of this 
; -c yam was to provide a cadre of skills in every 
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«pldîfalhl^r for 

(exempt for°depot 1maintenancç)ain 

Current statï^efUcts ?2 Dn'íd1la?dlnfs) 
gator Instructors 12 riïfrf11 t,lnstru<:t0I's> 12 "avl- 
12 Phasp TT engineer instructors and 
commanders^ 82 nrst n^T’ A t0tal of 40 ^rc?an ^vi.uuaijuu-rs, 0¿ llrst pilots, CO-Dilots and ÜD 
engineers are nov; qualified for airlift missioísÍSht 
This represents considerable progress in the ? 

Âentr°1te^en0UEí -'t^oÎun^nc3? p does not, however, represent a fuiiv 
haveSí?Cí^r^ pr°Sram because maintenance constraints 
have limited achievement of full aircrew ope?atWa? 

ainlng, crew upgrading and especially Phase II training. 

areas^fÆhÎ’V'î30 aircrew Problems center on three areas, flight engineer proficiencv Pha«sp tt 

aeriaiaiesuDDl11iati0ni0f high altitude/low opening S* 
Only8 

supply system available); and opération aídmaÍní/re_ 

r&sTsystems- -ch « 

toward ^phaseou^of th"d bÍu*?ff««? 

32raïrcra??Ve S°" reoelved tralnlng'to support aircraft. However, a portion of these crews are 
currently flying C-123s and will require additional 

sïx f?!oPr10r t0 returninS t0 the C-130A aircraft^ 
usine"the Sssek ?oÍ„?drre?ílj h61"8 trained ln airdrops using rne Seek Point guidance system. Protect Seek 

Pe^°^nel in training at two locSions • Sen 
Hoa and Binh Thuy. This training is being conducted bv 
aídr0JTReSTheS IT conslst® of Normal classroom training 
nfl oí ure ar! Presently 37 students in training 
(lo at Bien Hoa and 19 at Binh Thuy). The trainino- hoe 
been delayed due to lack of aircraft available foï tïalnlne 
n^fSo°?Sl bad weather> and equipment failure. The 8 

noduled completion of this training is now 15 July for 
he operators and 25 August for the maintenance personnel. 
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(^) In the maintenance area, formal and OJT 

training was provided to F32 VNAF by the U3AF MTT in 
the major skills required to support and availability 
of students, later reassignments and entry level know¬ 
ledge of the trainees all constricted the knowledge im¬ 
parted and retained. Following the departure of the 
MTT, contractor support to continue VNAF upgrading was 
utilized and necessarily continues. Major progress 
has been made, and in many maintenance areas, the VNAF 
is performing at a high standard. However, in selected 
areas critical of overall operation of the aircraft, 
significant shortfalls in skill levels remain. Progress 
has and is being made, but self-sufficiency in main¬ 
taining the C-I30 has not yet been achieved. 

(5) Project ENHANCE PLUS turned over 22 AC-119K 
aircraft to VNAF. The 7th AF units turning over the 
assets were then programmed to train *15 aircrews and 51 
key maintenance personnel by 28 March 1973. Even 
though ceasefire considerations resulted in an early 
March program termination, the major program objectives 
were achieved. Since then in-country training, largely 
by VNAF but with some contractor assistance, has 
continued. Crew manning is sufficient to meet all 
mission requirements and ongoing training will qualify 
additional assigned crews for full manning during 
the next few months. Because of the similarity in the 
AC-119K and the AC-119G and C-119, which were VNAF 
operated, maintenance training was rapidly accomplished, 
except in areas of dissimilarity with the other systems. 
A specific problem area for aircrew and maintenance has 
been the APQ-133 side looking radar. Neither maintenance 
nor operator self-sufficiency has been obtained with this 
difficult, yet important system. 

d. In-Country Pilot Training: 

(1) The T-37 Undergraduate Pilot Training at the 
Air Training Center, Nha Trang/Phan Rang started on 

I 

i 
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12 C-I30 crews completing Phase II training with the 
5th Air Division, 64 F-5 pilots completing training 
with the 3rd Air Division and 55 0-2 pilots completing 
training at the 5th Air Division. At this time 18 A-37, 
14 P-5 and 24 C-130 pilots are in training in the units 
mentioned above. 

e. VNAF Military Assistance Service Funded Offshore 
Training Program . 

(1) The FY73 objectives of the VNAF offshore training 
program were: 

(a) Aircrew training was established as first 
priority with the objective of achieving adequate manning 
of trained aircrews according to squadron activation 
schedules. 

(b) The second objective and priority was to provide 
training necessary to support new equipment coming into 
the VNAF inventory under ENHANCE PLUS. 

(c) The third objective and priority was to provide 
minimum essential training in the areas of resource 
management, instructor, and professional training to 
further self-sufficiency. 

(2) To achieve the above objectives, the following 
offshore training was programmed/input for FY73: 

(FIGURE 17) 

(a) A total of 351 personnel were sent to CONUS 
for aircrew training. Also, 241 personnel received 
follow-on training such as T-38 Phase III, A-37 CCTS, etc. 
VNAF was able to provide English qualified candidates 
to all aircrew spaces programmed (ECL 48 required for 
Pilot entries). 

(b) The elimination rate of the undergraduate 
pilot training program due primarily to flying deficiency 
remained at approximately 25*. However, most of the pilot 
eliminees were effectively utilized in other programs. 
For examole, 19 eliminees successfully completed the 
6-week Weapon Controller-MAP Course. A .total of 27 
eliminees entered the 36-week Undergraduate Navigator-MAP 
Course during the year. Those eliminees with qualifying 
backgrounds (BACC II) in Mathematics, Physics, etc., 

6 38 
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Type Training: 

(a) Aircrew Training: 

UH-1 Instructor Pilot 
CH-47 Instructor Pilot 
CH-47 Aviator Qual 
UPr/T-41/T-37 
UPT/T-38 PH III 

Pilot Instructor T-37 

Instrument Pilot Instr 
ADV FTR TNG F-5 
CCTS A-37 

Pilot C-47/Instrument 

Transition 
Pilot Instructor A-l 
Pilot Transition 

Undergraduate NAV-MAP 

Total 
Cost 

No. Trained 
FY 75 

$ 253,320 
57,720 

1,002,570 

7,056,080 
1,346,520 

265,960 
17,760 

552,070 
2,523,430 

540,660 
63,920 
18,080 

431,350 

30 
8* 

78 
224 

49* 
17 

2 
8* 

91* 

46* 
8* 
4* 

27* 

(b) Operational Training Course 

(c) Communication/Electror.lcs 
Training CONUS 

(d) Maintenance Training CONUS 

(e) Logistics Training CONUS 

(f) Administrative Training CONUS 

(g) Progessional/Specialist Train¬ 
ing CONUS Includes CL0-ACSC, 
Def. Mgt 6 Nursing) 

(h) Orientation Training CONUS 

(i) In-Country (MTT) 

(j) Extraordinary Expenses 

(k) Student Support CONUS 

(l) Training USAF Personnel 
for MAAG Assignment 

Cost 

$ 121,930 

FY73 

348,060 101 

239,750 85 

16,340 

143,620 

8 

30 

No. Trained 
3QFY73 4QFY73 

$14,129,440 351(241*) 

530,820 122 

99,210 12** 

252,270 - 

4,790 — 

12,570 — 

161,030 — 

4 
24 
54 

30 

7 

40 

84 77 

Qty by Qtr 

3rd 4th 
3 17 

8 6 

17 9 

3 2 

7 6 

22 27 

5 

Aggregate: $16,056,830 754 144 149 
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were effectively utilized in the electronics field. 
Only 30 pilot eliminees were returned to RVN without 
being trained in some other course. Elimination of 
students from academic courses other than pilot 
training was minimal. 

(c) Pilot trainees entering Phase III T-38 train¬ 
ing from the T-28 program of FY72 experienced consider¬ 
able difficulty with the advanced aircraft. Only the 
most capable pilots completed the training. The 
eliminees were returned to RVN and received flying 
assignments in aircraft within their qualifications. 
It was estimated that the inability of pilots to 
function adequately in the T-38 was due to the limited 
24 week training received in the T-28. This problem 
was not presented with the more experienced T-37 
graduates entering T-38 training. 

(d) The English language requirements continued 
to pose the most serious problem for the VNAF in 
meeting the FY73 SATP for offshore training of non¬ 
flying personnel. Since all Initial entries into the 
pilot program required an ECL of 48 and the program 
provided 23 weeks of English language training in 
CONUS to progress to ECL 75, little difficulty was 
experienced with the pilots. 

(e) The lack of English qualified candidates for 
non-flying courses was a major problem and the direct 
cause for cancellation of 96 training spaces. (Refer 
to Paragraph 2, Chapter 10). 

(f) Even though there was an urgent need for 
responsible personnel in the workforce of VNAF, only 
three spaces were cancelled because candidates could 
not be released from their current duty. These were 
two candidates for the aerospace medicine course and 
one space for the Senior Officers International Defense 
Management Course. It is apparent that once a candidate 
meets the selection requirements for entry into CONUS 
training, release from his unit of assignment is assured. 

(g) The VNAF have not placed some CONUS trained 
returnees in duties for which they were trained. 
This is a problem that VNAF must overcome and emphasize 
duty responsibilities above the desires of individuals. 
The Training Management Section will continue to monitor 
end-item utilization. 
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(1) A DAO/PACAF/AFLC team visited nine VNAF bases 

in June 1973 to assess organizational and intermediate 
maintenance contract requirements. Objective of this 
project was to enable the VNAF to attain a measure of 
self-sufficiency with the assistance of contractor 
support. The concept applied was to, first, maximize 
training wjth a contractor best "level of effort." 
Best level of effort is predicaced upon the VNAF pro¬ 
viding students in the skills and quantities required 
to enable the contractor to train on specific maintenance 
tasks. Second, minimize and/or eliminate contractor 
augmentation and production, and last, to phase down 
and phase out the U.S. contract effort - consistent with 
the development of VNAF self-sufficiency. 

(2) In order to determine training and augmenta¬ 
tion requirements, the team reviewed "hard core" skills 
required for specific weapon systems. They looked at 
skill levels at each of the bases and determined that 
the bulk of personnel were assigned in the 3 level skill. 
They also looked at the manning posture, that is, 
quantity of personnel assigned versus authorized, and 
the availability of personnel in each of the skills 
that require training. No attempt was made to provide 
contractor training for all available technicians. 
Instead, a trade-off was made to program an adequate 
number of on-hand trainees for training and at the 
same time make sufficient personnel available to main¬ 
tain aircraft and subsystems. To further define con¬ 
tractor training and augmentation requirements, the 
team made an on-site review of aircraft and aerospace 
ground equipment to determine overall general condition. 
As a result of the team's review, it was determined 
that training is required to support all the major 
weapon systems and to provide some limited augmentation. 

(3) Contractor training is essential to all the 
aircraft weapon systems and most back shops which include 
such functions as pneudraulics, electrical, accessory 
repair, etc. In addition, several systems require 
augmentation, such as the C-130, CH-T»7, AC-119, EC-i¡7, 
C-7 and F-5 which also includes on the job training 
for VNAF technicians. The C-119G flyable storage will 
continue pending JCS decision on activation of the 
RC-119L maritime patrol squadron. There is also a F-5A 
flyable storage support requirement which is contingent 
upon release of the aircraft to an offshore contract 
facility for corrosion repair. The T-37 preparation 
will be completed at Nha Trang in September and the 
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aircraft will transfer to Phan Rang for use in the 
undergraduate pilot training program. Modifications, 
such as the ALE-20, FM-622 radio, ELM, RHAW, etc., 
were alos considered to provide a total U.S. con¬ 
tractor presence. There will be additional Mod’s 
as requirements are generated. Contractors will phase 
out as modifications are completed. 

(4) Presently, there are 1047 U.S. LSI contractors 
in-country for O&E type work. With the shift in 
emphasis from production to primarily training, 375 
contractors will be terminated on 1 August. There are 
LSI contractors associated with management overhead. 
This is an item to be negotiated at the 11 July 1973 
contractor negotiation conference at McClellan AFB, 
California. To keep the U.S. overhead at a minimum, 
the contractor will hire local nationals to perform such 
duties as translators, interpreters, clerks, and the 
.aaintenance of training records. Twelve LSI contractors 
will be needed in FY 75 to perform the ALE-29 mod on the 
P-5. 

(5) An important factor which was used in phasing 
down the contractor effort was the programmed avail¬ 
ability of trained technicians from VNAF air training 
center resources. This equates no a projection of 2959 
personnel for calendar year 1973* The key to success 
for this program is the VNAF providing students to the 
contractor for training. 
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SEHET 
(S) CONCLUSIONS. 

a. The VNAF is currently capable of performing 
its assigned mission. The impact of ENHANCE PLUS has 
put the VNAF in the position of having to grow into 
the force structure in every field of endeavor; 
operations, maintenance, supply, personnel and facilities. 
Training and lack of supply and maintenance support 
impose the most severe limitations. The lack of RVNAF 
team work in overall combat operational planning pro¬ 
hibits the realization of the full VNAF combat potential. 

b. With the exception of the fixed wing gunships, 
reconnaissance and ^he A-l'fcty the VNAF pilots . 
have very little capability in night or weather opera¬ 
tions. This is a result of Inadequate initial train¬ 
ing, no continuation training and very little emphasis 
by operations supervisors. This attitude which shows 
no promise of change in the near future makes exotic, 
hard to maintain equipment, such as the Beacon on1v 
Bombing System of questionable value. For the entire VNAF 
bombing fl«et is required oït night/alj. ite^ther training. 

c. The Air Superiority/Air Defense potential of 
the VNAF is marginal. In the Air Defense role, the 
VNAF is handicapped by aircraft which have no capability 
(because of available weapons) in the front intercept 
environment. In addition, (again because of weapons) 
they are constrained to a clear air mass situation 
and stern attack geometry. Geographical shape and radar 
masking give VNAF very little early warning. The 
command and control system, although responsive, is 
still not quick enough to take advantage of early 
warning. In the air superiority role, the VNAF faces 
more experienced pilots flying equipment that is similar 
in capability. This will result in a serious dis¬ 
advantage during the learning curve until the VNAF 
pilots gain experience in air-to-air combat. Training 
resources nor supervisory incentive are not sufficient 
to overcome these difficiencies in the near future. 

d. Maintenance capability is limited due to 
lack of skills while the supply capability is constrained 
by poor supply discipline. Given the proper emphasis and 
time along with stability this situation should improve. 
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e. Supply Is a continuing problem compounded by 

lack of adequate number of middle managers along with 
a wide variety of complicated equipment; slow repair 
capability of complex end Items and Inadequate 
Identification and distribution of available resources. 
This problem Is also amenable to solution; however, 
it will require time and training until the personnel 
become experienced. The matter of supply discipline 
(the avoidance of diverting commercially valuable 
items from their intended use) Is a matter of utmost 
priority,. It is a problem that can only be solved 
by the RVNAF leaders. 

f. A standardization and evaluation program needs 
to be established. This program would require each 
air crew to accomplish X number of any event every 
month, six months or year; e.g., high and low angle 
strafing, high and low angle dive bombing, skip bombing, 
aerial resupply, air to air combat maneuvering, etc. 
This would insure aircrew proficiency and provide a 
standard against which to measure the combat capability 
of any aircrew or squadron. This combined with a 
yearly program of minimum types of hours, i.e. ; night 
time, weather time, instrument approaches should 
finely tune the VNAF and provide the Commander with 
a known combat capability. In summary, the present pro¬ 
gram is less than satisfactory. However, actions are 
being taken to strengthen the standardization and 
evaluation program. 
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General Reserve 
Cosflat 
Logistic Support Command 
CMD 

(2) Blue Water Fleet 

192 
129 
78 

_41 

1417 Total 

Sea Patrol, Coastal Patrol and Logistic Flotilla totals 
91 snips. Operational Readiness reporting includes 8l 
01 this total. The remaining 10 are support types. 

(3) Operational Readiness. 

Reporting includes 666 of the 1417 Brown Water craft- 
the remainder being the support craft and small craft 
are not appropriate types for operational readiness re 
porting. 

(4) Operational Readiness Percentage. Average for 
the past quarter: --““ 6 

Blue Water Fleet 62¾ 
Brown water Fleet 79¾ 

4. (C) CHNAVADVGRP letter. Serial 0043, dated 28 Mar 
73, included 14 major issues pertaining to the attain¬ 
ment of VNN self-sufficiency meriting the attention of 
the CNO, VNN (ADM CHON). The VNN CNO has agreed that 
these issues should be addressed by Navy Division/VNN 
joint efforts. In addition, ADM CHON added one issue 
that he considered important and assigned a VNN Action 

for each issue. Ten of these issues, plus other 
logistics issues that have been approved by the VNN are 
the basis for the Navy Division DAO/VNN Logistics Develop¬ 
ment Plan signed by the Chief, Navy Division, and pro¬ 
mulgated on 30 June 1973 when the Chief of Naval Opera¬ 
tions, Vietnamese Navy, affixed his signature to the 
document. 

a. LSB/ISB-ASB Technical Management : 

(1) Checklists for the FAST (Field Assistance 
Support Team) concept for end-use surveillance are being 
developed for implementation by mid-July. 

(2) VNN assumption of 3rd and 4th echelon mainten¬ 
ance of ARVN watercraft, scheduled to be implemented in 
increments beginning in October with 100¾ assumption by 
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30 Dec 73, will not be accomplished unless the overall 
manning picture with the LSB/ISB complex improves. The 
JGS decision for early release of 44l 16-year-old train¬ 
ees from VNN Shipyard (VNNSY) to LSB’s in July will fur¬ 
ther disrupt this marginal capability in that the un¬ 
skilled work force is increased at a time when insuffi¬ 
cient middle management personnel are available as 
supervisors. 

b. VNNSY - Of the 31 Blue Water ships scheduled for 
overhauls during FY 73, the VNNSY completed 23. In ad¬ 
dition, two LST's, HQ-500 and HQ-801, were scheduled to 
be completed the first week of July. The average FY 73 
manhours for Blue Water overhauls between the 1st and 
2nd quarter and the 3rd and 4th quarter reflects an over¬ 
all 50% increase. This is also reflected in the number 
of craft overhauled; nine.delivered during 1st and 2nd 
quarter as compared to 14 delivered during the 3rd and 
4th quarter. At the present rate of overhauls for Blue 
Water ships, the Shipyard should be able to complete 

five Blue Water overhauls per month, which would meet 
the present scheduled requirements for FY 74. 

c. VNN Fleet Command - Out of country overhauls in 
Subic Bay, Philippine Islands, include two PCE’s, HQ-8, 
estimated at 96% complete, and HQ-7, scheduled to commence 
overhaul on 1 July 1973» HQ-400, a LSI-I(H), returned from 
Singapore and post-overhaul inspection was graded un¬ 
satisfactory. This is being investigated. Fleet Command 
has organized and is conducting a training program for 
shipboard personnel to improve the overall implementation 
of the Planned Maintenance System (PMS) with DAO consul¬ 
tants assisting in training procedures and curriculum. 

d. Construction and Base Maintenance - The Contract 
Field Teams have been making regular field trips to VN 
Naval facilities which come under the authority of their 
respective DOS's. During the quarter, 102 site visits 
were made with discrepancies being noted as follows: 
Apr - 13O; May - 45; and Jun - 11. Investigations were 
made of corrective actions being taken of known defici¬ 
encies. Some improvement was noted in the correction 
of reported deficiencies. 

5. (C) SUPPLY: 

a. General 

(1) U. S. DOD Civilian Consultant Personnel. 
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Several significant accomplishments were made 
in the area of VNN supply during the month of June 1973. 
However, the Navy Supply Section continues to experience 
serious difficulties in obtaining qualified U.S. DOD 
civilian personnel to fill authorized consultant positions 
in several critical areas, particularly at the Vietnamese 
Naval Supply Center. The problem will be discussed fur¬ 
ther during meetings at CINCPACFLT during the week of 
2k June 1973. 

(2) Audit of VNN POL Operations. The Defense 
Audit Office has advised CNO, VNN, that they will under¬ 
take an audit of all aspects of VNN Petroleum. Oil, and 
Lubricant (POL) operations, which may include: require¬ 
ments determinations; accountability; storage control; 
distribution; quality assurance; and use of both bulk 
petroleum and packaged goods. This work will be per¬ 
formed concurrently with all elements of RVNAF. 

(3) Proposal for Establishment of VNN Director of 
Supply Management. An important milestone was reached 
during the month as the CNO, VNN, gave approval to a con¬ 
cept for developing a supply specialty within the VNN. 
In response, VNN officials have undertaken planning for 
eventual establishment of a VNN Supply Systems organiza¬ 
tion whose commander/director will report directly to CNO 
and have authority for training VNN Supply Officers in 
the new system and provide for their career development 
through progressive assignments to designated Supply 
billets. 

(4) Summary of Customer In-Country Codes for VNN. 
In May 1973, SECDEF approved retention of the two-digit 
coding system for in-country delivery of dollar line 
items procured in CONUS. Concurrently, four new codes 
were established for Navy use in requisitioning ammuni¬ 
tion, major items and restricted war materials. All Navy 
dollar line items are processed through VNNSC; therefore, 
no change is required in Supply Center procedures for in¬ 
country delivery of these items. All Navy major items 
and restricted war material requisitions are processed 
through the DAO Navy Division MASF Flans and Programs 
Office and the Program Officer will commence using the 
appropriate, newly established codes for these items on 1 
July 1973. All Navy peculiar ammunition requisitions are 
processed through the DAO Navy Division LSB/ISB/ASB 
Management 
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two“« ?ode?n(5Ks)tforT,he chlef has ostablished 

13 • Vietnamese Naval Supply Center (VNNSC) 

(1) General 

(a) VNNSC management officials, with U.S consul fan*- 
guidance, completed computation of FY 75 - FY*79 budget 
requirements for Supply Center operations and progna to 

thaïnparïôd ln the OVeraU WN bu<iSet s^missfo“ for 

. . «evlew of Blue Water Fleet COSAL Items was com- 

transmlUedato0NAVILC°!3 fIna/count^n^eqíï-ed^ïg- 
boat items was 616 lines valued at $111,22^1. ^ 

(c) By telephone, the VNNSC Planning Consultant onn 
firmed with NAVSUP that under MASF/MAP program receipt 
reporting requirements NAVILCO will accomplish the report 
ing on all dollar line items and Navy Division wifi report 
only the major "each" line item receipts. P 

c• Supply Effectiveness 

(1) VNNSC 

Net 
Gross 
Accommodation Rate 

(2) ISBs/LSBs 

Net 
Gross 
Accommodation Rate 

93.5¾ 
83.5¾ 
89.3¾ 

77.0¾ 
58.8¾ 
75.8¾ 

d. Training 

(1) i:LL^orps 0fflcers School. Oakland. The 
' VNN officers graduated on 21 June. 

VNN Supt 
first class of ¿1 ... uune. 
There were six honor graduates and the average class grade 
was ^8.7¾. The second class is scheduled to commence 
<- July 1973, and the 29 VNN officers comprising this class 
arrived in Oakland 27 June. Preliminary planning for 
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transfer of the school to Vietnan has commenced. The 
Commanding Officer, NSC Oakland, has forwarded details 
concerning requirements for the physical plant and a 
listing of equipment/furnishings needed to establish the 
school in Saigon. It is anticipated that the first in¬ 
country class will be convened in early November 1973. 

(2) CJ-ass A Storekeeper School. Cat Lai. A total of 
200 ARVN enlisted men have been transferred to VNN and 
will receive Class A Storekeeper training at Cat Lai. 

(3) Other. The Commanding Officer, VNNSC, is par- 
ticipating in a Management Training course in Saigon. In 
addition, supply training is being conducted for all VNNSC 
and VNNDPC officers. 

6. (C) TRAINING ; 

a. VNN/VNMC In-Country Training 

(1) General 

(a) An overview of the entire Vietnamese Navy (VNN) 
and Vietnamese Marine Corps (VNMC) in-country training for 
the 4th Quarter of FY 73 shows a current emphasis on the 
upgrading of the training of Junior officers, non-commis¬ 
sioned officers and petty officers of both organizations. 
Although this emphasis has been apparent throughout FY 73, 
and is not particularly unique to this period, it suggests 
a continuing and commendable effort to strengthen the 
middle ranks professionally and to expand their opportu¬ 
nities in the Service. Minor declines in the in-country 
career training of senior officers has been more than 
offset by this judicious leavening of knowledge through¬ 
out the middle ranks. 

(b) Interservice utilization of established Republic 
of Vietnam Armed Forces (RVNAF) schools continues to pre¬ 
clude duplication of effort and expense in the training 
program. 

(c) The current in-country training picture, coupled 
with the active offshore training program in effect, is 
expected to equip the Navy and Marine Corps with a broad 
capability to maintain their equipment and perform their 
operational tasks. A comparison of the 3rd Quarter with 
the 4th Quarter elicits no particular deviation, bad or 
good, from one quarter to the other; only the positive 
trend noted above. 
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(d) The continuing failure to develop, or on some 

Hf?H^eVen/eSwest trainin£ aids is still a significant 
deficiency in the overall training endeavor. Student hand¬ 
out material falls into the same category. Previous 
tiní«1?? advisors had continuously made strong recommenda- 
tions in these matters, and it is hoped that, as stabili- 

VMMP? COnîi[?uesi more lnterest will be directed by VNN/ 
VNMC toward the development and use of training aids. In 

J* 1® noted that a mock Combat Information 
tenter (CIC; has been established during the 3rd and 4th 
Quarters at Naval Training Center-Nha Trang. Although h 

completely operational as yet, it has been used in 
the CIC course mentioned above. 

(2) VNN In-country Training 

(a) Officer Training. The total number of officers 
programmed to receive training during the 4th Quarter was 
essentially met - 169 expected, 153 actual. Minor short¬ 
falls in numbers expected to be trained at VNN formal 
training facilities were compensated for by other traininc 
at Republic of Vietnam Armed Forces (RVNAF) schools and 
Ci^lian initiations. Whereas somewhat fewer senior 
ci*icers than planned received training, the number of 
junior officers trained surpassed expectations. Officer 
training at VNN facilities was conducted in the following 
areas: Navy Command and Staff Course, Unit Commander (line 
and engineer) Courses, Combat Information Center Watch 
Officer Course, Vietnamese Navy Officer Special Education 
Program (VNOSEP), and Riverine (boat captain) Training. 
Miscellaneous courses at RVNAF schools and civilian insti— 
tâtions included such areas as: Communications, Logistics. 
RVNAF Command and Staff College, English Language, National 
Defense College, Public Works, Military Police and Archi¬ 
tecture. 

(b) Two hundred and sixty-three midshipmen are ex¬ 
pected to graduate from the Naval Academy in September. 

(c) Enlisted training. It was expected that 1,457 
enlisted men (EM) would receive specialty and leadership 
training in 14 Navy Enlisted Classifications (NEC) at VNN 
facilities. Reports indicate that actually 1489 received 
training in 13 NEC. The reason for the shortfall of one 
NEC is that VNN has combined Sonarman and Radarman into 
one specialty. The training received by EM in VNN facili¬ 
ties was as follows: Storekeeper (projected 55/actual 78) 
Commissaryman (49/36), Disbursing Clerk (13/20), Boat- * 
swain's Mate (102/100), Engineman (228/315), Electrician's 
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Mate (108/130), Gunner's Mate (166/155), Radioman (103/ 
161), Quartermaster (103/41), Yeoman (134/104), and 
Damage Controlman (195/197). "A" courses vary in length 
from 12 to 40 weeks. ''B” courses are 12 weeks and "C" 
courses are one week. The statistics indicate a general 
upgrading of training in that the majority of students 
attended the longer "B" courses while very few attended 
the short "C" courses. By type of course, the projected 
and actual numbers of EM were as follows: "A” courses 
(projected 665/actual 585), "B" courses (33/886) and "C" 
courses (759/18). Additionally, 55 EM received training 
at various RVNAF schools and civilian institutions; and 
60 received River Force (boat captain) training. 

b. VNN/VNMC NMASF Offshore Training Program 

(1) Objectives of the VNN/VNMC Offshore Training pro¬ 
gram are : 

(a) To provide advanced professional training for 
both officers and petty officers to reduce the VNN re¬ 
sources management and middle-management shortfall. 

(b) To provide advanced technical training beyond 
the in-country capability and to train VNN/MC instructors, 
thus improving the technical training capability and 
quality of the VNN/MC. 

(c) To support the up-grading of VNN medical and 
dental care in both quality and quantity, thereby en¬ 
hancing combat effectiveness and, perhaps even more im¬ 
portant, nation building by providing medical care for 
the Vietnamese people. 

(d) To enhance 4whe proper utilization of U.S.N. 
materials and assets transferred to VNN by providing 
qualified personnel through proper training and indoc¬ 
trination. 

(2) A total of 56 VNN Junior officers will have completed 
the nine-week Special JFO Supply course at NSC Oakland, 
California by Aug 73. Plans have been developed for a 
similar course of instruction to be presented by the 
Supply Section, Navy Division, DAO, Saigon. Instructor 
cadre will be drawn from returning NSC Oakland VNN 
graduates. Instructional materials will be provided by 
NSC Oakland. This in-country training facility should 
eliminate the need for future Offshore Supply training 
at this level of instruction, with an estimated saving 
of $110,250 over a five-year period. 
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Electrician's Mate CL-B E2 

Medical Equipment Basic El 

Language Instructor El 

Orientation Tour/Environmental Control 03 

Gunner's Mate CL-A, Phase I/II E2 

Operations Research/System 01 
Analysis PG MS 

Naval Command College 01 

Fire Control Technician CL-A, E2 
Phase I/II 

Observership Medical Officer 01 
(Ophthalmology) 

Observership Medical Officer 01 
(Internal Medicine) 

*E, Enlisted, O, Officer 

(7) Status of FY 73 VNN/MC Offshore training for 
4th Quarter were as follows: 

Completed In-Progress Total 

10 76 86 

(8) Problems encountered during the Quarter follow: 

(a) Seven CONUS courses involving 14 spaces were 
cancelled due to the inability of the VNMC candidates to 
pass the English language requirement, continuous field 
maneuvers, and reduced VNMC capability to acquire English 
language training which is provided in garrison. VNMC 
is aware that continuous emphasis on in-country English 
language training is required in order to meet mandatory 
language requirements for off-shore training. Courses 
cancelled were: 

NAME OF COURSE QUOTA 

Adv. Communications Officer 01 

7-10 
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(3) The Vietnamese Navy continues to need more 

qualified medical specialists and technicians. Inade¬ 
quate numbers of well trained personnel, coupled with 
understaffing in some medical facilities, reduces the VNN 
capability to adequately treat all patients. Additional 
spaces have been programmed In the FY program to meet 
these training needs beyond those previously programmed. 

(^) A total of 4o8 VNN/MC personnel were programmed 
for FY 73 Offshore Training at a cost of $925,000. Thru 
FY 73, 329 had been trained or were undergoing training 
at a cost of $803,538. Programmed 5th Quarter FY 73 train¬ 
ing (training commencing between July 1 and September 30 
as a means of increasing course scheduling flexibility 
during 1st Quarter) should result in total programmed 
quotas and dollar costs being met. The FY 71! Offshore 
Training program will provide training for 222 personnel 
at a cost of $727,047. 

(5) Resources Management Training remains the major 
deficiency and the major priority of the Off-Shore train¬ 
ing program. Increased numbers of trained personnel in 
the field of logistics are required to improve procurement, 
maintenance, and transportation of materials, facilities 
and personnel. Although the Vietnamese Navy is close to 
its projected maximum strength, the rapid expansion has 
resulted in increased demands for trained middle manage¬ 
ment personnel. Progress has been made, but additional 
training is necessary to increase the Vietnamese Navy Junior 
officer's management/technical expertise. 

(6) The following Offshore Training courses were 
attended by VNN personnel during 4th Quarter FY 73: 

COURSE QUANTITY * 

Mise Pacific Fleet Officer course 02 
(Weapons Package) 

Diver Second Class E2 

OJT Supply 07 

Special Junior Foreign Officer 02 
Supply (Adv. Student) 

Special JFO Supply 054 

Hull Technician CL-A, Phase I/II E2 

Internal Current Electrician's E2 
Class CL-B 
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Electrician's Mate CL-B 

Medical Equipment Basic 

Language Instructor 

Orientation Tour/Environmental Control 

Gunner's Mate CL-A, Phase I/II 

Operations Research/System 
Analysis PG MS 

E2 

El 

El 

03 

E2 

01 

01 

E2 

01 

01 

Naval Command College 

Fire Control Technician CL-A, 
Phase I/II 

Observership Medical Officer 
(Ophthalmology) 

Observership Medical Officer 
(Internal Medicine) 

*E, Enlisted, O, Officer 

(n7) Status of FY 73 VNN/MC Offshore training for 
4th Quarter were as follows: 6 

Completed In-Progress Total 

10 76 86 

(8) Problems encountered during the Quarter follow: 

(a) Seven CONUS courses involving 14 spaces were 
ïhe inabllity of the VNMC candidates to 

pass the English language requirement, continuous field 
maneuvers, and reduced VNMC capability to acquire English 
language training which is provided in garrison. VNMC 
is aware that continuous emphasis on in-country English 
language training is required in order to meet mandatory 
language requirements for off-shore training. Courses 
cancelled were: 

NAME OF COURSE 

Adv. Communications Officer 

QUOTA 

01 
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01 

01 

Hospital Corpsman 

Pharmacy Technician 

OJT MARCORPS CONUS (Staf Opns) 06 

Field Artillery Off. Adv. 01 

Naval Gunfire Liaison Off. 

Naval Gunfire Air Spotter 

02 

02 

Of hi)nln« 
Establishment of mwe Seflnîïi™ dlvlnS Eear- 
such courses, and sfrir-f ÍSÍtlVe physinal criteria for 

has been recommended to preclÜde^his tï® re^reraents. abort. p ec-Luae this type of training 

pr0vedCover^that°ofSnn?S 0f 3tudents »y the VMM has 1m- 
IdentlfUd ea?îîe? anï ?hermf3’, StUdents are bel"E 
published sooner so that nq n^1 l0? orders are being 

schedule. Continued emphasis Is neqSfred? Pr°Cee<3 °n 

7- CS) OPERATIONS: 

a. Coastal Surveillance Syst em: 

(1) VNN reported boardinc 27Q ovn 
resulting in 339 craft anri i -30/1 'y,97° craft this quarte 
for various reasons? 3 Persons being detained 

as réplrtedebyevNNnpieetac?nmíndhe Coastal Radar Station 
quarter. This Indica?« a ^f?Ve;aged 67’fl? for ‘he 
ability of s’tfae. <s^ateT a steadlly decreasing avail- 

to correct the radarCcasualties are being taken 
during the quarter were 7 908 ?0?ï?CtS detecte 
tracked and 3,927 idenMf^H * Af. 5»176 were 

?e?ulaíh“emuÍn(RrÕH?:l0ted avallablldty (RAV) and1-0''" 
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(JH A major accomplishment during April was the 

°r.a Thal narcotics trawler loaded with purport- 
dly the largest quantity of raw opium and other narcotics 

nnhí/fí26?* 4-uhif caPture brought world-wide favorable 
P^l-city to the VNN and resulted in a significant in¬ 
crease in morale and esprit de corps. 

b. Riverine Forces: 

th® reporting period, VNN units were in¬ 
volved in 109 fire fights resulting in a total of 13 VNN 

QRrvvSneí KIA* ^ Personnel WIA and damage to some 
95 VNN river craft. All of the incidents were alledged 
£?Ab 7eS?Ty Jnitlfted- Reported enemy losses were: 46 

tion captSred.JUnkS, ^ & varlety of weaPons and ammuni- 

Continued improvement is being noted, particu¬ 
larly with regard to VNN-ARVN-VNAF cooperation and inte*»- 
ÍerÍ«?’ .This improvement is most notable in the Joint 
pííomhpflÍ? Pr°vlde security for Mekong convoys bound for 
...nom Penh. During the month of April, there were two 
regular and one special convoy escorted to the border. 
Th?f.flr^t1* Tp"38, which departed Vung Tau on 5 April and 

^fícrAd ??av£ losses before fina]-ly reaching Phnom Penh 
on 15 April after a combined ARVN-VNN-VNAF operation to 
sweep the enemy from the east bank of the river between 
iar. Chau and the border, eventually involved 57 VNN 
Riverine craft in escort duties. TP-39 departed Vung Tau 
°n “Pr11 and was escorted by approximately 50 VNN 
craft from Tan Chau to the border, encountering much less 
resistance from the enemy. The special convoy, which con¬ 
sisted of a tug and one barge, departed Vung '"au on 26 
April and made an uneventful transit to the border, es¬ 
corted from Tan Chau by about 25 Riverine craft. Of 
particular note during the month was the increased in¬ 
terest and participation of all echelons of VNN command, 
when it was recognized that a major effort would be ne¬ 
cessary to get the convoys safely to the border. During 
hay and June there were seven conveys which made the 
transit. Due to intensive Joint ARVN/VNAF/VNN clearing 
operations between Tan Chau and the border, there were no 
incidents on the RVN side c!' the border Involving any of 
these convoys. 

8. (S) SHORTFALLS : 

a. Threats from KOMAR Gunboats and MIG Aircrr.ft of 
the DRV. 
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drav/dcwn of US military assets in RVN and 

^eS^th China Sea has .resulted in serious reduction 
or U.S. capability to conduct VNN-oriented maritime 
air patrols against enemy trawler infiltration of the 

ïn ^îdÎîlon» the ^ Navy has been provided 
with the fast, highly maneuverable KOMAR gunboat, 
equipped with the STYX missile, against which the VNN 
has no defense. Similarly, the VNN has no effective 
defense against attack by MIG aircraft. Effective and 
responsive cooperation and support by VNAF is necessary 
to ensure that the coastal surveillance system will 
provide a deterrent to infiltration attempts, as well 
as to ensure a measure of defense in the event of 
attack against VNN units by KOMAR's or MIG aircraft. 
The former can be attained by development and employment 

aK4?í£eCtlYe Visual Air Reconnaisance Search (VARS) 
capability and the latter by coordinated Joint operations 
between VNAF Jet aircraft and VNN surface units. 

(2) The VNN has been endeavoring for some time to 
convince the RVNAF JGS of the importance of effective 
VNN/VNAF coordination in these areas, and to obtain 
upgrading of the relative priority of the VNAF VARS 
mission so that more suitable aircraft would be assigned. 
Presently the missions are being flown by 0-1 and 0-2 
aircraft wich little or no armament and a maximum 
operating range of 15 miles from the shoreline. Heavily 
armed C-119's which could operate at greater distances 
from land are necessary for effective support against 
the KOMAR threat to VNN blue water ships. 

(3) As a result of VNN pressure, the JGS convened 
a meeting on k May 1973 to discuss measures to be taken. 
As of 4 July 1973 no concrete action had been taken either 
to upgrade the VARS capability or to ensure VNAF response 
with suitable Jet aircraft to VNN requests for assistance. 
The DATT has prepared a talking paper for General Vien 
outlining the overall situation and requesting that early 
action be initiated to improve VARS support to the VNN 
Coastal Surveillance System and develop a coordinated 
VNN/VNAF capability to counter KOMAR/MIG attacks. 
Specifically, the following avenues of approach were 
recommended. 

(a) Upgrade the priority of VNAF VARS missions and 
integrate them into the VNN Coastal Surveillance System. 

(b) Direct joint training exercises to be held 
between VNAF and VNN to establish the tactics and 
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capability to intercept and destroy attacking KOMAR 
gunboats. 

(c) Ensure ^VNAF response with F-5 aircraft from 
Da Nang Air Base when required by VNN, either to 
conduct an actual interception or a training exercise. 

b. Newport Expansion 

(1) Several field trips have been made by VNNSC 
and JGS representatives to locate suitable buildings 
for the proposed VNNSC expansion at Newport. Several 
buildings have been tentatively selected and the Chief 
of the Development/Planning Board is submitting requests 
to JGS to authorize reservation of these buildings for 
possible movement to Newport. If* and when, such 
authorization is received, engineering evaluations will 
be initiated. 

(2) Other problems related to the Newport Expansion 
Master Plan have yet to be resolved. These include 
action on: security fencing; fire and water mains; 
storage sheds; and paving. All of these subjects are 
under discussion with a view to establishment of a firm 
schedule for those which can be completed with in¬ 
country resources. 

9. (C) CONCLUSIONS: 

a. Current combat capabilities of the Vietnamese 
Navy (VNN) are considered adequate to meet major mission 
requirements in both blue water and brown water combat 
environments. Overall VNN capability has increased due 
to additional time available for training of personnel 
and maintenance of equipment compared to the early 
stages of Cease Fire I. Increased confidence in their 
capabilities is also attributed to seizure of the Thai 
narcotics trawler and successful escort of several 
convoys in RVN without assistance from the U.S. Capa¬ 
bility of coastal radar system to detect enemy infil¬ 
tration has declined steadily during this same period. 
Continued progress toward self-sufficiency goals will 
be dependent first and foremost upon adequate levels 
of MAP/MASF funding rupport. Given this adequate level 
of support, the VNN is considered to have the where¬ 
withal to overcome remaining deficiencies with a 
declining, although continuing level of managerial and 
technical consultive assistance from US DOD. Remaining 
deficiencies in almost every instance relate to the need 
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OVN clvll^servic^personnel^63 ^ b°th mUltary and 

required sítndard^e^íf enCe,allo''anoes t0 ">aintain bases stanf1ards of food service aboard ships and 

(3) Shortage of middle management finanMai 

g“mm™r‘âlen??0Wer mana«ement- Planning and pro- 

malntenance°procedures?Cbn^Ca^ SklUS and Waaknaaa of 

deSlgn)eapaWu[ybea<ÍqUarter5 leVel anSln^lng and 

manner: L°0klng at sP^ic problem areas in the same 

Radar^ystenu *n*ng readlness/Per,formance of Coastal 

for development of coordinated VNN-VhAF 

threatnt0aVNNtaCtlCS t0 C0Unter NVN K0MAR and MIG 

compíe3úonasehedu?es!NN Shlpyard t0 meet overhaul 

schedule bfiJout0^3“1 completlona laiSlng behind 
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through CHMAAG Taiwan. 

(C) LOGISTICS: 

The logistics posture of the VNMC continues 
to be satisfactory but with certain areas still 
requiring close coordination and surveillance. VNMC 
equipment records do not, in all cases, accurately 
reflect on-hand equipment held by subordinate units. 
vSSmp ï?e ™ont5 of June, an equipment inventory of 
VNMC units based in the Saigon area was completed. 
The inventory of equipment on hand and in use by 
v2i£STofpl0^ed ln MR 1 had earller been furnished to 
VNMC LSB. A program for reconciliation of these VNMC 
conducted inventories with those recorded in the data 
banlf, i. e.. Equipment Status Report (ESR) and Equip¬ 
ment Status Summary (ESS), is underway. Initial 
research and analysis in the reconciliation project 
indicate variances between US and VNMC records. In 
this regard, HQ VNMC has observed that the quantity 
of equipment printed in the ESR and ESS did not 
correspond to the "in use" status in the Division. 
Inasmuch as the HQ VNMC was wary of accepting the 
VNMC produced inventory and was concerned about the 
reliability and validity of the ESR/ESS as a re¬ 
conciliation base document, various discussions and 
conferences between VNMC Supply Consultant and VNMC 
0-4 were held during the month of June. The initially 
ouserved discrepancies were Jointly discussed by VNMC 
G-4 and VNMC Logistic Support Branch (LSB) repre¬ 
sentatives. It was agreed that in order for VNMC LSB 
to have valid documentation, from which to conduct 
reconciliation, HQ VNMC would dispatch a clarifying 
message to the Amphibious Support Battalion. The 
message, duly dispatched, requested that Amphibious 
Support Battalion develop a complete and accurate 
list of Division equipment. This list is to be 
furnished to the VNMC LSB by 10 July 1973. Each 
month the Amphibious Support Battalion of the VNMC 
should submit to the VNMC LSB (with copy to HQ VNMC) 
an equipment differential report which provides an 
update of differences in on hand and Issued from 
previous month. In this manner, the ESR and ESS can 
be kept in a state of reliability. HQ VNMC, in its 
20 June dispatch, has requested Amphibious Support 
Battalion to provide a firm and accurate inventory 
by 10 July and subsequent monthly updates on the 15th 
of each succeeding month. HQ VNMC will attempt to 
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complete the reconciliation of VNMC and US Equipment 
Records. This will include machine programming and 
required key punching of each line to update the ESR 
and ESS. Target for completion is 30 August 1973. 

5. (0) OPERATIONS AND TRAINING. 

a. Operations. The Vietnamese Marine 
Division’s area of operations was expanded during this 
reporting period. 

b. Training. 

(1) The Vietnamese Marine Division 
continues its scheduling of individual and unit 
training in forward areas. Approximately two-thirds 
of the infantry training battalions had either com¬ 
pleted or entered the two-week course at Dong Da 
Training Center in Phu Bai by the end of June 1973. 

(2) Formal in-country training completed 
during May 1973 is as follows : 

Training Courses No. of Students 

Transportation ¿12 
Communications (Signal) 56 
Logistics 10 
Adjutant General 7 
Quartermaster 6 
Engineer 3 
Ordnance 6 
Military Police 2 
Miscellaneous 37 

TOTAL I69 

c. Other Vietnamese Marine Corps (VNMC) 
Training : 

(1) Officer Training. Seventy-eight 
officers attended the Officer Special Refresher Course 
at the VNMC Training Center and 18 officers received 
training at various RvNaF schools. Training at RVNAF 
schools was in the following areas: Communications, 
Supply, Adjutant General, Quartermaster, Ordnance, 
Artillery and jungle Warfare/Long Range Reconnaissance 
Patrol. Since the officer training at VNMC Training 
Center was projected at 25, the figure 78 indicates 
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A quantitative upgrading of VNMC officer training 
and the training of the additional 18 for a total’of 
96 trained lends credence to this premise. 

4. 4 ^ Training. The total number of EM 
trained at VNMC Training Center was 1?36? as opposed 
exceeded The tralnlnS “f NCO's, hoSever, 

ferees)161 wüeree=Stíhe trecrults Pl“a Army t?anL ■ Whereas the projected number was 2,000 the 

thaï a ãüüínJ?8 ^03.9 * about 52*. It is believed 
ok«* ?illzlng combat situation has brought this 

men^of^NMC6 ^the^t1"?1?6 h6aVy 0Perational commit- 
TrainîL r C; °ther tralnlne conducted at the VNMC 
Basic^NrnCrnter Was:^ NC0 sPecia;i- Refresher Course, 
In addition 20?’fSV re’1?doctrlnation of Deserters. 

, on* 20^ EM 3 received training at various 

forAoffií?00lS'i ThS tralnine included that listed above 
Milité Poli?eUSAdmï0î ?ra??Portation. Engineer, Band, 
Intelligence'and MeSÍcal!^'0" ^ FinanCe* Mllltary 

(3) See Chapter 
In-Country Training. 

7 for overview of VNN/VNMC 

d. Names of candidates for the Amphibious warfare 
rnmrse Jhe Marine Corps Command and Staff College 
commencing in August 1973 at MCDEC Quântico, Virginia have 

aMïîdedT^ ï"? tha Na^ Training Section^aVe 
to MCDECfAr. ier in turn has submitted the names 
j. for approval. See Chapter 7 for more detailed 
discussions of VNMC Off-shore Training Program? detalled 

.„„A* To daJe there has been no planned amphibious 
training carried out between the VNN and VNMC. 

6. (C) SHORTFALLS : 

a. The current status of the VNMC LVT-5 program in- 
volves a simple dally maintenance engine run-Sp fchedule. 
nnHi spare Parts support can be obtained the VNMC will 
not have a capability for amphibious assault training. 

b. Maintenance capability of the Maintenance Company. 
Amphibious Support Battalion requires upgrading. 
There has been no indication of any significant 
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c ange or progress made in the maintenance capability 
or responsiveness of the Maintenance Company, Amphibious 
Support Battalion. Three new ordnance mechanicsPhave 
been assigned to the Company and two other men have 
returned from an ordnance school in Saigon. This 
still leaves the Maintenance Company 37 specialists 

aut5orlzed T0&E of 215 personnel. The 
fact that many of the specialists assigned are in¬ 
adequately trained intensifies the total problem An 

°f e?cesslve engine changes indicates a 
institut^bp??^ °f Company personnel to 
institute better controls and criteria for determining 
wi?f1«re3Ulrements for en8ine replacements. The VNMC 
ill conduct a complete review and updating in all 

fímíf Tipment maintenance. Progress has been very 
limited. The problems are complex and require con- 
wív?6* effo^ts ln many directions. An in-depth probe 
ill be conducted into the maintenance procedures, 

personnel requirements, shop equipment S0P*s (receipt 
inspection, repair/overhaul anu re-issue of vehicles * 
and equipment), excessive engine changes and deadlined 
equipment including parts support. 

rpTThe maJorlty of the VNMC1 s residual problems 
elate to equipment matters and are capable of beine 

WiT£e^edHby< VNMC itself with mlnl^um assistance. 
ÜmÍh * !ClSl0? that VNMC LVTP-5 amphibious tractors 
LVTpd7 nr-rf ^ the ^seeable future with „I the development of a true amphibious 
capability requires the VNMC to obtain additional 
ri'al^ngT^n f,minimum level of spare parts support 
for its LVTP-5 s. Attaining this objective also re- 
amr£?x<the fnlî:iation of a program for Joint VNN/VNMC 
amphibious training. 

XX ,,,,ill C^her deficiencies that must be overcome 
by the VNMC include an upgrading of maintenance 
capability (tasked to perform 75 percent of VNMC third 
eCrî}0!? maintenance, ARVN has provided VNMC with 
sufficient personnel to accomplish only 50 percent) 
arranging assured transportation support for the 20* 
percent of its units that cannot be transported by 
organic assets, and filling shortages in the ranks of 
company grade officers and NCU small unit leaders. 

7. (C) CONCLUSIONS : 

a. VNMC has instituted excellent command 
and staff procedures and directives to implement General 

s policy of emphasizing logistics readiness. They do, 
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however, have serious problems at the middle-manager 
level of action. Lack of experience, lack of skilled 
technicians, and an understrength officer level in the 
middle grades, are examples of these problems. This, 
coupled with the continued deployment of the majority 
of the VNMC strength in MR 1, tends to hamper an 
otherwise excellent logistical readiness awareness. 

b. Morale and discipline of the VNMC remains 
very high even though the majority of tne end-strength 
is in a deployed, defensive status in MR 1. Training 
of battalions, on a rotation-basis, has continued to 
occupy the major efforts of the Division. Plans are 
continuing for a battalion-size amphibious training 
program with the VNN in August. 

c. The VNMC Division is considered to be 
one of the most combat-ready units in RVNAF. Enemy 
contacts doing the period have been minor, but continue. 
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CHAPTER 9 

TERRITORIAL FORCES 

1* (C) REGIONAL FORCE/POPULAR FORCE (RF/PF): 

a. This chapter presents a cursory view of the RVN 
Territorial Forces (TF); their organization, mission, 

and ProSress. From 1964 until 28 March 7? 
the Military Assistance Program provided US military 
and civilian advisors at all levels from district (sub- 
sector; to national level in Saigon who were in a 
dS/dÎ;1011 t0 give accurate and impartial assessments of 
K^/PF progress and development. Since the Civil Oper¬ 
ations and Rural Development Support (CORDS) and ad- 
visory personnel have inactivated, this assessment will 
be based upon a combination of RVNAF and the few remain- 

US field personnel reports on whether the RF/PF have 
effectively adjusted to the cease fire situation; mili¬ 
tarily, politically and psychologically. 

b. General Background (RF/PF). The RF/PF collect- 

RVHûp moTe than half of the manpower In the 
„h<?F'.uTh| Re?lon21 Porce ls province/district oriented 
while the Popular Force is village/hamlet oriented. The 
principal objective of RF/PF is to provide adequate 
security to the rural populace so that the ARVN can con¬ 
duct operations against mainline enemy units. 

2. (C) REGIONAL FORCES*- 

the RF officially became an integral 

soldie£sthe ARVN‘ ItS present strength is over 300,000 

(FIGURE 1) 

b. Organization: RF units are assigned to the 
Province Chief (Sector Commander). In addition to the 
RF Company with a TO&E strength of 119 RF soldiers, the 
RF system now includes brigade level Sector Tactical 
Command Post (STCP-2 to 5 battalions), RF battalions 
(4 companies) and RF company groups (3-5 companies). 

CommandermentS norinally subordinate to the Sector 

Mission: The mission of the RF is to maintain 
rity and conduct mobile offensive operations against 

enemy main force and local force units. JGS & MR Com¬ 
mand emphasis is placed on intelligence, reconnaissance, 
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0f enemy m°vements to be used as a basis 

nighttime patrols lürLbSshes? 13 m°Vlng °r t0 orSanl2e 

flred¿itS??0nlrth^ÍKate0n: Under the current cease- 

piac^lncreased RP 

loUeiP,%0íed that the enem>r 15 in^l It rat lngdt conducting“1, 

ifpisgs 
their co-location with population as a ii^nL 

moh?ïif’ S°3e provinces indicate they misuse their 
?? aíe ? Índ g° Mhere the enemy not. tony of the 

j re interPr®t;ing their operations orders loosely 
and are sometimes choosing their soecific 
more for personal comfort than for opeíational -f- 
fectiveness. Prior to the ceasefire they da?edn¡t 
stay away from designated ambush sites for fear of 

tionmfi?e 5 °f enemy harassrnents and interdic- 

mallv‘inC^e£tS °f EmPloymentî Employment is nor- 
order of the Militarv Hoííever« frequently on the 
araga i Military Region Commander, RP elements 
are employed as needed elsewhere in their MR 
tain security and support the ARVN. 

(1) The Corps Commander of MR 2 if armoa^e __ 
requentljr than not, places the Territorial Forces 6 

mander in pJoïince^h00"^01 °f the Senlor ARVN Com“ anaer in Province, thus removing the RP from their 

prahh?31,7 r0le 0f mannlnS outposts, preventing VC1land 
g bing, proselyting villagers, and infiltration 

enemy forces into rural populated areas. 

the Rp)prpnn??dÍtí°n, ^ its Prlmary operational role, 
tue RF are often tasked with providing training for 

MÜ??le ? ceíf Defense Porce <r'SDp) and supporting 
the National Police Protection of the People Against8 
Terrorism (POPAT) campaign plans. P Asalnst 

3* (C) POPULAR FORCES (PF) 

morse.3*4 T?e have & background and history of develop¬ 
ment similar to the RF and has grown to a strength of 
approximately 212,000 troops. string™ or 

(Figure 2) 
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the PP -t^r?h2i5Qti0n: only unit orSanization in 
defend the rífle Plato°n. Their mission to 
filtîatîïn vJllaSe/hamlet periphery to prevent VC in- 
tion aíd res°urces» lines of communica- 

d installlations has been limited. Their ef¬ 
fectiveness differs from Province to Province and 
ProîînTï6 Varies froin satisfactory to Poo£? Sowever 
die inf1?1 ove7iews* in general, point Sp an ovfrfll* 
decline in performance since the cea* °fire Pn-n 

SPM^ the PF Perf°™ance r iched'an aïl- 

ae«n RP batf.1?? the h97f,°££enslve' l,hsre Wnh Tuong 
Tnnh^^ attalions and 23 PF platoons were in a fullv 

0^,r0le*.f2n<1Ut:tlne alr- Srou"d and water borne 
operations with professional flair. By GVN directive 

ííLf3?6 uruts are today more static, only engaging in 
an?Se""ln-iSeCUrity activities around population centers 

ÍSdic^íw8^8 the enemy- In Xuyen; repo^r 
iïS1 ™ ™at 0UtP°sts often have only one man on duty 

> ™ °ne occasion, one was overrun with only threey 
/"ah1^ Tuons> PF have been known to 

th?lr AOs even without the slightest enemy 
pressure and reportedly returned to their district 

otherUregions?S ' er°UP' There are slnllar reports ln 

OPCnS'nr^r^A?^ Contro1* p? Platoons are under 
OPCON of the village chief who generally delegates thi«? 
authority to the Hamlet Chief. aeiegates this 

(D EQUIPfŒNT STATUS AND MAINTENAf.TCE: 

«-y, 4a,i Rf/PF operations depends on the adequacy of 
logistical, equipment and maintenance support. 

m^f^^-îí?^CeaSeíi?e, numerous criticisms of the ad- 
ministrative and logistical inadequacies in refur- 
hafo kS comhat losses of unit and personal equipment 
have been reported and maintenance of unit equipment: 
l.e., communication, transportation and weapons, has 
also become a serious problem. 

"0mman?ers have issued necessary maintenance 
instructions, but maintenance inspections are infreauent 

?uhn?H?erfiCiaÍ4.With llttle evidence of action taken by 
subordinate unit commanders to implement the instruction: 

5. (U) LOGISTICS: 

a. The Territorial Forces Logistics System is an 
extension of the RVNAF Logistics System and follows the 
same procedures as the ARMY Logistics Coamand. 

9-6 
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(FIGURE 3, *0 

b. Other Regional/Provincial overviews indicate 
that unit-for-unit and man-for-man, the RF/PF units 
have performed more continuous operational duty than 
the ARVN, yet it appears the Territorial Forces con¬ 
tinue to get a very low logistical priority. Because 
of their continuous employment, more equipment is worn 
out or destroyed than in units that seldom engage the 
enemy. The magnitude of these equipment shortages , 
alone, indicates the cumulative effect of poor logis¬ 
tical and maintenance support to the Territorial Forces 
and the consequent decline in their tactical capabili¬ 
ties. In MR 2, Pleiku Province alone reported several 
thousand pieces of equipment from 59 unreplaced line 
items i.e., 2^5 radios, 638 Ml6 rifles 48? carbines 
and twelve 2-1/2 ton trucks short. 

c. Another logistical problem affecting RF tac¬ 
tical performance, as well as morale, is an order from 
the JGS withdrawing the monthly rice ration. Each RF 
is now authorized 1700 piasters per month in lieu of 
the rice. This method makes logistics simpler and less 
expensive to the GVN; however, the money allotted is 
not commensurate with inflated prices, e.g., one 48 
kilo bag of rice costs approximately 5000 piasters. 
PF also lost their rice supplement effective 1 July 
1973, and it was replaced by 25 piasters per man each 
day for a total of 750 piasters each month as long as 
he is on outpost duty. He receives 20 piasters per 
day when at his home station. 

d. SLSC cannot draw rice allowances until after 
the end of the month; it also may not purchase rice 
for issue to units on operations unless the operations 
will last 15 days or more. Consequently, the troops 
in the field often go without field rations and take 
or steal rice from the rural population in order to 
survive. The problem of troop misbehavior has been 
exhaustively documented in the international press and 
by former MACV Advisory personnel over a decade of 
intimate involvement with RVNAF.and is so widespread 
that specific examples or troops involved should need 
no further amplification. 

e. In the past, an indigenous field ration, con¬ 
sisting of dehydrated rice, salt, and dry fish was 
provided to the soldier. These rations are still 
available, but when issued to the soldier he loses his 
monthly rice ration, imposing an unacceptable hardship 
on his family. In effect, his salary lasts about one 
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I ALC 

Da Nang 

II ALC 

,Qui Nhon 

III ALC (SUPPORTS PHU OUOC Island) 

SAIGON 

V ALC 

.Cam Ranh 

IV ALC 

Can Tho 

AREAS OF RESPONSIBILITY 

AREA LOGISTICS COMMANDS 

Figur? (3) 
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SERVICE SCHOOLS 

THU DUC 
ARMOR SCH 
BAND SCH 
INFANTRY SCH 

PHU CUONG 

EN6R SCH 

SAIGON 

LANGUAGE SCH 
HOC INTELSCH 
QM SCH 
ORD SCH 
TRANS SCH 
AG SCH 
AOMINtFIN SCH 
WAFC TNG CENTER 

* MED SCH 
LOG MGT SCH 

* SOC TNG SCH 

DUC MY 
ARTILLERY SCH 

NHA TRANG 
NCO ACAD 

DA LAY 
VNMAR 

* POLWAR COL 

— LONG BINH 
CISC 

THANH TUY HA 

MIL DOG TNG 
VUNGTAU 

IR ACAD 
MP SCH 
SIG SCH 
LANGUAGE SCH ANNEX 

* NOT CONTROLLED BY CTC 
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Figure (7) 
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release tir coüipnn,'.' p-’’-'*' 
extended period? of ti:-e to 
rf combat crerntioml v,eV.^ 

. »i. ) • - - » : c: 

i'. Durinr 
over 200,CCO 

73, . ( / ■ 1 i. ' iw •• _• ^ 
. fJ/:\•' recr.iiti 

•'tantial "eiuction rroi. CV io-_- «'♦ -u 
'3, the UC have graduated a tea7 ^ 
recruits, which 1s sliphtIp lera tha 
rrogr^mne j. There is stronr re à 
the .JOS is .¿king a concerted effort 
recruit quotas to insure authorized 
324,799 by the end of this CY. Jtrc 
been placed on the JGS/CTC to train' 
of PP to be integrated into under-st 
as to bring the~ up to strength. 
h'TCs have trained Q,06? ?? versus 
during the first quarter of CY 73 an 
¿igure during the second Quarter, 

- ■ enureQr t e c a u r r 

'noduleo •; total of 
‘trainin', a sub- 

"es. Jince 1 Jun 
"f over 30,000 

n half that were 
* believe that 
to increase Rr 

strength of 
r.r emphasis has 
increased numbers 
rength RF units sc 
ward this end, the 
,1?6 scheduled 
will natch this 

8. (C) DESEF.TIOhJ : 

a. Desertion and absenteeism a 
'orces are current problems. Aitho 
contributing factors, it is believe 
are : 

ong the Territorial 
gh there are numero 
that the major esu 

(1) Low cay and subsistence a 

(2) Operating for extended pe 
of their provincial boundaries, ca 
port and resupply problems. 

wance. 

ds of time outside 
ng logistical suc- 

(3) Separation from, family places 
strain on their already meager pa” and 
allowance. 

an additional 
subsistence 

,,.. iV .ihe t—eai of belnn integrated into APVN. Kh 
• loa pi ovince recorted that 52 desertions occurred amon 
}p0 idlers levied for transfer to ARVÎI. Reportedl” 

l0';-^r 3 Khlle’then Æ îoch .t.ce units unser assumed names. 

_ (r,) gioonlightlnr to supplement their pay and alle-. 
^..03. absenteeism ‘'or this reason appears to be wide- 

haf varying degrees of influence on their 

r°n^te::C:tiveness- inspection visits to TF units 
r. l.ct tha. rarely arc more than 50-75 percent 
troops present for duty. ^ * 

(Pirare 8) 
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9 • (C) RF/PF RECRUITMENT : 

S« The DCSPER/JGS has staff resoonsibilitv fn 
RP/PF recruiting according toP?he Geneíal 

Mobilization Law of 1968 as amended by Presidential 
Decree 02, 8 July 1972. Those volunteers for RF units 

(RirTfoí nea^est Recruitment and Induction Center 
TiProcessinS into a National Training Center 

aiota5 III T eaCh MR Wlth a ^uarter,1y recruiting 
quota, based on anticipated personnel requirements. 

PF fwn rayj,Qeurult Pers°nnel of ages 16 to H5 and 
PF from 16 to 48 but usually do not get the 18-20 
year group that are subject to ARVN draft. 

i rec^ltinK Program was terminated on 
4-u^ in an effort to reduce their current 

authorized strength by 6OO PF platoons (17,000 sol- 
hiin^\-ühiCî are Î0 be integrated into the RF units to 

foQhemDt? thelr authori2ed CY 1974,strength of 
oroffr^m'mpi-1^0^t0 thJs termination, the recruitment 
program met their quotas easily because of the appeal 

nimheicgHa?Signed,ln their own sector with substantial 
numbers being assigned to their subsector. 

10 (C) MORALE 

a. The overall morale of the RF/PF appears barelv 
satisfâctory at the moment. There are indications of ' 
deterioration, especially among those soldiers that are 

CCnCftl?SifKr e^uended Periods of time outside of their 
provincia! boundaries, as it places an additional strain 
on his already meager salary and subsistence allowances. 

b. Evidence of continued deterioration of troop 
morale because of low salary and subsistence allowance 
was reported recently when the VC enticed a 15-man PF 
outpost in Trung Hien Village, Vung Liem District, Vinh 
Long Province to defect with their weapons. Eye wit¬ 
nesses to the event say the VC approached the outpost 
and asked the defenders to come out and have a drink 
and talk over their pay and supply problems. After a 
wh^le, the entire unit left the outpost with the VC. 

11. . (C) SHORT ' LLS: 

a. Perioral/:r> vinclal overviews in general point 

• J reçut; ly proclems in ::.e contin.inr ;• -irtl 

« ^ w' 
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^ a- 

suonort cC 
fallen off ..__ 
neoulting in a seriouo shortage of critical rarr’i« 
These shortages have hai a leleterioas effect "or. TF 
combat effectiveness; a 65 rercer.t cutback ^ *" * op- 
for use on operations has Vlreacv"reduce!'the frècúèncv 
^nd ran^e o. patrols. There has also been a 5 " -.Qt-r- 
decrease in issuances of ger.er- 3ua^^a^k ev> - 
perennial shortages of trucks,~55‘percent of"all v-- " ’ 
hides are deadlined because of a shortag0 c° 
parts; 50 percent decrease in issue of gãscíine^ar.l 
RC-25 radios, Claymore nines, arms and equipment, and 

barrier materials. The list of shortages is long and 
extensive and has had a verv serious ef^*■ ->n 
overall combat effectiveness. . 

b. A1th 
countrywide, 
averages 50 
strength. T 
the high rat 
lighting by 
problems, co 
integration 
their streng 
inces rely h 
tive install 
dumps, this 
all-out ener. 

ough RF/PF unit stre 
the present for dut 

to 75 percent of the 
his is believed to b 
e of desertion and a 
the troops to supple 
upled with poor lead 
program, are expecte 
;th and combat readin 
eavily on Territoria 
ations, LOC’s, airfi 
could prove disastro 
y offensive. 

ngth figures vary 
y strength of the f 
ir actual assigned 
e the direct result 
osenteeism due to n 
tent their salarv. 
ership and the RF/A 
d to further deplet 
ess state. Since p 
1 Forces to defend" 
elds and ammunition 
us in the event of 

,oon- 
7he s ^ 
F.vri ’ ' 
o 
rov- 
sensi- 

sny 

c. The 
tenance prob 
overviews, t 
resulted in 
that is neve 
tenance syst 
The lack of 
on an effect 
of units to 
and corrupt! 
from reachin 
PR have neve 
given to ART 

R-'/PP are also plagued with serious main- 
lems, and based on Regional/Provincial 
hese problems are longstanding and hâve 
gradual attrition of essential equipment 
r replaced. The deterioration of the main- 
em has also taken its toll of equipment, 
command and lower level leadership emphasis 
-ve preventive maintenance crogram, failure 
submit or process requisitions, and the^theft 
TV u the lo6istical system prevents suoolies 
g ohe requesting unit. In addition, the" RF/ 
r enjoyed the same degree of supoort as that 
• units. 

anri conr’-ancJers do not emphasize leadershi’ 
anv traini.ns- They are ^el’-ictant to releasâ' 
any their .orces for leadership training ir vie*'- of 
current shortage of present for dutv strengths, "his 
problem becomes more acute in highly contested areas 
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v/here RF/PF forces -ire h-irc presce.l by the e.v 
secondly, the selection of officers er. ¡ s er ^ o *■ 
for schoolini;, is based on financial, fa.r.ilv r^ 
ical considerations rather th;en the individu'11' • 
leadership potential. 

e. The Regional/Popular Forces soldier in 1- 
i^ing for the first time what fi£htinr’ n vfar w 
limited resources means. In nre-ceasefire'^;'hel¬ 
icopter support was plentiful, airlifting imer’ — 
their counterparts plus critically needed anno*'víeaoons 
water, and foodstuff to the remote outposts, f'^ce 
the ceasefire, however, logistical as well as combat 
type aircraft support is much more limited and many 
times not available. The Corps Commander now must 
personally authorize all air combat support r,ecu°sts 
and his approval is difficult to obtain. 

12. (C) SUMMARY : 

a. The most significant problem emerging f-on the 
regional assessments of RF/PF is the pressing n°ed for- 
improved leadership throughout the Territorial ^ces 
System. Some areas of importance to be addressed which 
could enhance the RF/PF leadership are: n 

(1) Field commanders increasing trainier 
quotas at the NTC's and service schools, for comean” 
grade officers and NCO's for the RF, and olatoc-' ' 
leaders and squad leaders for the ?F. Their ove-all 
battlefield performance against the enemy since th« 
ceasefire has been rated from good to pocr and reflects 
significant command weaknesses. 

(2) increased emphasis on command and control 
elements to conduct frequent unit refresher training 

n?LNT? S,’ ?lvlsional Arpa Training Facilities, and 
in-place training within the sector AO. Specific 
guidance is alsolutely necessary for field commanders 
ho are not exercising their training responsibilities. 

Improving the promotion system for 
lower echelon leaders, officers and NCO's. As an 

îhe most current RF strength reflects that 
while their assigned strength is within 50-70¾ o'* ♦•heir 
authorized strength, this force continues to be ¿lagueS 
by^.a-in^°rta6e of authorizea officers and MCO’s; 23ï 
and 19r respectively. A more equitable promotion of 
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those officers/NCO1s who have already demonstrated 
their leadership abilities could do much to improve 
this important and necessary element of the RVNAF. 

b. The need exists for a complete audit of the 
ARVN logistical, resupply, transportation and communica¬ 
tion support for the Territorial Forces. It has become 
increasingly apparent that more command emphasis and 
follow-up action is required by field commanders to 
insure that RF/PF receive the same degree of logistical 
support that ARVN units presently enjoy. Frequent 
deployments of the RF/PF outside their normal base 
areas have been largely responsible for the general 
breakdown in this support. 

c. There is no question that the RF/PF represents 
a significant fighting force for South Vietnam. Their 
principal and legitimate role of defending the rural 
populace insures that the GVN can successfully carry out 
the national policies of reconstruction, village self 
development, self defense and self government. The 
continuous and increasing dep?.oyment by field commanders 
of RF/PF forces away from their bases areas for the 
principal purpose of defending ARVN perimeters, LOC's, 
roads and bridges, etc., has caused extensive deter¬ 
ioration in the RF/PF program. The absence of adequate 
.erritorial Forces in contested or high impact areas 
could conceivably cause numerous local inhabitants to 
abandon their villages and hamlets and move to more 
secure areas thereby surrendering these villages and 
hamlets to the enemy without a struggle. This should 
be a matter of primary concern to the GVN in their 
efforts to maintain the image of being the true re¬ 
presentative of the entire population of South Vietnam. 

d. The Chief, JGS, has directed increased emphasis 
be placed on upgrading the Territorial forces to bring 
them in line with their ARVN contempories. 
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CHAPTER iO 

AVWAF PROGRAMS, PLAiiS A'J:- .•iOEALE 

1. (U) This chapter contains information relatinr to 
all military services. Topics are unrelated and include 
the following: 

a. In-Country English Language Trainin' Pro¬ 
grams (ELTP). 

Central Training Command/DAO Technical 
Translation Branch 

c. Lines of Communication (LOC's) Highway 
Program 

d. Military Construction (MILCO’;) 

Dependent Shelter Program 

RVNAF Retirement Plan 

6* Reduction Program Bulk Petroleum 

h. RVNAF Morale 

2. (C) 
(ELTP): 

IN-COUNTRY ENGLISH LANGUAGE TRAINING PRCCr.AM 

a. Intensive English Language Training Program 

(1) The Republic of Vietnam Armed Forces Language 
School (RVNAFLS), Saigon entered 604 students from all 
three services into the English Language Training D”o- 
Sr^ ^L?P) during the Hh Quarter FY73. Classes were 
held 34 hours per week, six hours per day, Monday through 
Friday and four hours on Saturday. The average training 
load in this quarter was 900. ' b 

(2) In June the enrollment procedures at 
Forces Language School (AFLS) were modified to 
more enrollments throughout FY7^ and to assist 
Vietnamese Air Force (VNAF) language training p 
to successfully meet the increased requirements 
FY74 Security Assistance Training Program ^SATF 
Joint VNAF-AFLS policy decisions of 3 and 23 Ja 
1973 resulted in a severe enrollment burden at 
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In early Tune a conference witl VNAF, Central -ralnln., 
Command (CTC), and the DAO Training Management Branch 
was held and the following reforms immediately _mrlerne 

ted: 

(a) AFLS (Saigon) immediately accepted 1L6 air 
cadets from the VNAF Language School (Nha Trang) who 
had made at least 30 on the English Language Screening 
Test (ELS). (Previous entry requirement into AFLS was 
40). These students are temporarily supported logis- 
tically by VNAF in Saigon and started language training 

on 11 June 1973. 

(b) An additional ^22 cadets were tested for the 
30 ELS in mid-June and 50¾ passed. Those with 30 ELS 
scores or more will be transferred to Saigon during 
July 1973 for language training. Previously the limiting 
factor was VNAF’s inability to mess and billet the stu¬ 
dents. However, in July the AFLS will provide mess ar.d 
billets in the renovated DAO Annex area (57 buildings were 
made available following US redeployments). 

(c) An additional 469 prospective students were 
tested in late June. The top students will enter AFLS, 
Saigon. The same billeting/messing constraint will 
exist until July 1973. The Chief, CTC, has directed that 
the top scoring trainees of this group be admitted to 
AFLS and that the school increase its operative capacity 
tc 1,600. The maximum duration of the training cycle is 
18 weeks, but could be shorter based on student profic¬ 
iency. In all cases it is geared to the requirements of 
the students. If this Increased training capability is 
maintained, it should help to insure that VNAF meets its 
FY74 SATP CONUS requirements. 

b. Intensive ELTP Data (April. May. June).: 

Numb er of Students 

Army 337 
Navy 126 
Air Force 494 
Air Force 458 

(AFLS) 
(AFLS) 
(AFLS) 
(VNAFLS) 
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Number of Lab Positions : 

VNMA 110 
POLWAR 26 
JMS-VT 60 
JMS-P 40 

d. Accomplishments : 

(1) Defense Language Institute (DLI) training 
specialists continue to provide in-service training (1ST) 
on a weekly basis to the host-country personnel. This 
instruction was centered on correcting English language 
areas that are particularly difficult for Vietnamese. 
As a result, the English Language Department of AFLS is 
improving the instructional level by placing increased 
emphasis on the following classroom management activities: 

(a) Introduction of an increased amount of fluency 
drills, emphasizing stress, rhythm, and intonation. 

(b) A more frequent use of selected readings, which 
are programmed as an out of class library assignment. 

(c) The introduction and use of an advanced com¬ 
munication skills test, emphasizing structure and two- 
word verbs. 

(d) Production of lesson/test tape materials to 
complement the review POI innovations. 

(2) DLI-LTD personnel, working with AFLS personnel, 
continued to monitor and evaluate the host-country English 
language training program (ELTP). The instructor class¬ 
room performance was given special emphasis by providing 
detailed critique and related in-service training for the 
individual instructor. Classroom evaluations are used 
to organize teacher in-service training sessions geared 
to maintain/improve faculty language proficiency. 

(3) Number of Students Eliminated: 9; Students in 
continuation status: 2r). 
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*• 4*. T??e APLS Library ls undergoing an exoansion 
0Llts faclllties* This project is necessary to pro¬ 
vide adequate shelving for the 3,500 (English Language) 
volume library which was provided through MASF or MAP. 

e. Conclusion: 

The Armed Forces Language School continues to meet or 
exceed all requirements and goals. The primary concern 
during this quarter has been the question of relieving 
the huge enrollment load sc the Nha Trang LTP and pro¬ 
viding the assistance necessary for the VNAF language 
training program to successfully meet its FY74 SATP off¬ 
shore commitments. In this regard, actions already im¬ 
plemented will substantially support both schools' efforts 
to fully implement the 197^ SATP. The use of joint DLI- 
Vietnamese academic program evaluations has greatly as-- 
sisted in identifying weak areas and resulted in imple¬ 
menting or recommending additional enrichment—upgrade 
programs. This major emphasis on quality of instruction 
has been a continuing priority. Inspections, student 
output, and PLI-Vietnanese military staff evaluations 
indicate that the improvement and modernization efforts 
of the school has been and continues to be a success. 

3. (C) CENTRAL TRAINING COMMAND/DAO TECHNICAL TRANR- 
LATION BRANCH (TT3) :- 

a. Since its founding in 1955, the TTB has provided 
continuing translation support to the RVNAF. Primarily 
structured for the translation of Army, Navy, and Air 
Foret. Field and Technical manuals, the military expertise 
of the TTB translators and typists cannot be matched for 
accuracy, speed or cost. Translation production in the 
past five years has increased more than 100 percent. Cur¬ 
rently, at the TTB it is possible to have a moderate size 
technical manual translated within a 24 hour period. 

b. The TTB is the only US funded group which trans¬ 
lates US field and technical manuals into Vietnamese for 
the JGS, Central Training Command. TTB translators and 
illustrators are capable of translating, with ease, 2000 
ptres per month and preoaring a similar number of camera 
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master pages containing the accompanying artwork and 
illustrations. Personnel resources are 107 local national 
with an 0&M Budget of 3103,550 for FY73. A budget of 
$100,672 is forecasted for nine months of FY7^. Several 
other technical translation attempts have beer made by 
American and Vietnamese organizations, but their results 
have been sub-standaror slow. Alternate means of sup¬ 
plying RVNAF with translated publications have also been 
explored. Contractor proposals have been rejected due 
to* the cost involved and the quality of the finished 
product. TTB's average cost per publication of $400 for 
trans.ation and preparation for printing remains the most 
cost-effective way to provide translation services. Con¬ 
tractor proposals have often been 10 to 20 times the TTB 
cost. 

c. The RVNAF Publications Review Board (PRB) sub¬ 
ject to Training Management Section (DAO) veto, determines 
annual translation and printing requirements and estab¬ 
lishes priorities based on workload, capabilities and 
funding for TTB. The TTB is responsive to translation/ 
printing requirements of this board which is chaired by 
the Chief of the Central Training Command, with members 
from CTC, Central Logistics Command, J-6, VNAF and VNN. 
The board chairman also determines where a publication is 
to be printed, i.e., in-country by civilian/military or 
Subic Bay. The RVNAF Publications Review Board had fore¬ 
cast in January the need for TTB to translate 22c publi¬ 
cations during calendar year 1973. Workload status as of 
30 June 73 is as follows: 

Translations required (CY73): 

Translations in progress: 

Translations sent to PRB: 

Publications reviewed by PRB and 
returned to TTB for printing: 

Translations in progress of being 
reviewed by PRB members 15 Mat1 73î 

Translations in progress of being 
reviewed by PRB members 30 Jun <3: 

Publications sent to offshore pnn 

Publications sent to VN printing: 

226 

102 

91 

329 

iting: 

¡37 

67 

24 
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b. Of the 4,063 kn comprising the LOG, 659 km were 
assigned to the Vietnamese Army (ARVN) Corps of Engineers 
for accomplishment. This program began in* the falí of 
1969 and is scheduled for completion in December 1975. 
As of 1 June 1973, ARVN has completed 344 km with 315 km 
still to be completed. Within the LOG Program, ARVN has 
also completed 8,341 meters of the 11,476 meters of bridge 
construction assigned. The roads in the LOG are not only 
vital to the Nation's security, but are also vital to the 
country's economic well being. 

c. Dynalectron, a US invited contractor, provides 
the necessary maintenance on the 56O (480 pieces of com¬ 
mercial highway equipment and 80 pieces of equipment non¬ 
standard to the ARVN but standard to the US Army) pieces 
of heavy engineer construction equipment and parts for the 
commercial equipment used in the program. Daniel, Mann, 
Johnson and Mendenhall (DMJM), a USAID contractor, pro¬ 
vides the necessary technical assistance. DMJM has pre¬ 
pared a two month highway design course that will provide 
highway design capability to local engineers to complement 
their work on the ARVN-LOC Program. 

d. The National Materiel Management Agency (NMMA) 
has not been able to supply needed parts. There is a 
serious shortage of quarry expendables. A 225 ton/hour 
Pioneer rock crusher has been headlined for parts for more 
than one year. NMMA is responsible to supply the parts 
for the ARVN's TOE plus the 80 pieces of construction 
equipment, standard to the US Army but non-standard to 
ARVN. Dynalectron is much more successful supporting the 
430 pieces of commercial equipment and the results are a 
very low deadline rate. It will be proposed that Dyna¬ 
lectron also supply parts support for the non-standard 
to ARVN equipment. 

5. (C) MILITARY CONSTRUCTION: 

a. The Military Assistance Service Funded (MASF)/ 
Military Construction (MILCON) Program provides for con¬ 
struction and major rehabilitation of RVNAF facilities 
and is financed by VN funds provided through the GVN de¬ 
fense budget. 

b. Projects under construction are administered by 
the Director of Construction (DIRCON). All work is done by 
.amp sum contractors. Problems arise for Vietnamese 
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a. Since 1961, the Government of Vietnam (GV.'.') 
has encased in an effort to provide dependent heusinr 
for families of hVNAF personnel. Originally, the pro- 
gran v;as wholly sponsored by the GVN but as its exten¬ 
sive nature became more apparent, the United States 
began to assist with aid in the form of construction 
materials. By 1969, about 85,000 housing units had 
been completed but many had been destroyed by enemy ac¬ 
tion during the TET Offensive and by weather. At the 
beginning of 1970, only ^9,000 usable shelters remained. 

b. In May 1970, President Nixon committed the US 
to support 20,000 units per year over a four year period 
from 1971 to 1975. The program is being supported at a 
funding level of $4.8 million a year for the purchase 
of construction materials and $1.2 million for contract 
services. 

c. Funds required for other construction materials 
and services not included in the US programs are pro¬ 
vided by the GVN Defense Budget. The CY73 budget for 
this item is 1.2 billion $VN. The US supports SO,"? of 
this with Joint Support Credits. 

d. The total program is now 24¾ complete. This 
program was initially constructed by military engineers 
and occupant self-help. Little contractor effort was 
used. Local contractor participation and local materials 
purchases have increased each year to the point that in 
the CY73 program, 6l.85£ of the total effort will be by 
local VN contractors and 36£ of the materials will be 
locally purchased, thus enhancing both the construction 
and materials industries. Although this program is cur¬ 
rently intended for use by military dependents, it should 
be considered as a ootential source of housing for Rural 
Development Cadres and for refugees. 

e. To date, approximately $2.9 million of FY73 
funds have been obligated for material purchase. Ap¬ 
proximately $2.3 million of this amount was for purchase 
of CY73 materials and the remaining $600 thousand was 
used to make up CY71 and CY72 material shortfalls. On 
3 April 1973, the release of $2.5 million was requested 
from the Office of the Secretary of Defense for the 
second phase (1,000 buildings) for CY73. To date, no 
decision has been made to release those funds. 
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f. Presently, Plv.se I material is or order with 

approximately 37¾ of tne material being; procured locally 
in Vietnam in order to facilitate faster delivery with 
less loss ir shipping time and to stimulate the Vietna¬ 
mese economy. Planning includes procuring even more 
materials locally when the Phase II money is released, 
but again a major stumbling block to local procurement 
will be cement. 

g. A dependent shelter is quickly erected with a 
10 unit building taking thirty days when built by mili¬ 
tary engineers. RVNAF has established cement block and 
wooden door and window préfabrication centers which con¬ 
tribute to this fast rate. The cost per unit is $600. 
A problem is that a uniform design has not been agreed 
upon. The US Army, Air Force, Navy, and Seabees all 
had dependent shelter designs that were being used. 
Present planning calls for a local Army Engineer to 
design a shelter with maximum use of local materials and 
local construction. The goal is to get a better shelter, 
which would include water and electricity, at the same 
cost as today’s shelter. Construction could be accom¬ 
plished entirely by the Vietnamese with the DAO Engineer 
monitoring the end use as well as construction and acceot- 
ance. 
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7. (C) F.yilAF RETIREMENT PIA:: FOP. CY73: 

a. .-. sotal cf ^1,755 r.iiirary pe:v:.111 
àenobillzed beginning 1 July 1973, 'ey phases. 

b. Retirement is based upon physical disability 
and/or age in grade. Majority of personnel to be de¬ 
mobilized are those who are over age in ^rade but re¬ 
tained on active service by being in the Reserve age 
brackets. 

(Figures 1 & 2) 

c. Military pension regulations prescribe seniority 
pensions for all service personnel who complete 25 years 
of civil and military service. Extra credits for the 
25-year eligibility can be obtained if one is: 

(1) In ground or airborne combat operations - one 
year of service receives two years credit toward retire¬ 
ment . 

(2) Wounded - one year additional (wound gratuity) 

(3) A prisoner - two years 

(^) On duty in an insecure area - 1 1/2 years 

(5) Offshore school - two years 

(6) On Navy craft in peacetime - 1 1/2 years 

d. Proportional pensions are based on a percentage 
of base salary for those who retire after 15 years of 
service and who are older than 33. The proportional 
pension has a number of restrictions similar to US dual 
compensation. 

(Figure 3) 

e. Personnel not qualifying for pension receive 
a discharge pay and restitution of the 65 individual 
retirement contribution. 
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DEMOBILIZATION OF RWAF FOR 1973 

A. Over Age Personnel for Retirement and Discharge. 

OFFICER 

Army/Marine 2,036 

VNAF 97 

Navy 45 

RF 665 

FF _0 

TWAL 2,843 

B. WACs Contract Expires and 

NCO EM TOTAL 

10,116 18,706 30,858 

271 46 414 

356 

12,669 

2,416 

46.713 

400 

12,564 

12,036 

71.713 

213 98 

3,879 8,125 

140 2,276 

14,619 29,251 

Retirement. 

C. Category #2. Physically unfit. 

0. Category #3. Disabled. 

TOTAL 
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Age-Limits Prescribed in Statute 

for Selective Regulars 

Reference: Article 247, Decree #13-CT/LDQGQL/SL dated 20 
October 1964, prescribing Statute for Regular Force 
In-Service Personnel. 

GRADE 

Private, PFC, Corporal, CFC 

NCO 

2LT, 1LT 

Captain 

Major 

Lieutenant Colonel 

Colonel 

Brigadier General, Major General 

Lieu snant General 

General 

General of the Army 

Age-Limit 

40 

45 

46 

46 

47 

48 

49 

51 

53 

55 

56 

B 

40 

45 

46 

48 

50 

52 

54 

56 

58 

60 

61 

43 

48 

51 

S3 

55 

57 

59 

61 

62 

Age Limit A 

Age Limit B 

- Army 

- Navy 

- Marine Corps 

Applicable to flight personnel of the Air Force 

Applicable to: 

Combat arms and Combat support arms 

Navigation personnel 

Age limit C 

+ Army 

Applicable to: 

- Technical Services 
- Finance Brandi, Personnel and 
Material Management Branch 

Figure (3) 
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f. The facts above are extracted fror. Ar 

280 and 285 of Law *13-CT/LDQGQL/S1 sifr.ed by 
Van Minh on 20 Oct 6¾. There are new but net 
plemented Laws #58 and #59 signed by President 
on 26 Dec 72 which modifies this approach. 

icios 
r* , , _ y. 

I - »4 - . . 

et ir> 
Thieu 

g. The Ministry of War Veterans (MV.T) administers 
veterans and survivors benefits which include disatlea 
veterans' housing and training, production centers, 
orphan institutions and job referral services. The 
MWV has been authorized to open 33 provincial offices 
for a total of 44 provincial/city offices. 

(Figures 4 & 5) 

8. (C) REDUCTION PPOGRAM - BULK PETROLEUM: 

a. Effective 1 Apr 73, a reduction in the quantity 
of MOGAS and diesel fuel was imposed upon the RVNAF. 
Using as a basis the average monthly consumption for 
CY72 and considering equipment density, the following 
factors were used in estimating bulk POL consumpticn 
for FY74: 

(1) Consumption rates per mile were obtained fror. 
FM 101-10-1. 

(2) Equipment densities were compiled from inven¬ 
tories . 

(3) Assumed vehicles to be 70% operational. 

(4) Wheeled vehicles operated 20 miles per day 
on a 20-day month. 

(5) Track vehicles operated 25 miles per month. 

(6) Hourly consumption rates are based on eight 
hours per day, 30 days per month. 

b. The results of this analysis were as follows: 

Comparison of POL Requirements (In MBBLS) 

MOGAS 
CY72 Average Monthly 

Consumption 16G.3 
Based on Equip. Density 88.8 
Difference -46£ 

DIESEL AVGAS 

253.6 62.9 
224.3 70.1 
-125 +115 

JP-4 

132.2 
242.4 
+ 835 
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MONTHLY PENSION RATES AND ALLOWANCES falwj 

Effective 1 September 1972 

1. CPT (Grade I) 
w// children 

Main Pension 
Wife's alw 
Children's alw 

Total 

Widow w/4 children 

Main Pension 
Children's alw 

Total 

2. Sgt w/4 child 

Main Pension 
Wife's alw 
Children's alw 

Total 

Widow w/4 children 

Main Pension 
Children's alw 

Total 

60¾ Disability 

11,040 
1,200 
4,400 

16,640 

9.200 
4,400 

13,600 

60¾ Disability 

5.200 
1.200 
4,400 

10,800 

4,400 
4,400 

8,800 

3. Pvt w/4 child 60¾ Disability 

100¾ Disability 

18,400 
1,200 
4,400 

24,000 

100% Disability 

8,800 
1,200 
4,400 

14,400 

100% Disability 

Main Pension 
Wife's alw 
Children's alw 

Total 

Widow w/4 children 

Main Pension 
Children's alw 

Total 

4. Wards 

5. Dependent Parent? 

6. Orphans allowances 
(Included as children's 
allowances of widows 
benefits) 

4,650 
1,000 
3,600 

7,750 
1,000 
3,600 

9,250 12,350 

3,872 
3,600 
7,472 

400 per month (In addition to 
normal allowances received 
as orphans) 

3,8^5 per month person regardless 
of rank 

900 per month (Private to 
corporal) 

1,100 per month (Sergeant and 
Officers) 
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r effect a !:;ana~eable trancition in tho ^ 

"ation*cf"the^reduced allocations, DAO elected to phase 
in the 4c- :::0AS reduction by starting with gl, , 

incrementallj^distributed throughout the quarter. 

d. 
a shortage 
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port equipr 
In each in; 
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of product, 
applicatif 
have had t 
natter has 
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present to 
management 
with a v:or 

;::AF complained about what they ^ ,t 
r-lnclDally of diesel. To have the eneace^t 
:Xb ARVN manifested their «spleasurebyre- 

s" aneet direct * contact * between6 the^rr.y^Division 

ï- iS refeaaseeof anTncreasl/allocation 
The?! is evidence of a disproportionate 

~ef the reduction within RVNAF. Some units^ 
»ire allocation reduced as much as 30o». 
“en discussed with RVNAF recommending an 
-r!”aMor There is no better time than the 
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.¿wide energy crisis. 
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mrcsed effective 1 fuly. It is anticipated^ 
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9. (C) RVNAF MORALE. 

a. RVNAF morale is rauceci ty the followin'* indi jaton:: : 

(1) Leadership 

(2) Desertion Rate 

(3) Discipline 

(4) Percent present for Duty as Compared to Asrimed 
Strength 

(5) Troop Appearance 

(6) Equipment Losses 

(7) Conduct of Troops Cn and Off Duty 

(8) Combat Efficier.cy/Zffectiveness 

(9) Esprit de Corps 

b. JOS has reported to DAO that over-all morale with¬ 
in RVNAF is considered to ce good and has been steadily 
improving since the beginning of ceasefire I; however, 
field reports and lack cf argressive reaction to ceasefire 
incidents do not fully corroborate CGS’s assessments. 

c. The r.ajor factors other titan the usual variations 
in leadership and officer'LCD corruption have affected 
rVLAF morale, inflation and the understandable desire not 
tc become a "ceasefire" casualty. The RVNAF military man 
cf today earns 1/^ of that buying power which he possessed 
in 1Q69. it is estimated that ^0“ of his current pay is 
needed to buy rice alone. This leads to a breakdown in 
discipline, increased corruption and outright troop thiev¬ 
ery of the civilian populous which has resulted in reports 
cf RVNAF havin* a "negative racification" influence in 
their areas of operation. 

d. The RYL'A? .'oint C.-'ne ral Staff states that the 
following problem areas are having a detrimental effect 
>n morale Improvement. 

(1) Dependent Housin' 
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g. The i'arir. 

and adequate!': ar 
volunteer unit- a 
are considered tc 
Division. 

id Airborne Divisions are M. 
and equipped. Dach of these. 
..rale, esprit de corps, and 
above average when cor.r.ared 

•hi 
a 

dl 
to 

h. VNN -ora 
overstrength sit 
ience has shewn 
environment ir. c 
there are usual! 
than can be aeo? 
of assigned sore: 
est in RVNAF, is 
versely, it is c 
service and the 
ly affect morale 
be improved by u: 

high as indicated by the continuin' 

the -ow Assertion rate. Ezner 
-- the i.'avy is considered a low-risk" 

■tarison with the ARVÎÎ. As a result' 
more volunteers among the conscripts 

o average desertion rate of .57.1 
tn^ or the last six months, second low- 
-r.ner indication of high morale. Con- 
3-oered that the management of food 
'.-.■^subsistence allowances a-t to adverse 

summary, morale is high but could 
r_u_nc tne quality of subsistence. 

i. VNAF r 
primary atten: 
cy middle and 
and allowances 
by national ir 
average desert 
strength. Thi 

e^car. be termed good to very good. The 
-- ..tra.e _s tne difficulty excerienced 
ranged personnel in making military r 

e-:n to meet spiraling costs created' 
-tn tor the past six months. The VD’AF 

e ..as bt-en of their assigned 
sertion percentage is the lowest am.onr 

!. COkTlV! 
than pre-cease: 
upswing with :e 
they can go it 
as adversely a: 
squeese which i 
military incide 
confidence that 
territory a.ga' '■ 

Iverall morale is no better or wer?« 
- y^th some indications of a slight*’ 
n units raining confidence that 
j. If any one factor could be selccte 
-nr morale it is probably the economic 
rn_affects corruption and civiliar- 
._-'.-rrrts from ARVN Commanders express 
A.- can hold present GVN controlled 
n;. thing ^ut another enemy offensive. 
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CHAPTER li 

JGS COMMAND AND CONTROL 

1. (C) CHAIN OF COMMAND: 

Of’Sanization for national defense within the 
0f t?e Jepubllc of Vietnam, to include the 

organization, mission and responsibilities of the Joint 

dentíaí ntaff is detailed and directed in Presi- 
dentia! Decree 6H-a, TT/SL, dated 1 July 1970. Under 

Ín«maí2vlsí0n«u?f^thls decree* the President is Supreme 
Conmander-in-Chief of RVNAF. Following the President in 

ÜfdML.?f aVtS°î!lty* are the Prlme Minister, the Minister 
of National Defense, and the Chief, JGS. The President 
7fL?îSlSîei!,ln "atlonal defense policy formulation and 
implementation by the National Security Council. The 
Counci! is composed of the President as Chairman, 
t?enViCe President, Prime Minister, Minister of Nation- 
nvv?*fen!e^M12ister of Forelen Affairs, Chief, JGS/ 
RAAF and the Special Assistant to the President for 
Security and Military Affairs (who is the Council 
Recorder). 

(Figure 1) 

b. While the Chief, JGS appears to be directly re¬ 
sponsible to the Minister of National Defense (ref. Fig. 
1), in reality, he deals equally directly with the 
President and the Prime Minister, depending on the na¬ 
ture and sensitivity of the matter at hand. The title 
c. the Joint General Staff belies the fact that it is 
primarily un Army staff with liaison representation from 

Mhm,^etnarnese Navy (VNN)’ and the Vietnamese Air Force " 
(/NAF). As depicted in Fig. 1, the Chief/JGS does com¬ 
mand the total RVNAF, to include the VNN and VNAF. He 
is also concurrently the Army Commander. But the Army's 
sister services (VNN and VNAF) have their own separate 
and distinct headquarters and staffs, physically re¬ 
moved from the JGS Compound. The VNN and VNAF Hq and 
staffs administer and support their own forces and have 
minimal liaison with the JGS. The VNN and VNAF Com¬ 
manders are usually directed personally in command and 
policy matters by the Chief/JGS and the Chief of Staff, 
VjS. VNN and VNAF units in the field are under oper- 
ational. control of the Army Military Region Commanders, 
¿r.e VNN Commander, a Vice Admiral, and the VNAF Com¬ 
mander, a Lieutenant General, do retain direct command 
and control of special selected units and support 
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elements. The preponderance cf JOS staff elerv-nt day 
to day activity is related alr.cs: sxclusively to "round 
combat force natters, f’i^ures 2 and 3 derict the or¬ 
ganization of the VNN and VIIAF. 

(Figures 2 & 3) 

c. Organization of the “OS is shown in Figure h. 

(Figure 

d. The actual chain of command from the President, 
Prime Minister, Minister of national Defense and the 
Chief/JGS, down to the Military Region Commanders is 
close-held, personal in nature, tightly knit and some¬ 
what inflexible. Mission type orders are given to the 
MR Commanders and they are given command and control of 
the total resources determined sufficient to accomplish 
their missions. The staff sections of the JGS are in¬ 
ternally oi’iented to assisting the Chief/JGS, in pro¬ 
perly "managing" his command and control responsibili¬ 
ties. All but certain intelligence, technical and 
logistical staff actions and communications flows up¬ 
ward to the Chief/JGS, and Chief cf Staff, JGS, and 
there is severely limited flow downward to the Military 
Regions and the MR staffs. Actual JGS staff functions 
and communications flow related tc command and control 
of the MR's can be likened to an inverted triangle, if 
a correctly oriented triangle represented the conven¬ 
tional model of parallel staff involvment from higher 
to lower level, similar to ’J5 method of the commander’s 
use of his staff. 

(Figure E > 

e. The JGS system works as it is designed, but the 
philosophy of the system of command and control restricts 
"the rower of that command and control tc the top few leaders 
dealing with the MR Commanders. 

(Figure 6) 

f. Beneath and within the MR's, the philosophy is 
similar in its selective restrictiveness of the power 
of command and control. In essence, important orders 
and directives are passed personally and verbally by 
the top leadership to the MR "’ommanders. Written 
nemos for record at both J'S and MR level, and the 
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CONVENTIONAL MODEL 

NOTE: 

ACTUAL JGS MODEL 

—H“ —>¥- 
Direct Conunand and Control 

Normal Staff Functional Involvement 
In Day to Day Operations 

-O-O-O-O-O-O-^ Limited 

*The ba$e of the triangles represents the delegation of 
authority for independent day to day staff intercourse 
between JGS and MR's. The conventional model contains 
that authority, the actual JGS model severely restricts 
or prohibits it. 

Figure 5 
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missions reflected in MR opera“ijn orders, follcv: on a: 
a delayed later date. The written records eventually 
return to the JGS for note, recording and file. 

(Figure 6} 

JGS: Commander 

MR 1: I Corps Commander 
1st Div. Co-mander 
2nd Div. Commander 
3rd Div. Commander 

MR 2: II Corps Commander 
22nd Div. Commander 
23rd Div. Commander 

MR 3 : III Corps Commander 
5th Div. Commander 
18th Div. Commander 
25th Div. Commander 

MR ^ : IV Corps Commander 
7th Div. Commander 
9th Div. Commander 
21st Div. Commander 

GEN CA: VAN VIEN 

LTG NGO QUANG TRUONG 
BG LE VAN THAN 
BG TRAN VAM NKUT 
30 NGUYEN DUY NINE 

MG NGUYEN VAN TOAN 
BG PHAN DINH NIEM 
BG TRAN VAN CAM 

LTG NGUYEN VAN MINK 
BG TRAN QUOC LICH 
BG LE MINH DAO 
BG LE VAN TU 

MG NGUYEN VINH NGHI 
MG NGUYEN KHA NAM 
MG TRAN BA DI 
BG LE VAN HUNG 

re 6) 

2. (C) COMMUNICATIONS : 

a. The JGS exercises internal communications and 
external command and control through the facilities 
provided by JGS Signal Battalion. 

(Figures 7 & 8) 

3. (C) SHORTFALLS AND ASSESSMENT: 

a. While the JGS organization works and exercises 
command and control in the manner for which it was de¬ 
signed, there are several major shortfalls in the system 
which inhibit the Chief/JGS and staff from maintaining 
the day to day, timely, in-depth grasp of the tactical 
situation upon which active, effective command and con¬ 
trol must rely. 

b. The Corps/MR Commanders have free reign in 
conducting all operations within their regions. In 
effect, they run an empire of their own after being 
given mission-type orders and the resources with which 
to accomplish the mission. They can, and do, receive 
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policy, directives and guidance on natters deemed 
critical by the President, Prime "inister, and Minister 
of national Defense, in addition to beinr subordinate 
to the Chief, JGS. 

c. Unless he specifically makes inouiry into 
specific operations and situations, the Chief, JGS, gets 
reports and information mostly on the initiative of the 
MR Commander. The absence of a detailed and specific 
system of reporting makes the Chief, JGS, vulnerable to 
receipt of "after-the-fact" information. The danger 
also exists that he will be denied timely access to 
vital indicators which have potential for developing 
into adverse critical situations. This situation is 
further compounded in that the complex and diverse 
governmental and armed forces command and control 
structure down to the lowest levels within the MR’s 
almost precludes rapid and accurate reporting up through 
the chain of command, even when requested. 

d. Because of the existing close-held restricted 
and personal verbal manner of communicating orders 
and directives between top level commanders and subord¬ 
inates, the staff does not get actively and productively 
involved in assisting the chief, JGS, to exercise his 
command and control responsibilities. For the most part, 
the staffs are not sufficiently knowledgeable of the cur¬ 
rent situation to conduct research and provide rapid, 
meaningful recommendations and alternatives to tactically 
related problems which would provide normal command and 
control assistance to the Chief. 

e. The term "Joint General Staff (JGS)" is a mis¬ 
nomer. One of the greatest impediments to joint planning, 
staff action and coordinated joint operations within RVNAF 
is the lack of joint service manning at the highest General 
Staff levels. This lack of cross service staffing per¬ 
meates down to the region level where joint planning and 
operations are essential. Region Commanders frequently 
commit multi-regiments/battalions to a specific operation 
but rarely, if ever, create a Joint Task Force Headquarters 
to coordinate air and ground forces. Few instances can 
be seen where Division Commanders have effectively used 
jump command posts to exercise command and control over 
multi-regiment operations. Unfortunately, RVNAF consists 
of both autonomous services and command and control head- 
auarters and joint staffing of senior headquarters continues 
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to be an organizational deficiency. As an exar.ple J-"5/ 
JGS could be organized with an ARVN Brigadier General " 
two deputies, a WN Captain and a VKAF Colonel. The ’ 
JGS/TOC and intelligence center should be jointly staffed. 
It is believed that joint manning across the JGS would 
increase efficiency, facilitate Joint planning, and oro- 
vide valuable joint staff training for officers and MCC’s 
of all services. 
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CHAPTER 12 

DEFENSE ATTACHE ASSESSMENT 

1* (S) CEHERAL. The RVNAF is capable of holding the 
territory they now have under their control; however, 
they would be unable to defend against a country-wide 
major offensive. As of 30 June 1973, both sides are 
attempting to clear out enemy influence in their areas 
of influence. Examples of the DRV/PRG actions were 
Tonle Cham, isolation of Song Be and An Loc (MR 3) and 
areas in other MR's Contiguous to DRV/PRG LOC’s. The 
RVNAF operations include the lowland approaches to the 
coast in Thua Thien Province, resettlement areas in 
Quang Ngai(MR 1), areas adjacent to QL-1 (MR 2), LOC’s 
to Song Be (MR 3), and the LOC's and population/politi¬ 
cal centers in Chuong Thien and Dinh Tuong Provinces 
(MR 4). 

2. (S) MORALE. The inflation and consequent high cost 
of rice have had a significant impact resulting in de¬ 
gradation of leadership (corruption), morale and disci¬ 
pline in all services. RVNAF troops cannot survive on 
the monetary subsistence that replaced the rice supple¬ 
ment. This problem has discouraged better RVNAF public 
relations. For example, RVNAF troops have resorted to 
theft of rice and pilferage from the heretofore friendly 
or tolerant 3VN population. Reported RVNAF local paci¬ 
fication and civil development projects during the cease¬ 
fire period have been far below expectations. 

3. (3) LEADERSHIP ANf MANAGEMENT. Generally common 
to all services is the lack of adeouately qualified 
middle level leaders and logistics resource managers. 
Emphasis in placing Qualified indivluuals in training 
schools has been made; however, time and continued com¬ 
mand emphasis is essential. 

a. (3) COMMAND AMD CONTROL. Lack of joint service 
manning at all levels of senior headouarters is a 
problem without promise of cnange in the foreseeable 
future. Likewise, the effective employment of Joint 
Task Forces and Jump command posts, when required, is 
expected to continue as a tactical command and control 
pro'; ien. 
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DATT ASSESSMENT 

POSITIVE 

1. Enhance and Enhance Plus 1. 

2. Turnovei of US and ROK 2. 
Equipment 

3. Readiness 3. 

4. F5E Input (Begins in Jan'74 4. 

5. Supply 5. 

6. Log Support Streamlining 6. 

7. In-Country Procurement 7. 

8. Reduction in US and TCN 8. 
Contractor Presence 

9. Improved Unit Training 9. 

10. Maintenance Offensive 10. 

11. TACAIR 11. 

12. Basic Ability/Desire to 12. 
Learn 

13. Increasing Technical 13. 
Competence 

14. CONUS Schooled Leadership 14. 

15. Standardization (Elimina- 15. 
tion of C-123, Certain 
Models of 119's 8 C-47's) 

16. Computer Self-Sufficiency 16. 
(Hardware and Capacity) 

17. Country-Wide Communications 17. 
Net 

18. 

19. 

20. 

LEDGER 

NEGATIVE 

Strategic Position of Enemy as 
a Result of '72 Spring Offensive 
New Roads, Pipeline and Airfields 
in Enemy Territory 

Input of Added Enemy Weaponry 

US Bombing Halt 

Corruption 

Inflation (Cost of Rice) 

Air Defense Capability (GCI Radar) 

Intelligence and Operation Report 
(Sparce Since Departure of MACV) 

VNAF Computer (Performance Erratic) 

Command and Control at JGS 
(Lack of VNN and VNAF Reps) 
Poor Aerial Photography 

RVNAF More Inhibited by Cease-Fire 
Agreement (One-For-One Replacement) 

Aircraft Maintenance-Skill Deficien 
cies 

Middle Management 

Nepotism 

Aircraft "Catch-Up” Maintenance 
Problems 

Coastal Radar (65% Operational) 

Motivation (Lack of Aggressiveness) 

POL (Management and Control) 

Komar Threat (Lack of VNN and VNAF 
Coordination) 
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